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PREFACE

The work done below is the master project study presented in May 1998.
The subject is entitled computational and numerical methods. This project
include algorithms that illustrate important numerical methods : Ordinary differential equations, numerical
integration, solving sets of equations, finding roots of polynomials of nth order, probability theory.
A numerical efficiency study was done sometimes to some algorithms to illustrate
their efficiency and run-time. What is important in this work is the algorithms to the already established
numerical mathematical methods. In fact the theorems involved are the work of eminent
mathematicians like the famous German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) who was
considered the prince of mathematicians, the German mathematician Carl Jacobi (1804-1851), the Suiss
mathematician Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), the English mathematicians Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) and
Brook Taylor (1685-1731), the famous Greek mathematician Archimedes (287-212 BC), the Austrian
mathematician Jacques Bernoulli (1654 -1705) and the count Louis Lagrange(l736-1813), and Blaise Pascal
(1623-1662) who was behind the nomination of the computer language Turbo Pascal. More mathematicians
were mentioned...
We pay tribute to those magnificient giants of science who contributed to enrich our
knowledge of mathematics and increased our understanding of all natural phenomena.

The stress was put on writing algorithms and not on inventing new mathematics.
Nearly fourty algorithms were written for this purpose. The work was done using Turbo
Pascal version seven due to its excellent well-definedness and portability, and good efficiency,
expressivity and modularity.
Surely more would have been written if time was available.

An additional section was added, and it is a proof of the convergence of the iterative methods
when dealing with strictly diagonally dominant matrices.

We should not forget that this work wouldn't have been possible without the supervision and precious
help of our instructor and dean Dr George M. Eid.

Due to its universality, mathematics is the most positive and certain branch of science. Surely,
the pleasure of working and doing mathematics is everlasting. I hope that the reader will benefit
from both and share with us the pleasure of reading it.

Abdo Miled Abou-Jaoude.
NDU, May 1998



INTRODUCTION AND DEFINTIONS

In this chapter we shall define many basic concepts in computational mathematics that shall be
used in the following chapters of the thesis.

DEFINTION I: TRUNCATED ERROR AND TRUNCATION:
Take for example the approximation for the sine function:

	

3	 5
X x

P(x)=x+—+— (1)

	

3!	 5!
The real computation of the sine function is given by the following Taylor series which is an infinitely long
series that is

	

sin(x) = P, (x) + 	 (2)	 I

The approximation of sin(x) with the polynomial P. (x) gives an inaccurate result and this because the

infinite series (2) is truncated at the fifth term. Since the series (2) is infinite, no computer could compute
it in finite time and this could lead to what we call a truncated error.

DEFINITION II: ROUND-OFF ERROR AND ROUNDING-OFF:

i+f
Take the real number (I) which is equal to 2

	
and is known to be the golden ratio or the golden

section.

In the evaluation of (J) we have to compute	 which is equal to 2.236067970.223606797* 10'
in floating point form. Since the representation of 9 significant digits is sometimes impossible in some

computers, rounding off is used to get rid of the problem, so 	 will be expressed to 7 significant digits as
0 .22356068* 10 -i and thus the operation of computation is resumed. So we get:

1+ 0.2236068 * 101

	

(D
i2	

=1.618034,

1+0.223606797*10.1
instead of getting 2 =	 2	

= 1.618033985,

The discrepancy between CD and	 is what we call the round-off error.
When numbers are rounded when stored as floating-point numbers, the round-off error is less than if the
trailing digits were simply chopped off.

DEFINTION III: DECIMAL PLACE AND SIGINIFICANT DIGIT:
In computers, floating-point numbers have three parts:

The sign, which requires one bit.
a The fraction part-often called the mantissa but better characterised by the name significand.
a The exponent part-often called the characteristic
The three parts of the number have a fixed total length that is often 32 or 64 bits. The fraction part uses



most of these bits, perhaps 23 to as many as 52 bits, and that number determines the precision of the
representation. The exponent part uses 7 to as many as 11 bits, and this number determines the range of the
values.
The general form to represent the floating-point numbers is

±0. d1 d2 d3 ... d*Be

where the d. 's are digits or bits with values from 0 to B- 1.
We note that:

B = the number base that is used, usually 2,16,10
p = the number of significant bits (digits) that is, the precision.
e = an integer exponent, ranging from Emin to Emax with the values going from negative

Emin to positive Emax.
The significant bits (digits) constitute the fractional part of the number and are c/ d2 ... d,,

normalising numbers means that the fraction digits are shifted and the exponent adjusted so that
is non zero. Zero is a special case, it usually has a fraction part with all zeros and a zero exponent.

The kind of zero is not normalised and never can be
The values of B:

calculators =10;
computers=2 and sometimes 16,

In most computers we have two or even three types of numbers:
D Single precision, which is equivalent to 6 to 7 significant decimal digits.
D Double precision, equivalent to 13 to 14 significant digits;
C And extended precision, which may be equivalent to 19 to 20 decimal digits.

DEFINT1ON IV: ABSOLUTE VERSUS RELATIVE ERROR, SIGNIFICANT DIGITS:
To compute the accuracy we express the error in a computed result: absolute error and relative error.
The first result: absolute error and relative error.
The first is defined as:

Absolute error = True value - approximate value.

And we will get True value = Absolute error + approximate value,
and this means that if the absolute error is known, the true value can be computed. The difficulty is to know
in advance the absolute error.
When the true value is significantly small, the error made when doing approximation is more serious.
Take for example 300567.42 ± 0.3 which is accurate to 6 significant digits; therefore, the error made here is
not so significant. Whereas in 0.002 ± 0.03. The error made is a disaster. To solve this problem we use the
relative error. The definition of relative error is as follows:

True value - approximate value	 I
Relative error = I

True value	 I

We can notice that the independency of the scale of the value in a characteristic of the relative error.
Significant digits means the number of digits used to express the number.
A formal definition of significant digits follows:
1- Letthe true value beequalto d1d2...dd,...d

2- Let the approximate value have d1 d2 . d, e +1 . .

where d1 # 0 . the first difference in the digits occurs at the (n+l)st digit. We say that (1) and (2)



agree to n significant if 	 -•	 I < 5 ; otherwise, we say that they agree to n-i significant

digits.
e.g:

7
Assume the true value = - 2.3333333333333...

The approximate value = 2.33333,

Let us compute the relative error is:

-2.33333 - 3.333 * 106

7	 -	 7
3	 3

The number of significant digits is 6.

= 1 .428442*10 6 = 0.142842*10-5,

DEFINITION V: BIG 0-NOTATION:
Let IN represent the set of natural numbers; IN=(0,l,2,...)
Let JR represent the set of real numbers.
IN+ denotes the set of strictly positive natural numbers.
IR+ denotes the set of non -negative real numbers.
The Boolean set is (True, False)
Let f IN --> IR* be an arbitrary function.
We define:
Off (n)) = (t: IN— JR */(c € IR+) Q no E IN) (Vn ^! n0 )[t(n) s^ cf(n)]}

In other words, O(n)) read as "the order of f(n)" is the set of all functions t(n) bounded above by a positive

real multiple of fn), provided that n is sufficiently large (greater than some threshold n0)

References: Applied numerical analysis (Fifth Edition)
Curtis F.Gerald
Patrick O.Wheatley



MATRIX OPERATIONS

(Applied Numerical Analysis p105)
Detinitlon:

A matrix A is a rectangular array of numbers. An m x n matrix has m rows and n columns
which is called the shape of the matrix. Such a matrix is denoted by a.

A matrix could be square , for example A is a square matrix of order 3 is:

all a12 a13

A(n, n) = 4(3,3) = a21 a22

La31 a32 a33

It can be also horizontal like A(1,n)= A(1,4)=[a11 a12 a13 a14],

[aiil

I a2l I
or vertical like A(n,1) = A(4,1) =

a31

-a41-

Note that two matrices A and B are equal, if they have the same shape and the same corresponding
entries, example:

4

ri 2
A=[3

[1 2

4

Matrix Operations;

[1 21
B=[3 4j =: A=B,

[1 -21
B=[3 4] =:> A # B,

There are many operations on the matrices which are:

1-. Matrix addition.
2- Matrix subtraction.
3- Matrix multiplication.
4- Matrix determinants.
5- Matrix inversion.

Matrix Addition and Subtraction:

Addition and multiplication of the matrices is possible only if the two matrices are of the same
size. Then A+B is obtained by adding the corresponding entries. And A-B is got by subtracting the



elements ot'A from the elements of B.

5

Example:

1

A(3,3)= 4

7

1

A(3,3) = 4

7

3	 4

6 +B(3,3)= 6

9	 9

3	 4

6 —B(3,3)= 6

9	 9

6	 S

8 =C(3,3)= 10

11	 16

6	 —3

8 =C(3,3)= —2

11	 —2

79

12 14

18 20

—3 —3

—2 —2,

—2 —2

2

5

8

2

5

8

5

7

10

5

7

10

Matrix Multiplication:

The matrix multiplication by a constant:	 2* A is obtained from A by multiplying all the entries of A
by A.

2 °A 
2 [aii a12 a13 ]_ 

I
Aaii 2a12 2a13]

a21 a22	 2 a21 2 a22 2 a

1 [4
Example: -21 [ —1

6J[j 3

Matrix Multiplication:
To perform the product AxB the number of columns in A must be equal to the number

of rows of B. Now, if A = (a11 ) = A(m, n) and B = (b11 ) = B(n, p) then in general

C = (c,) = C(m, p),

	

Cij	

2:
=

a	 given fixed i and j.

that means each entry of C=AxB is obtained by executing a row of A with a column of B.
- 426

3 6 1 6	
6 1 8	

89 45 24

	

Example:	 4 7 3 4* - 3 12 = C(3,3)= 83 44 80

5 2 4 1	
—9-	

35 29 85

A(3,4)	 B(4,3)

Note: A * B # B * A , we say that the multiplication is not commutative. But addition is
commutative.



since they don't take a lot of memory location nor computer time.

Matrix Inversion:
(Applied Numerical analysis p140)

There are a lot of method to accomplish matrix inversion.

1- Using the method:

x A 1 b =	 '	 'det(A) 
The method is numerically ill since it takes a lot of computer time to accomplish the operation
of finding the determinant using cofactor expansion. The method is numerically ill.

2- Using the Cramer's rule:

det(A')

det(A)' for  =

a12...

a21 a22
where A

Lafll a2

a) Finding det(n) using permutation is to perform approximately n! arithmetic operations. Thus to find
all the 	 x for i=l,2,...,nistoperform N n!(n+l)+n;

b) Finding det(A) using cofactor expansion is to perform almost n! arithmetic operations similarly to
find all x, for i=1,2,3,...,n is to perform N 	 n(n+l)+n for large n.

c) Using the Gaussian algorithm in addition to the property "determinant of a row echelon matrix is the

?n3
product of its diagonal entries, we may conclude that the evaluation of det(S) requires

2n 3 	 2n4
Thus, to find xi 's for i'=1,2....,n.We must perform N 	 ---(n+ 1)	 for large n.

We can see directly that the previous methods are numerically ill. We recall that the inverse of A
can be found using the Gauss-Jordan algorithm which consists of reducing the augmented matrix
[Al Ij, where i is the identity matrix, to [I A 1] using the appropriate elementary row operations

and it requires 2n3 operation for large n.

Matrix Determinant:

Concerning the determinant is also a laborious operation to perform and especially when the
matrix is so large.
The method is to simplify the computation to find the determinant . The method is to use the LU
decomposition of the matrix A,

since det(A)='det(LU)=det(L) det(U).

rol

L is a lower diagonal matrix where the ones are all on the diagonal of the matrix. Hence,



det(L) is the product of the elements of the diagonal which is 1.
U is an upper diagonal matrix where det(U) is the product of the elements of the diagonal of U.
Therefore det (A) = det (U).

References: Applied Numerical Analysis
(Fifth Edition)
Curtis F. Gerald.
Patrick 0. Wheatley.



SOLVING SETS OF EQUATIONS

This section deals with systems of linear equations. Systems of linear equations are perhaps the mostly
used in applied numerical procedures because they deal with real-world situations. Linear systems are
encountered mainly in applied fields. Here, we will discuss the operation count of some of the following
methods for solving those systems:

DIRECT METHODS:
<1 > Gaussian Elimination.
<2> Gauss-Jordan Elimination.
<3> LU-Decompostion, Doolittle, Crout, Choleski.

Indirect Methods or Iterative Methods:
<1> Jacobi
<2 > Gauss-Seidel.

Operation Count in Gaussian algorithm with back substitution:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p116)

Consider the n x n linear system A x = b defined by

+ a12; + a13 x3 +• •+ax =

a21x1 + a22 x2 + ax3 + 4-a2 x =

Ia.,.x, . + .a,,2X2 . +  a 3 x3 +• •+a,x =

Assume that this linear system has a unique solution. Our objective is to determine the number of
arithmetic operation required to solve this system using the Gaussian algorithm with back substitution.
Here, the number of multiplication refers to both the number of multiplication sand divisions while the
number of addition refer to both the number of additions and subtractions.
We should assume that our complete program will insert the zeros and ones without any arithmetic
computation. To do such an operation count we should proceed as follows:

	

all a12 a13	 a

	

a21 a22 a23	 a b2

	

STEP 1: a31 a32 a33	 a3 b3

	

a 1 a 2 a3	 an- b



1
Assumethat all # 0 then multiply Rowiby -to obtain:

all

1	 a12 a13

	

a21 a22 a23	 a2b2

	

a31 a32 a33	 a3 b3 -4 n multiplications

a 1 a 2 a3

STEP 2: Add - a21 times Rowl to Row 2 to obtain:

A	 A	 A	 A

	1 a12 a 3	 a1b1

o a22

	

o a'32 a 33	 a'3 b'3

[ 0 a',,,
A

a22 -a22	 a21 a12 =>

ldtipizctnion

1..addthon

(n - 1)n = 2 - n multiplications,

(n - 1)n = - a additions,

9

Step 3: as in the previous two steps:

	

A	 A	 A	 A

	1 a12	 a13	 a b1

o 1 a

	

o a'32	a 33	 a'3 b'3

0 a'2 a ' 3 a'nx '

--> (a - 1) multiplications,

We can easily conclude that we will perform in step 4:



10

(n - 1)(n - 2) multiplications which can be written as (a - 1)2 - (a - 1) multiplications
and (a - 1)(n —2) additions which can be writen as (a - 1)2 - (a —1) additions.

Continuing in this manner till the final step, we note that the number of multiplication resulting from
reduction is:

N 1 = (n + (a - 1)+ . •+2 + 1)+ (2 + (a - 1) 2 +.. .+2 2 + 12)_ (a + (a - 1)+ . •+2 +1) =

2 +(n1)2+...+22 +12 =n (n + 1)(2n + 1)

Whereas the number of additions:

N2 =n2_n+(n_1)2_(n_1)+...+(22_2)+(12_l)

= n  +(n— 1) 2 + .. .+22 +12 - ( + (a - 1)+...+2 +1)
a

= (n+1)(2n+1)— a—(n+1)

a

- 33'

Back Substitution: that is obtaining the unknowns x , x,,... 1 ,.. • , x2 , x1 in backward order.
We can easily deduce that the number of multiplication/divisions from back substitution by the
summation:

n(n —	 n 2 a
Ik 

= 2	 =	 - = number of multiplications as well as the number of additions.

Thus, the total number of multiplications is for the Gaussian algorithm with back substitution:

773 n2 n	 a a2	a
—++—+---= —+n2—
326223	 3

While the total number of operation of additions for the Gaussian algorithm with back substitution is equal
to:

12 n  fl n 3 n  
512

Thus, the total operation count for the Gaussian algorithm with back substitution is

+n 2	
a 2 

512	
32 7--

Thus, for large n,weget T	 -.



The Gaussian Algorithm:

procedure gauss l(mat : table; cd : integer);
{ This procedure solves the system }
var i, j, k, r, c, e, f, nrow, ncol : integer;

temp,temp2: real;
begin

r:=cd; c:=cd+l;
fork :=l to r do
begin

temp := mat[k, k];
if(temp=O) then
begin

writein ('THE SYSTEM HAS INFINITELY MANY SOLUTIONS.
ch readkey;
h1t(l);

end;
forj :=l to c do

matEk, j]:= mat[k, j]/temp;
if (k<r )then
begin

for i:=l+k tordo
begin

temp -mati, k];
for j:=l to c do

mat[i, jJ mat[k, j]*temp ± mat[i, i];
end;

end;
writing (matrix, card);
wiiteln;
writein ('THE SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM IS:
wtiteln(-------------------------------------------------------
writein;

end;

procedure gauss2 (var mat2:table;cd:integer);
(This procedure uses back-substitution and identifies the solution of the system }
var i, j, k, r, c, e, f nrow, neol : integer;

temp,temp2:real;
begin

if (k> i) then begin
for i := k downto 1 do
begin

temp : -mat2[i-1,k];
for j := ito c do

mat2[i-lj] :=mat2[k, j]*temp + mat2[i-1,j];
end;

end;
identify (mat2,card);
writein;

M



writeln;
end;

procedure identify (mat2:table; cd :integer);
(this procedure identifies the variables in the solution }
var Li : integer;
begin

for i:=1 to cd do
writeln('X',i,' = ', mat2[i,cd+l]:15:10);

end;

Gauss-Jordan algorithm:

We can easily prove that the total number of arithmetic operations required to solve an n x n linear system

A x = b with exactly one solution using a Gauss-Jordan algorithm which is a modification of a Gaussian

algorithm with back substitution, is n3 for large n.
Although it might seem that the work to accomplish the Gauss-Jordan method is similar to that for Gauss
elimination, this assumption is not true. In fact, the Gauss-Jordan requires almost 50% more arithmetic
operations. Following the same method, we see that the total number of multiplication/divisions to solve
an  x n system through Gaussian elimination equals

—+n 2 --
3	 3

whereas Gauss-Jordan takes

n3
--+n2 ---+2

multiplications/divisions.
Observe that for large n (where operations counts are significant), the sum that give the count of operations
are dominated by the first terms. It is customary to consider only the dominant term in such cases, using a

special terminology: We say that it takes "of the order of n3 operations".

This expression is often written as 0(n 3 ) and is called the "Big 0 notation". If we consider
only the first terms in the operation counts, it is clear that the Gauss-Jordan method takes about 1.5 times as
many operations as does the Gauss method.
If we consider only the first terms in the operation counts, it is clear that the Gauss-Jordan method takes
about 1.5 times as many operations as does the Gauss method.
We stated that the Gauss-Jordan algorithm consists first of reducing the system into its reduction to row
echelon form so that the solution, when it exists, can be obtained by inspection on after some simple
calculation:

Another method to do Gauss-Jordan algorithm is to:
firstly: to reduce to upper triangular matrix.
Secondly: to reduce from the bottom up.

And this takes:

2n3
O(-j-)

which is a better method for Gauss-Jordan.

12



The Gauss-Jordan Algorithm:

procedure gauss 1 (var mat :table; cd: integer);
(This procedure solves the system }
var i,j, k, r, c, nrow, ncol : integer;

temp.temp2 : real;
begin

r:=cd; c:=cd+1;
fork:=1 tordo
begin

temp := mat[k, Ic];
if (temp=O) then
begin

writein ('THE SYSTEM HAS INFINITELY MANY SOLUTIONS...');
ch := readkey;
halt(1);

end;
for j:'=1 to c do

rnat[k, j]:=mat[k, j]/temp;

iI(k<r) then
begin fori :=1+ktordo

begin
temp :=-mat[i, k];
for j =1 to c do

mat[i, j]:=mat[k, j]*temp + mat[i,j];
end;

end;
if(k>1) then
begin for i:=k downtoldo

begin
temp :=-mat[i-1, Ic];
for 3 =1 to c do

mat[i-1, j]:=mat[k, j]*temp + mat[i-1,j];
end;

end;

end;
writing (matrix, card);
writein;
writein;
writein ('THE SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM IS:
writein;
idenhify(matrix, card);
writein;
wnteln;

13

end;



[i
[i

[i
[o

Without Partial Pivoting
[0.001 —11
[1	 10

_0.1*1040.1*104 1
1	 1 0 	I

- 0.1* 104 0.1* io
_O.1*1O4 0.1*104

With Partial Pivoting
[0.001 —11 1
[i	 110 J1,

[1	 101
Lo.00i - ii

1

1	 101

o i.00 1

14

procedure identify (mat: table; ed: integer),
{This procedure identifies the variables in the solution)
var i, j : integer;
begin

for i:=l to cd do
writeln('X', i,' = ',mat[i,cd+l]:15:lO);

end;

PARTIAL PIVOTING AND TOTAL PIVOTING:
Now consider the system:

J0.001x—y= 1;
x+y=0;

The exact solution of the system is the following:
We add equation ito equation 2 and we get

1
1.001x = 1 => x = 1.001

If we replace the value of x in the second equation we get:

0.999001+ y = 0;=> y —0.9990014
Now we will fry to solve the system with/without partial pivoting:

	

1

1 _0.1*1040.1*104 1	 [1	 1 01
0	 1	 —1 J	 [o 1.001 j



This implies

Y = 1
	

y=1,

x+0.1*104 = 0.1*104,	 X = - 1,

Partial pivoting is the recommended This example clearly shows that partial pivoting strengthen the
Gaussian algorithm with back substitution in reducing the round-off error significantly and without any
substantial increase in the operation count. However, the other technique (total technique) is not
recommended in practice due its computer time cost and the high increase in operation count. The latter
will lead to a better result but to higher cost

The partial pivoting makes the pivot equal to the greatest 1 instead of being
0.001 this gives a better result otherwise the result will be very ill.

Now, there are two kinds of pivoting:
<l>The first one is the partial pivoting where we do the row interchanges in the same column to make the
pivot equal to the greatest value in absolute value.
<2> The second one is the total pivoting where we do the interchanges in the whole matrix, not just in the
same column, to make the pivot equal to the greatest value in absolute value.

15900 3.33	 10.3 7950

16.7	 2.22 9.61 0.965	 Multiply R  by
5.17 -1.56 - 168 2.71

1	 2.09*10 4 6.47*10 4 0.5

16.7	 2.22	 9.61 0.965 Add - 16.7 *R1 to R2
5.17	 -1.56	 -L68 2.71 -

1
	

2.09 * 10-4 6.47 * io 	 0.5

0
	

2.21
	

9.59 -7.38
	 Add _5.17*RltoR3

5.17	 -156	 -1.68	 2.71 j

1 2.09 * 10-4 6.47 * 10	 0.5

0
	

2.21
	

9.59	 -7.38
0	 -1.56	 -L68	 0.13

15



LI1

1 6.47*104 2.09 * 10-4 03
o	 9.59	 2.21 -7.38	 Multiply R2 by
o	 -1.68	 - 1.56	 0.13

1 6.47 * iO	 2.09 * iO	 0.5
0	 1	 0.230 -0.769	 Add 1.68 *R2 to R3
0	 - 1.68	 -1.56	 0.13

I 6.47*10	 2.09*104 0.5
0
	

1	 0.230 - 0.769	 Mutliply R3 by
0
	

0	 -1.17 -1.16 J

	

[1 6.47 *104 2.09 *1O	 0.5	 x1 = 0.991,
0	 1	 0.230 - 0.769 ='	 x2 = 0.5,

LO	 0	 1	 0.991	 x3 = -0.996,



Algorithm for Gaussian elimination with Maximal Column Pivoting:

To solve the nxn linear system:

E1: a11x1 + a12 x2 + ••+ax =

E2: a21x1 + a22 x2 ±• . .+a2 x =

E: a 1x1 + a 2 x2 +• . .+a,x,= a(41),

INPUT: number of unknowns and equations n; augmented matrix A = (a)

where 1!^i!5n and l:!^j!^ n+l

OUTPUT: solution x1 , •, x or message that the linear system has no unique

solution.

STEP 1: For i 1, - •, n set NROW(i) = i (Initialize row pointer)

STEP 2: For i = 1,..., n -1  do steps 3-6 (Elimination process)

Step 3: Let  be the smallest integer with i :!^ p :!^ n and

a(NROW(p),iI = max a(NROW(j),i
1!^J:5n

(Notation: a(NROW(j),i) a0)

Step 4 :11 a(NROW(p), i) = 0 then OUTPUT ('no unique solution exist')

STOP.

Step 5: If NROW(i) # NROW(p) then set NCOPY NROW(i);

NROW(i) = NROW(p);

NROW(p) = NCOPY;

(Simulated row interchange)

Step 6: For j=i+l'",n do steps 7 and 8.

Step 7: Set m(NROW(j),i) = a(NROW(j),i) I a(NROW(n), n).

	Step 8: Perform	 - m(NROW(j),i). Eow ) -3 (Ew(f)).

STEP 9: If a(NROW(n),n) = 0 then OUTPUT ('\no unique solution exists'):

Stop.

STEP 10: Set x,, = a(NROW(n),n+1)/a(NROW(n),n),

(Start backward substitution)

STEP 11: For in-L,1

a(NROW(i),n +1)— a(NROW(i),j).x1

Set X,	
a(NROW(i), i)

	

STEP 12: OUTPUT (x1 , .. .,x);	 (Procedure completed succesfully)

STOP.

17



Algorithm for Gaussian Elimination with Scaled - Column Pivoting (total pivoting):

The only steps in this algorithm that differ from those of the previous

algorithm are:

Step 1: For i = 1, . . ., n, set s = max.
1fj<-n

if s1 =0 then OUTPUT ('no unique solution exists');

STOP.

set NROW(i)

Step 2: For 1 =1, I,,., n —1 do steps 3-6 (Elimination process)
Step 3: Let  be the smallest integer with I :!^ p :!^ n and

I a(NROW(p), i)l -	 Ia(NROW(j),i)j
s(NROW(p)) i'^ s(NR0W(j))

Illustration of the Algorithms:

procedure gauss2 (var mat: table; cd: integer);
{ This procedure solves the system with partial pivoting }
var i, j, k, r, c, nrow, ncol: integer;

temp,temp2:real;
begin

r := od; c := cd+l;
for k :=l to r do
begin

(partial pivoting }
for i:=k+l to r do
begin

if( abs (mat[i, k]) > abs (mat[k, k] )) then
(interchange the rows)
for j:=1 to c do
begin

temp :=mat[k,j];
mat[lçj]:=mat[i,jj;
mat[i, j]:—temp;

end;
end;
temp := mat[k, k];
if(temp=O) then
begin

writeln ('THE SYSTEM HAS INFINITELY MANY SOLUFIONS...');
ch :=readkey;
halt(1);

end;
for j:1 to c do

mat[k, j] := mat[k j]/temp;

is



if(k<row) then
begin fori:=1+k tordo

begin
temp := -mat[i, k];
for j:=1 to c do

mat[i,j] :=mat[k, j]*temp + mat[i,jj;
end;

end;

if ( k> 1) then
begin for I :=k downto 1 do

begin
temp := -mati-1,k];
for j:=1 to edo

mat[i-1j] := mat[k,j]*temp + mat[i-ij];
end;

end;
end;
wnting(matrix, card);
writein;
writein;
writein ('THE SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM IS : ');
wiiteh
identifj(matrix, card);

writein;
end;

procedure gauss3 (var mat: table; ed : integer);
(this procedure solves the system using total pivoting }
var i, j, k, urow, neol, r, c : integer;
begin

temp:=O; temp2:=O;
r:=cd; c:=cd+l;

for k:=1 to r do
begin

temp:=O; temp2:=O;
(total pivoting )
temp :=mat[k, k];
nrow := k; nrow := k;
for i :=k to r do begin

for  :=k to c-i do begin
if (abs(mat[i, j])> abs(temp)) then
begin

mow
ncoi :=j;

end;
end;

end;

19
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if(nrow<>k)or(ncol <> k) then begin
for i:=1 tordo

begin
temp2:mati, k];
mat[i, k]:=mat[i, ncolj;
mat[i, ncol]:temp2;

end;
temp2:0;
for j:=1 to c do

begin
temp2:niat[k, j];
mat[k, j]:mat[nrow, j];
mat[nrow, j]:=temp2;

end;
end;
wiiteln;
writing(niat, card);
writein;
ch readkey;

temp :=O;
temp := mat[k, k];
if(temp=O) then

begin writeln('THE SYSTEM HAS INFINITELY MANY SOLUTIONS.
ch := readkey;
halt(1);

end;
for j:=1 to c do

mat[lc, j]:=mat[Ic, j]/temp;
temp:0;
if(k<r)then
begin for i:=k+1 to r do

begin
temp -mat[i, k];
for j:=l to edo

mat[i, j]:=(mat[k, j]*temp)+mat[j, ii;
end;

end;
temp:0;
if ( k >1) then
begin for i7k-1 downto 1 do

begin
temp :=-mat[i, k];
for j:=1 to edo

mat[ij] := (rnat[k, j]*temp)+mat[i, j};

end;
end;
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wriling(rnatrix, card);
writein;
wnteln;
writeln('THE SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM IS:
wnteln;
identify (matrix, card);
writein;
writein;

end;

procedure identify(mat: table; cd : integer);
{ this procedure identifies the variables in the solution)
var i, j : integer;
begin

for i:=l to cd do
writeln('X',i,' = ',mat[i,cd+l]: 15:10);

end;

Theorem 1: (Doolittle' s Decomposition)
We will discuss, three different versions of LU decomposition:
1- Doolittle's Decomposition.
2- Crout's Decomposition.
3- Cholesky's Decomposition.
We first begin with Doolittle's decomposition.

Theorem 2:
If A is an  x n matrix that can be reduced to an upper triangular matrix U without row interchanges, then A
can be factorized into A=L*U where L is a lower triangular matrix with only ones on the main diagonal.

Proof:
Let E. be an elementary matrix corresponding to adding a multiple of one row of I, to a lower row, then:

U=E...E2E1A,

U= (EP ... E2E1)A

(E',,. E2E1 )' U = (Er .. E2 E1 ) (Es .. E2 E1 )A

E1Et.E;1U=IA

nxn matrix

Where each E 1 for i=1,2,. . .p is a lower triangular matrix with only ones on the main diagonal. Moreover,

since the product of lower triangular matrices is a lower triangular matrix, then E- 1 E	 = L,
which is a lower triangular matrix with only ones the main diagonal. Thus ALU.

Assume that no interchanges will be necessary. Then we are to equate corresponding elements from the two
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- 1	 0	 0	 ...	 O	 u11	 U12	 U13	 ... uin	 ra11 ...

	

121	 1	 0	 ... 0	 0	 u22 U23 ... U271	 a1

sides	
l	 12	 1	 ..	 0 * 0	 0	 u33 ..	 u3 = a31 ...

:

	

1	 '712	 ...
	 1-	 0	 0	 ... u -	 [a,11

which amounts to n2 unknown l and u . The determination runs as follows. First multiply the top

row of L by all columns of  to get:

= a1 forj =

Next multiply the rows of L (omit the first) by column 1 of U, finding i u 1 = a 1 , from which the
l follows:

a.1
= 	 i = 2,'•.,n

U11

Next it is the turn of the second row of L to multiply the columns of U (omit the first). The second row of
U is then:

u2j= a2j - 121 u1 ,, forf = 2,"n

Now multiply the rows of L (omit the first two) by column 2 of U. all elements involved except the
are in hand, so we solve for these:

L1 
IZ -

- a 2 - 112 
for i = 3,..

Continuing in this recursive way, we alternately find the rows of U to be:

= an - 
1fkUkjf0Tf 

= r, ,n: 

Each row followed by the corresponding column of L:

air	 likUkr
k=1	 —,fori=r+1, ... n
Urn

This procedure is called the Doolittle's Algorithm.

(Applied Numerical Analysis p127)



The Doolittle' s Algorithm:

procedure solution (var mat, 1, U: table ; cd: integer);
{ This procedure finds the LU decomposition of the matrix }
var temp, sum: real;

i,j, k : integer;
begin

{ make all the diagonal elements of L equal to 1)
for i:=l to ed do
l[i, i]:'=l;

u[l,l]:= mat[l,l];
if(l[l,l]*u[l,l]=O) then
begin

writein;
wnteln('NOTE : THE FACTORIZATION IS IMPOSSIBLE');
ch := readkey;

end
else begin

for j:=2 to cd do
begin

u[l,j}:=rnat[i,j]fi[l,l];
l[j,l]:=rnat[j,l]/u[l,l};

end;
for i:2 to cd-i do
begin

suxn:=O;
for k:=l to i-i do

sum := sum + (1[i, k]*u[k, i]);
u[i, i] := mat[i, ii -sum;
if (1[i, j]*u[j, i]=O) then
begin

writein;
writeln('NOTE THE FACTORIZATION IS IMPOSSIBLE');
oh:  readkey;
exit;

end;
for j:=i+l to cd do
begin

sum:=O;
fork:'=l to i-i do

sum := sum + (l[i, k]*u[k,j]);
u[i, j]:=(mat[i, j}-sum)fu[i, i];

end;
end;

swn:=O;
for k:=l to cd-i do

sum := sum + (1[cd, k]*u[k, cd]);

23
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u[cd, cd]:=rnat[cd, cd]-sum;
wntehi;
if(1[cd, Cd] *u[cd, cd])=O) then
begin

writein;
writeln('NOTE : THIS MATRIX IS SINGULAR.');
writeln('NOTICE THE ZERO ELEMENT IN THE DIAGONAL OF U OR L');
writein;
ch:=readkey;

end;
clrscr;
writeln('THE LOWER TRAINGULAR MATRIX L IS:
writeln('------------------------------------------------------------
wiiling(1, card);
message;
clrscr;
writeln('THE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX U IS:
wrIteln('-----------------------------------------------------------
writing(u, card);

end;

end.

The CroutA Ig orithm:

(Applied Numerical Analysis pl2?)
This algorithm produces a factorisation of A, in the form L'U', with U' having the diagonal of l's and L'
the general diagonal. Formulas for the elements of the factors may be found in the previous algorithm. Let
us say that D denotes the matrix of diagonal elements of the matrix U that we have computed it in the
previous algorithm with zeros elsewhere:

A = LU = L(DJY 1 )U (LD)(DU) = L'U'

so the two factorisations are closely related.

Remark:
It is important to mention that the LU decomposition is not unique it depends on the method.

The Crout Algorithm:

procedure solution2 (var mat 1, U: table; cd integer);
{ This procedure fincLs the L'U' decomposition of the matrix)
var temp. sum :real;

i,j, k :integer;
begin

{ make all the diagonal elements of IF equal to I )
fori:=l to cd do

u[i, i]:=l;



l[1,1]:=mat[i,1];
if(1[l,i]*u[l,l]O) then
begin

25

writein;
writeln('NOTE
ch :=readkey;

end;
else begin

for j:=2to cddo
begin

THE FACTORIZATION IS IMPOSSIBLE');

u[1,j]:=mat[Ij]/l[1,i];

end;
for i:=2 to cd-i do
begin

sum:='O;
for k:=1 to i-i do

sum :=sum ± (1[i, k]*u[k, i]);
l[i, i}:=mat[i, i]-sum;
if(I[i ,i]*u[i, il-sum;
if 0[i, i]*u[i, i]=O) then
begin

writein;
writeln(' NOTE THE FACTORIZATION IS IMMPOSSIBLE');
ch readkey;
exit;

end;
for j:=i+1 to cd do
begin

sum:=O;
for k:=1 to i-i do

sum := sum + (1[i, k]*u[k,jJ);
u[i,j]:=(mat[i, j]-sum)tl[i, i];

sum:=O;
for k'--1 to i-i do

sum := sum + (1[j, k]*u[k , i]);
l[j ,i]:= (mat[j, fl-sum)/u[i, i};

end;
end;

sum:=O;
for k:=1 to cd-i do

sum := sum + 1[cd, k]*u[k, cd]);
1[cd, cd]:=mat[cd, cd]-sum;
writein;
if((l[cd, cd]*u[cd, cd]=O) then
begin
writein;
writein ('NOTE: THIS MATRIX IS SINGULAR.');
wnteln ('NOTICE THE ZERO ELEMENT IN THE DIAGONAL OF U" OR L");
ch := readkey;

end;



clrscr;
writein ('THE L"U" (C ROUT) DECOMPOSITION:');
writeln( ------------------------------------------------------------
writein ('THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX L" IS:');
writeln( ---------------------------------------------------------------
writhg(, card);
message;
clrscr;
writeln('	 THE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX U" IS:');
writeln(' ---------------------------------------------------------------------
wiiting(u, card);

end;
end.

The Choleski' s Method:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p127)

This method is for factoring a real, symmetric, positive definite matrix.

We will find factors of the form: A=L.LT.

The general algorithm for Choleski decomposition is:

2: 1r.ilij + 11 = ai = 1,...,r— 1
pi

i j +1 =	 tobe used for r=1,...,ninturn.

THE ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD:

e.g 1: The Hubert Matrix of order 4:

1
	

1
	

1

2 3 4
1 I 1 1

3 4 5
1 1 1

3 4 5 6
1 1 1 1

4 5 6 7
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1	 0	 0	 0

2.jj
L= 1	 1	 1

-
3!i	

0

141	 142	 143	 144

where the figures are taken from the Hubert matrix of order 3, plus the terms of the
fourth row. Now, the transpose of L is

1	 1
1	

2	 3	
i4

1	 1
LT 	 r1/j	 jj	 42,

o	 0	
1	

143

o	 o	 0	 144

We then find:

4111=	 ,=: 141 	
1

'

3'I
141 121 + 142122 = 	 142	 20'

143 - 
20'

144 - 140'

The Choleski's Algorithm:

procedure solution (var mat, 1, u: table ; cd : integer);

{This procedure finds the LL  decomposition of the matrix)
var temp. sum : real;

i,j, k,r: integer;
begin

l[l,1J := sqrt (mat[l,1]);
for i:=2 to od do

forj:=ltoido
begin

if(O[l,l]"O) or (l[j,j]"4))) then
begin

writein;
writein ('DECOMPOSITION IMPOSSIBLE');
exit;

end;
for k:=j-1 downto 1 do

sum :=sum+l[i,k]*1fj,k};
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l[i,j}:=(mat[i, j]-sum)/llj, ji;
sum:=O;
end
else if (j = i) then begin

for k:=j-1 downto 1 do
sum := sum + sqr (l[i, k]);

if(sum>mat[i, j]) then
begin

writein;
writeln('DECOMPOSmON IMPOSSIBLE');
exit;

end;
l[i, j]:= sqrt (mat[i, j]-sum)
end;

end;
for i;=l to cd do

for j:=1 to cd do
u[i,j}:=l[j, i];

cirser;
writeln('THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX L IS:
writeln( --------------------------------------------------------------- );
writhrg(1, card);
message;
clrscr;

writeln('THE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX LT IS:
writing (u, card);
message;

end;

THE ITERATIVE METHODS:

In practice, the linear system problem is usually handled and solved by iterative methods which are
methods that begin with an initial guess of the solution and continues with improvement of the guess until a
satisfactory approximation of the solution is obtained.

We will discuss here two main iterative methods:
1- The Gauss - Seidel Method.
2- The Jacobi Method.

These methods are named after the German mathematicians Gauss, Jacobi, and Seidel. These methods
require .in general, less arithmetic operations than direct methods, when they converge to the exact
solution. Therefore, in studying iterative methods, one has to make sure that the numerical algorithm must
converge. For this purpose one need to define the concept of strictly diagonally dominant matrices.



THE EXPLANATION OF THE ITERATIVE METHODS:

Consider the n x fl linear system A x b. To solve such a system using iterative methods,

we convert the system to an equivalent system of the form x Tx+ C, where T is an n x n matrix

and C is an n x 1 matrix or a column n -vector.

e.g:

For instance, we shall consider the system Ax = b defined by:

10x1 + 2x2 + x, = 25

3; +20x2 —x3 = 23 is an 3 x 3 linear system
x1 —3; + 1Ox3 = 29

—x2 x3 5
' xl =. .+	 -	 +

—3x1	 x3 23
20

X3 =—+•"-I- 
3;
--+ 29----

10	 10 10'

29
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-	 1	 1	 5
	0 

—- 10	 xi	2

	

xi	53	 1	 23

	

x --- 0 -	 +-

	

2	 220	 20	 20'

	

X3	 1	 3
0	

x3	 29
-

- 10 10	 _10

.=	 T

<1> —Jacobi iterative algorithm (The method of replacement and correction)

(0)

oj

k	 0	 1	 2	 3
	

4	 5	 6	 7

X 1	 0.0000 2.5	 1.98	 2.0165 2.0016	 2.0008
	

2.0001
	

2.0000

xr 0.0000 US 0.92	 0.92
	

0.9964 0.9998
	

0.9998 1.0000

x	 0.0000 2.9	 2.995 2.995 29991 2.9991
	

2.9998
	

2.9999

xo)

1st iteration x2 = - - (0)+	 (2.9) +	 = 1.15,

	

-	 = 10(0)+j(0)+	 = 2.99,

r

	

1	 1	 5
x 2) =--(1.15)—(2.9)+= 1.98,

2nd iteration	
__20

 3 (2.5) + 1 (2.9) + 23 = 0.92,

X 2 = — (2.5)+ 1 (L15)+-= 2.995,
10 	 10
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1	 1	 5I x? = –(0 .92)– jj(2.995)+ = 2.0165

(33rd iterationh ) - 3	 1	 23
x2 - - (1.98) + (2.995) +	 = 1.0028,

1	 3	 29
[ X3 	 10	 10	 10

= --(1.98) + —(O.92)^ = 2.97

Ix = - (10028) - (2.978) + = 2.0016,

4th iteration1	
- 3	 1	 23

1 x2 - 
20

–(2.0165) + (2.978) +	 = 0.9964,

1
[x 4) = - (2.0165) +

 
3 

(10028) 
+ 

29 
= 2.9991,

X1(

5th iteration 2

X3(5)

1	 1	 5
= - (0.9964) - (2.9991)+ - = 2.0008,

3	 1	 23
= - (200 16) + (2.9991) + = 0.9994,

20	 20	 20
1	 3	 29

= - (2.0016) + (0.9964) + - = 2.9907,

= - (0.9994) - (2.9987) + = 2.0002,

	

6th iteration x = - —(2.0008)+ (2.9987)+ = 0.9998,
29

20 	 20	 20

	

46) 
=  10 	10

1 
-(2.0008) + (O.9994) + -j = 2.9998

xF'	
1

= - (0.9998) - 1 (2.9998) + 5- = 2.0000,
10	 2

7th iteration x = - (2.0002) + 
1

-(2.9998) +-	 1.0000,

	

2-0	 20	 20

= 
-

(2.0002) + (0.9998) 
+ -- 

= 2.9999,

Jacobi Algorithm:
0

-,(°)	 0
Step 1: Choose an initial approximation x = •

0
Step 2: Set k1



Step 3: Compute:

(—a. .Xcl>)+b.
x' =	 ',fori =1,2,•,n

a # 0

Step 4: If	 is sufficiently accurate, goto step 5

is not suffciently accurate, add 1 to k and goto step 3

Step 5: the process is complete.

procedure jacobi (var mat: table; var vect,b:table2; it: integer);
f This procedure is the Jacobi algorithm)
var i, j, k : integer;

temp, w: real;
ten-ipvect,vec:table2;

begin
for i:=l tondo

tempvect[i]: = vect[i];
mit_vector (vec);

for k:=l to it do
begin

fori:=l ton do
begin

temp:=O;
j:=l;
while (j 1) do
begin

temp := temp + (-mat[i,j] * tempvect [ii);

end;

while (j<=n) do
begin

temp := temp + (-mat[i,j] * tempvect[j]);
j:=j+l;

end;
vec [i] := (temp + b[i]) / mat[i, i];

end;
for i:=1 ton do

tempvect[i] := vec[i];
end;
write-vector (tempvect);

end;
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Now let us use the Gauss - Seidel algorithm to solve the system and thus
get a better result in 5 approximations:

k	 1	 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

0	 2.5	 2.0567	 2.0039	 2.0003	 2.0000
(k)	 0.775	 0.9856	 0.9989	 1.0000	 1.0000
(k)	 0	 2.8825	 2.99	 2.9993	 3.0000 3.0000

X1
(1) —0+0+2.5=2.5,-

1st iteration	 = - 3 (2.5) + 23 = 0.775,
20	 20

L
(1)	 1

x3 - - 1 0 (2.S)+j- 
3 

(0.775)+ j-29 = 2.8825,

= _ (0.775) - 10(2.8825)+ 

23 

2.0567,

2nd iteration	 = —(2.0567)+ (2.8825) +	 = 0.9856,
20	 20	 20
1	 3	 29

X3	 10
= - (2.0567) + (0.9856) + j- = 2.9900

X(3)- (0.98 56) - (2.99) + = 2.003 9,
10	 2

3rd iteration xf = - (2.0039) + (2.99) +	 = 0.9989,
20	 20	 20
1	 3	 29

= 10	 10
-(2.0039) + (O.9989) +	 = 2.9993,
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1	 1	 5
= - (0.9989) - (2.9993) + = 2.0003,

	

3	 1	 23
4th iteration xr = -( 2.0003) + (2.9993) + = 1.0000,

	

1	 3	 23
20	 20	 20

X34 = - (2.0003)+ j(l)+	 = 3.0000,

	

1	 1	 5
x= —(1)— -(3)+ = 2.0000,

10	 2

5th	 (5)(5) - -- (2) -	 (3) +	 = 10000,
I	

2	
20	 20	 20

1	 10	 10	 10
= - (2.0000)+ 

3 
(1) +	 = 3.0000,

The Gauss - Seidel AIorithm:

0

Step 1: Choose an initial approximation .°> =

0

Step 2: Set k = 1,

Step 3: For each i = 1,2,..., n.

-

Compute x= - 
j=1
	

j=i+1

ZY

# 0

Step 4: TI .E is sufficiently accurate go to step 5.

TI	 is not sufficiently accurate, add 1 to k

and go to step 3

Step 5: The process is complete.



procedure GaussSeidel (var mat : table ; var vect,b:table2;itinteger);
varij,k : integer;

temp, w: real;
tempvect,vec:table2;

begin
for i:=1 ton do

tempvect[i] := vect[i];
for k:=1 to it do
begin

for i:=1 tondo
begin

ternp:=O;
j:=1;
while (j<i)do
begin

temp := temp + (mat[i,j]*tempvect[j]);
j:=j+1;

end;
j:=j+1;
while (j<Z=n) do
begin

temp := temp + (mat[i,j]*tempvect[j]);

end;
tempvect [i] := (b[i]-temp)Imat[i, i];

end;
end;
write _vector (tempvect);

end;

References: Applied Numerical Analysis
Fifth Edition.
Curtis F. Gerald. Patrick 0. Wheatley.
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*STRICTLY DIAGONALLY DOMINANT MATRICES AND THE
CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATIVE METHODS.

DEFINITION:
Let  = [afl ] be an  x nmatiix, then  is said to be a strictly diagonally

dominant matrix if: ta11 I > I a 1 I + j a. 2 +	 + I a, 1,

CLAIM:
Strictly diagonally dominant matrices give sufficient conditions for the convergence of the
Jacobi and Gauss - Seidel algorithms.

DEFINITION OF A MATRIX NORM:

Let A = (aij be an m x n matrix, then hAil defines a norm if the following axioms hold:

<1> hAIl ^! Oand jAil =Oifandonlyif A =0.

<2> 11 k4 11 = I kI
	 I jAil where k is any real number.

<3> hA + BIj	 th AI! + IIBII
<e> llABhl	 (fAIl * IIB1I

The function	 hl Ali = max	 1a1 l 
is usually called the infinity norm of an

m 
J=1

m x n matrix A=(a1),

THEOREM:

Let	 be an initial approximation to the solution jE ofA g, where A is an  x n

invertible matrix x = MX' + converges to jE for any choice of°

whenever 0< I I MI 1. <1 fork =1 ,2 ,3 ,...



PROOF:
I- JACOBI ALGORiTHM:
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a11 a12	 a1

a21 a	 a
a) Let A=

a	 a	 a,

We have A = L + D + U, where;

0	 •••	 0

a21	 0	 •..	 ...	 0

	

L=a 3 a32 0	 0,

a01 a02	 a0(0_1)	 0

a11	 0
	

0• . •	 0

0 a
	

0 ...	 0

D= 0	 0 a33 • 0

0	 0
	

0 0 ann

0 a12 a13	 a10

0	 0 a23	 a20

U= 0	 0	 0 •.. a30

000 ...	0



1

all

0

We have D
0

0

0

0
	

o	 .o

1
o	 0

a22

0	 --...o
a33

0 o

0 a.
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a,, # 0, i1,2,...,n

	

0
	 a12 a13

0	 a12 a13	 all	 all	 all
a21	 0	 a23 ... a2,

	

and U + L a31 a32 0 ... a3 D' (U + L) = 22
	 a22	 a22

	

-anl an2 a 3	oj	 aIanZ

	

[a,,,	 a

13a12
—+—+
a11 	 1	 a11

a21	 Ia23
IlD 1 (U+L =max	 = maxL 

+	 •••
a	 a

IaII

{Ia21j+ta23Ha24I+...+ja2I},
Ia221

{IaflIHafl2I+Iafl3I+...+Iafl(fll)I},

But since A is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix

	

a	 n 1
a 1 >	 , therefore( Ia I ) —i < 1,

	

j=1	 j=1

	

j<>i	 f<>i

This implies that II D (U + L)II <1=> II MII < i which implies that if

A is an stricity diagonally dominant matrix then the algorithm converges to a solution.
Therefore, stricity dominant matrices give sufficient conditions for the convergence of the
method.
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fi) Conversely, let	 11a. 1 1+ lama! +...+ la., 1 1 + amm+i I	 .+ la..l}

be the maximum which is equal to 11 D1 (U + L)II and where 1 :5 m !9 n.

Since the method is convergent; therefore, II M1I = 11 D1 (U + L)lj <1

I n 	 n

Elamjl< 1	lamm l > Elamjl,
lamm f j l	 j=1

j<>m	 j<>m

1
Since	 Z  ami I is the maximum; therefore,

Ia	 j<>m

i n 	 in

1— jEIa1I< 11 Elam1I<1
j<>m

f<>1

i n 	 in

na2j<	
EIaml<i

j<>m
j<>2

aj<-
EIal<	 ElaI<i

im j<	 mm j<>m

1a111 > EIa1I
j<>1

= 
Ia 22 > EIazl

J<>2

Iapm I >ElaI
j<>)

Therefore, laIL j > Elal,which means that  is a stricity diagonally dominant matrix.
j<>i

Thus, strictly diagonally dominant matrices give necessary conditions for the

convergence of the Jacobi algorithm. Consequently, we can write:

A is a strictly diagonally dominant matrices <

Jacobi algorithm will converge to the exact solution

II- Gauss - Seidel Algorithm:

We have lI(D+ L)-1UIL, :f- !KD+ L)4 11 m * lRflIu,

and(D+L) 1 (D+L)I	 Il(D+111I1D+LIl

=Il(D+L)-1ll 
>	 1	

, with lI(D + L)IL#O, since A is an sdd matrix,
IID+LIL

Hull.IID+LIL
=jj(D+ L) 1 I j Hull. 

^ lI D +LIL	 hl(D + L11 h! IlUhl < IIUIL



a) In the case where I I U1100 = 0:

1
0 ol
o oJ 

(U is the zero matrix)

	

[a11 01

	 [00

0
=A=l[a21 a2j 	 0

= ll(D + L)-1UIL =0,

which is smaller than 1, therefore the method is convergent, hence we still
have the first case where Jjqj 

00
# 0.

fi) If we assume that fUI Co 0 we get:

MU) +	
Co 

# 0 Since A is an sdd matrix,

II D + LII
so ll(D + L)- ' UIl :!^ II(D + L)- 'Il MUM <

	

Co	 MUII

hI(D + L)-1UII > 

'lull
IID+Lhl

Co

If the method is convergent we should have

Co1> IKD+ L)'UIl	 D+Lll
lD+ Lj) '
	

Co 
> MUM 

00Co

Co

EM



m
n

Damil=>
i=1	 i=1+1

This returns to prove that

Ja mi l + Jamz I +...+Iaj > a1+1) + I a la+z) I +...+Ia1j,
If we succeed to prove this we succeed to prove that the method is convergent.
Since A is an sdd matrix. Then:

a11 > Ia11 ! + jaid +".+ taI(,_l)I + a II+l) ! +...+ja1J,

= Ia,I > !a 1 I + lamz! +"+!am(ml)I + Jam+l)! + Iam(pI+l) I +
= IaI > Iamfl+l) I + Iam ,,+z) ! + Iam+3) I +	 +

=> Ia 1 I + la m2 ! +	 + laj > lam+l) l +•••+lamnl,
Since all the quantities are non - negative quantities:

Since ll D + LIl	 la m1 ! + la m2 ! +••°+Ial,
=Iamil + lamz I	 >	 Vi 1,2,•••,n,

= am,! + lam2 1 +...+!amml >
Aisansdd =	 a11 > Ja121 + Ia 13 ! + •..+1a1111

=> la 1 I + lama! +	 + lamml > la21 1 + Ia22!,
Similarly, Aisansdd =' a22I > fa 1 + Ia23 ! +...+la2l,

ja i l > Ia21 ! +

= EIaI > IaziI='IamiI >

Similarly, alwaysI amjI >	 a111,

Where
T, a 	 hulL, ,and therefore we are done,' that means:
1+1

if A is strictly digonally dominant 	 Gauss - Seidel converges.
Conversely:

The converse is not true, this will be shown in the next example.
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I,LetA be a 2 x 2 matrix A 
[a	

A—
11 a12 1

	 [a
O0]

+ 
[au	0 1 [,2],0 a

[a21 aj21 0 	0 a12 j 0 0
- - -

L	 D	 U
[	 1

an
D+L-
	

01	 I

	

[a21 a j	 =	
a21	 1

-	 ,= (D+L)'

a11a,
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0
(D+L 1 U =

0

!I(D+LI1UII

a12

- (2fl

	 with all # 0 and a22 0 since (D + L) 'is assumed to exista12 21

a11a

a121 1,

=max
- 	 = a 

*
a11a	 a11. Ia22

We have here two cases:

<1> -II(D + L)4U
= 1a

an

<2> —Jj(D+ L)-UII = Liaj*I
aJj 

In the first case if Gauss -Seidel converges =>MIt <1	
a12
- <1 =>Iai2I<Iall00 	 a11

Since 1^!12- ! q12	 Ia	 a
1
2

--*J--- - _<

I' =:>a11	 a11 jaa11

=) JaJ g afl , we have here the case where kz1ika12 A is not strictly diagonally
dominant matrix.



In the second case, if the method converges we get:

1I M 11 00 =Il(D+L)-'UII ='L2j*L'<1andco

a1j a221

<	 * a2, = 1< - = I a22 I < a21 =' A is not an sdd matiix.
all	 a11	 a22	 a22

that means that the method could converge without having A an sdd; therefore, A
is an sdd matrix is not a necessary condition but still it is a sufficient condition.

Conclusion : A is an sdd matrix => Gauss - Seidel will converge but the converse is not true

Final Conclusion: Strictly diagonally dominant matrices give sufficient conditions for the
convergence of the Jacobi and Gauss - Seidel algorithms.
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THE ARCHIMEDES METHOD

Archimedes designed a method for the computation of Pi. His method was to draw a circle
of radius equal to 1 , and to draw inside it regular polygons of 4, 8, 16,32, •••, 2" sides placed
inside it as in the figure below.

The area of each triangle inside the circle, like the area of the triangle ABC, is equal to

sin A The area of the circle is equal to ir x (radius) 2 , where the radius is equal to one here;

Thus the area of the circle becomes equal to N (that we denote sometimes sr).
Since the polygon inscribed inside the circle is the sum of all the triangles, we get the area of the

polygon:	 - 
1 

n sin A, where n = 2k is the number of sides,

The area of the polygon is an approximation of N.

For example, for n = 4, we have A = 90.;thus, sinA =1 and the area of the polygon is equal to 2, which
is the first approximation of P1
Now, for n = 8, we  have A = 360/8 = 45 degrees; sinA = 0.70710679 and the area of the polygon is equal
to 2.82842716.
and so on till we get a final approximation of Pi after continuous divisions
The program below do all the computations and find the exact value of P1 to 15 significant digits
which is equal to:
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P1 = 3.14159265358979.



Algorithm for the method:

clrscr;

gotoxy(1O,1);

write('N');
gotoxy(30,1);
write('K=2'N');
gotoxy (50,1);
writein;
(' ESTIMATED P1
wnteln( ...................................................................................................... );
for n:=1 to 20
begin

k:=k*2;
P:= sin(2*Pi/k)*kt2;
gotoxy(10,n+3);
write(n);
gotoxy(30,n+3);
write(k);
gotoxy(50,n+3);
write(P);
ch:=readkey;

end;
wiiteln;
wnteln;
write(' PRESS ANY KEY TO CONITNUE...');
ch := readkey;
clrscr;
gotoxy(10,1);
write(N');
gotoxy(30,1);
write('k=2t'N');
gotoxy(50,1);
wiiteln(' ESTIMATED P1
writeln( ..........................................);
for n:=21 to 30 do
begin

k:=k*2;
P:=sin(2*PiIk)*k/2,
gotoxy(10,n-15);
write(n);
gotoxy(30,n-15);
write(50,n-15;
gotoxy(50,n-15);
write(P);
ch:=readkey;
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end;



gotoxy (5,22);
writein ('THE RESERVED VALUE OF P1 IN THE MACHINE IS =
gotoxy (5,23);
write ('PRESS ANY KEY TO EXiT...');
ch := readkey;

end;
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TRIGONOMETRIC APPROXIMATION

In the previous chapters we used polynomials to fit a set of data. A trigonometric approximation can
also be used to deal with such kind of problems. The sine and cosine functions share many of the desirable
features of polynomials. They are easy to manipulate since their derivatives and integrals are again
sines and cosines. In addition, trigonometric functions have the properties of orthogonality
and periodicity which polynomials do not have.
It is after the work of Fourier ,that it was generally agreed that almost any function of a real variable
can be represented by a series involving the sines and cosines of integral multiples of the variable.
The first announcement of this discovery was made by Fourier in 1807. By his method the
coefficients in any series of this type can be expressed in a form suitable for computation.

The Orthogonality Conditions:

One can notice this orthogonality in the sine and cosine functions , where we have:

	

N . 2%	 2r	 1	 0	 ifj#korjk=0
E Srn N1JX "N +1 1(N+1)12 if j-k#0

	

2r	 2%
sin 
N^1 

cos

1 0 ifj#k
	2r	

2% /cc (N+l)12 ifj=k#0CSN^lj08N+l	
L (N+1)ffj=k=O

forj + k !g N,

Derivatives:
The derivatives of the sine function are the following:
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f(x) = sinx,

f '(x) = Cos X,

f"(x) = - sin x,

f"(x) = - Cos x,

f ''(x) = sin  etc...

The derivatives of the cosine function are:

1(x)	 coax,

f'(x) = - sinx,

f'(x) = - Cos x,

f"(x) = sin x,

fIV(x) = coax etc•

The successive derivatives of the sine and cosine functions are again sines and cosines.

Integrals:

The integrals of the sine function are the following:

fsinxth = -Cos x+C,

5— coax it = —sinx+C,

f_sinxdx = cosx+C,

5 coax clx	 = sinx+C etc...

The integrals of the cosine function are the following:

5cosx*	 sinx+C,

fsinxfr	 -cosx+C,

5— coax	 = - sin x + C,

5— sinx th	 cos x + C etc...

The successive integration of the sine and cosine function-are again sines and-cosines:
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Periodicity

cos(x + 2kr) = Cos x; T, the period 2,r,
sin(x + 2k,r) = sin x;	 T, the period = 2n,

One can see that the period of the sine and cosine functions is 21r,

The Trigonometric Sums By Collocation:

Collocation means fining a curve passing by the same points of the approximation.
The collocation using an odd number of arguments x = 0, 1,..., AT = 2L, is expressed by
the liigonometiic sum that has the fonu:

2,r	
b. sincos 	loc+b2	 2L+1
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Where we have:

2 2L	 2r
aj = 2L+l052L+ljX

2 U	 2rr
2L+l )?8m 2L+ljx j=1,2,••,L

This trigonometric sum is unique for a given function f(x), the coefficients 
a, and b, are

uniquely determined by the values of y(x) , at x 0, 1, 2, ••, 2L. Notice that this function will
have period N+1.

The Even Number of Arguments:

Find coefficients such that for an even number of arguments x_O 1, 2, , N=2L-1,
the sum:

Y(X) = -a0 + (ak coskx + b sin kx)+	 cosrx,2

takes prescribed y values.
The orthogonality properties now read:





begin
m:=i000000;
counter=i;
wiiteln;
wri.teln;
writeln('THE TRIGONOMETRIC SUM IS:
writein;
write('y(x) = ',(serl[0]/2):9:6);
for k=1 to cd-i do
begin

if(trunc(serl[k]*m) <>0) then begin
if(serl[k] >0) then write (' +
write(' ',serl [k]:9:6,'cos(',k'PiX/',cd,')');
counter:=rcounter+1;

end;
if ((counter mod 3)=0) then writein;
if(trunc(ser2[kJ*m)) <>0) then begin

if(ser2[k]>0) then write (' +
write(' ',ser2[k]:9:6,'sin(',k,'PiXI',cd,')');
counter:=counter+ 1;

end;
if ((counter mod 3)=0) then wiiteln;

end;
if( serl[cd] <>0) then begin

if(serl[od] > 0) then write (' +
write(' ,(sei1 [cd]12):9:6,'cos(PiX)');

end;

procedure oddsum (var dat: table; var serl,ser2:series;c6nteger);
( }

var sum: real;
begin

1 := trunc((cd-i)/2);
for j:=0 to I do
begin

sum:---O;
for x:=0 to (2 *1) do

sum := sum + dat[x,1]*sin((2*PI/(2*1+1))*j*x);

serl[j]:=(2/(2*1+l))*sum;
end;

for j:=0 to 1 do
begin

sum:=0;
for x:=0 to (2*1) do

sum: =sum + dat[x,l]*sin((2*PiJ(2*PiJ(2*1+1)*j*x);
ser2[j]:=(21(2*1+1)*sum;

end;
write-coeff(serl,ser2,1+1);
answer(serl,ser2,l);
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procedure evensum(var dat: table ; var serl,ser2:series,cd:mteger);
{)
var sum: real;
begin

I:= trunc(cdI2);
for j:=Otoldo
begin

sum:=;
for x:=O to (2*11) do

sum :=sum + dat[x,l]*cos((Pi/l)*j*x);
serl[jJ:=(1/ l)*sum;

end;

forj:=I to 1-I do
begin

sum:=O;
for x:=O to (2*1I) do

sum := sum + dat[x,l]*sin(Pi/l)*j*x);
ser2[j]:=(l/l)*suxn;

end;
write-coefiserl,ser2,l+l);
answer2(serl,ser2,l);

end.
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THE MONTE CARLO METHODS

GENERATION OF RANDOM NUMBERS:

DEFINITION:

We define random numbers as being numbers whose outcome is determined by luck or chance.
A random experiment is an experiment whose outcome is never foretold ,that means that the outcome
is determined by chance.

Examples of random experiments is the following:
• Coin Tossing.
• Game of Dice.
• Game of cards.
• The random walk of a particle.

etc...

There are many functions to generate random numbers like the following ones:

<I> x,,., = 79x(mod 10S), x0 = 1,

generates a sequence of length 5 * iO having quite satisfactory statistical behaviour. This method
is suitable for decimal machines.

<2> x, = (8t-3)x(mod 2S) x0 1,

generates a permutation of the sequence 1,5,9,..., 2 8 —3 again with adequate statistical behaviour.
This method is suitable for binary machines. The number t is arbilrary but should be chosen large to
avoid long upwards runs.

In both these methods s represents the standard word length-of the computer involved,perhaps
s=lO in a decimal machine and s=32 in a binary machine.

<3> The predefined function random in the computer that generates random numbers.

I- APPROXIMATE INTEGRATION:

We can evaluate the definite integrals using the random numbers, and this method is called
the Monte Carlo Method.

The method is to write the integral as an average:

I	 b_aNI	 $f(x)d= N f(x),
Ia	 i1
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where the .' s are selected at random in the interval [a ,b].

For example, if we want to evaluate the following integral:

J xdx,

We generate 1000 random numbers in the interval [ 0,1] and we do the average using:

b a'
I ;	

f(x),

Here a=O, b--I, N=l000, the x 's are at random.

The f(x1 )' s are evaluated using the following function: f(x) = x.
The direct method to evaluate the integral is the following:

S xd,cx 2 ]=o.5,

* The following multiple integral is evaluated using also the Monte Carlo method:

111111	 1
hIlls

dudv.dw.c&.dy.dz
+u+v+ w+x+y+z0000001

procedure solutioni;
P1/2

{ estimate 5sin(x)d = 1 }

var m , n: longint;
sum , f, 1, y: extended;

begin
randomize;
m:=l000;

smn:=0;
for i:=ltondo

forj:=l torn begin
f := tnmc (random(100))IlOO;
I= pi*D2;
y =sin(l);
sum sum +
y:=O; l:=O, f:='O;

end;
sum := (Pi/2) * sun/(n * m);
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P1(2

writeln('Estimate fsin(x)th = 1');

writeln('THE INTEGRAL = ',sum:15:3);
writeln('THE EXACTSOLUTION = 1');
writeln(FHE RELATIVE ERROR = ',abs(1sum)*100:7:3,'%');

end;

procedure solutionS:

111111
t estimate	

1
j.ff +u+v+w+x+z0000001

var in, n: longint;
surn,ul ,,f3,f4,f5,f6,1,y:extended;

begin
randomize;
rn:=1000;
n:=33;
sum:=O;
for i:=1 torn do

for j:=1 to in do begin
fi :=(lrunc(randorn(100))/100);
f2:=(trunc(randorn(100))f 100);
f3:=(trunc(random(100))/I00);
f4:=(lrunc(random(100))/100);
f:=(txunc(random(100))/100);
f:=(trunc(random(1 00))/100);
1:=1/(1+fl++f3+f4+f5+f6);
sum:=sum+1;
1:=0; fl:=0; :=0;

end;
sum .= suxn/(n*m);
writeln('THE SUM = ',sum: 15:3);

end;
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11-THE RANDOM WALK PROBLEM:

Imagine a particle walking at random in a two dimensional plane, the particle makes a step
of length equal to 1.
Probability theory predicts that after N steps the particle will be expected to be at  distance

from the starting point 0 (0,0).
The whole experiment could be simulated on the computer using the random function already
predefined in the machine.

One can see from the experiment that the experiment generates a Binomial distribution which is
a uniform discrete distribution. Its equivalent form in a continuous distribution is the
Gaussian distribution.

III- A BINOMIAL DISTRIBUFION (a Bernouilli experiment):

Imagine a coin that we are tossing a big number of times. The outcome of the experiment is
determined by chance since it is a random experiment.
The whole experiment could be easily simulated on the machine.
Let the number of tosses be equal to N, H is the number of heads, and T the number of tails.
This is a typical Bernoulli experiment..
The probability theory foretell that the probability to get a single Head isp, and the probability
to get a Tail in a single experiment is q.
The Bernoulli experiment predicts that the probability to get n Heads out of N tosses is

Pr [nHEADS]= 
NpnqNfl

And it is at the same time the probability to get N-n Tails.
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Now, if p=q , the probability theory states that the experiment is equiprobable , and that
1

p = q= since

The mean value x is equal to:

-	 NpnqNn

N	 =NP,

If p—q=,weget x=N*()=,

That means that out of 100 tosses the mean value of Heads should be equal to that of Tails, and
equal to 50. This is what we call a Binomial distribution.

The simulation of the experiment is done using the predefined function random , and the
outcome of the experiment shows to be equal to the theoretical computation.

procedure solution;
{ this procedure simulates a random walk experiment. Probability theory says

that after N steps the expected distance from the starting point will be
var m, k, N: longint;

1: real;
begin

RANDOMIZE;
d:=O; L=l;
k:=10; m:=1000; alphaO;
fori:=l tokdo

for j:=1 to m do begin
a1pha:=2*Pi*random(l00)ul00;
d := d + (cos(alpha));

end;
N :=lc * m;

wxiteln('After ',N,' STEPS OF LENGTH ',L:3:1,' THE PARTICLE IS AT
DISTANCE ',d:7:3);
writeln('Nolice : the sqrt(N)= q', sqrt(N):7:3);

end;

procedure rand;
{ this procedure simulates a toss of coin experiment where the average outcome is computed

by probability theory and should be 0.5)
var sum : extended;

m,t:integer;
begin

m:=30000;
d:=0; suni:=O;
for i:=l tom do begin

d:= random(1000)/1000;
sum := sum +
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end;

sum := sum/m;
w'riteln;
wnteln('AFFER TOSSING THE COIN 'rn,' TIMES, WE GET THE AVERAGE');
writeln('OF HEADS EQUAL TO THAT OF TAILS EQUAL TO ',sum:9:5);
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NEWTON'S METHOD

The basic idea behind the method is a linear approximation of the function, and this using a
tangent to the curve. Let x0 be a single initial estimate. x0 should be too far from the root of the

function f(x).

igent
f(x)

f(x0)

xo:
	

X

xo —Xi

We should make the intersection between the tangent and the x axis, the intersection with the x-axis
is x 1 . Then make x1 as the next approximation with the x-axis which is better than x 0 . Repeat the
operation by making the successive tangent and finding the intersection with the x-axis, and this till the
successive values of x2 , x3 ,.. , x, become close enough or the function f(x) tends to zero.

When f(x) -+ 0, this means that we are near the root of the function f(x).

Let us express all this mathematically:
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tan 8= f'(x) =

We continue by saying that:

f(x)
— xo

Ax.)
X1 = —

f'(x0)

f(x)
= — f'(x1)

f(x)
X3 = -

f(x)
X,,+, = 

xn - f'(x)'	
= 0,1,2,...

The advantage of the Newton's method is that it is a rapidly convergent method.
We illustrate this method in the following example:



Example: Let

f(x) = Log(x+ 1)+ ex sinx+ Cos x,

1 +ex cos x+ex sin x_ sin x,
x+1

Ifwe begin with x0 =0.0.

x1	
f(x0)	 f(0)	 1

°'
=xo — ,	 -o

	

f(x0)	 f'(0)	 2 
-	

f(x1) = —0.5—	 = —0.5+
f(-0.5)	 0.106350899

	

- X 
f ' (x1)	 f'(—O.S)	

2.720919986 = —0.460913626,

	

f(x2)	 0.002750602
X3 = x -	 = —0460913626+	 = —0.4598492823	 2 f ' (x2)	 2.5841130097

After 3 iterations we can directly notice that the method is converging to the solution because f(x)
is tending to zero.

Newton's Method Algorithm
Let us determine the root of f(x) =0, taking x0 a value close to the root:

Compute f(x0),f'(x0)

Set x1 = x0

ff(f(x0 )#0) And (f'(x0)#0)
REPEAT

Set x0 =

Set x1 = X0 - 
f(x0)

 f'(x0)

UNTIL

(!x0 - < tolerance value 1) OR

(If (x1 ) < tolerance value 2).
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Newton's method can be used to find the root of polynomials of degree n = 1,2,3,...
and this is shown in the program below.

ILLUSTRATION OF THE ALGORITHM:

function power (m : real; deg: integer):real;
(this procedure computes powers of X }
var pow: real;

counter : integer;
begin

pow-.=I;
if(deg=O) then power:=1
else begin

for i:=l to deg do
pow :=pow *

power := pow,
end;

end;

procedure rightbound (var xl,ll:real ; stable2:tab; deg:integer);
{ this procedure finds if there exists a root for the function)
var y, temp : real;

counter: longint;
begin

counter.=1;
repeat

xl :='xI+epsilon;
y:=O;
for i:= dug downto 0 do

y:= y + (stable2[i]*power(xl,i));
counter := counter + 1;

until ((y > notzero) or (counter = limit));

if(y > notzero) then 1l:=xl
else 11:=counter;

end;

procedure leftbound (var xl,ll,12:real; stable2:tab; deg:integer);
var y,tenip,temp2,sl,s2:real;

counter: longint;
begin

counter:=l;
repeat

xl:=xl+epsilon;

for i:= deg downto 0 do
y:= y + (stable2[i] * power(xl,i));

counter:=counter+l;
until ((y < notzero) or (counter = limit));
if( y>notzero) then begin
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12 := counter;
eut;
end

else 12:=xl;
if(11<12)then
begin

12:=xl;
temp:=2*notzero;
xl:=11;
while (temp>notzero) do begin

xi :—xi+epsion
temp:=O;
for i:= deg downto 0 do

temp := temp + (stabie2[i]*power(xl,i));
end;
1l:—xl-epsion;

end
else
begin

xi :r=0; temp2:=O;
temp2:=y;
xl:=stable2[degree +

while (temp2 <noizero) do begin
xl :=xl+epsilon;
temp2:=0;
for i := deg downto 0 do

temp2:= temp2 + (stable2[i] * power(xl,i));
end;
12:=xl-epsilon;

end;
end;

procedure Newton (var stable: tab ; var stable2: tab; deg :integer);
(this procedure applies Newton's method to compute the roots)
var v,yl,y2:real;

U : integer;
begin

for i:=0 to numb-i do begin
v:= stable[i];
yi:=O;
for  deg downto 0 do

yl :=yl+(stable2[j]*power (v, j));
y2:=O;
for  :=deg downto 1 do

y2:=y2+ (j*stabie2[j]*power (y, j-1));
stable [i+i] := v- (yl/y2);

end;
end;
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The complete program is in the papers that follow.
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MI

THE FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION:

In calculus , the operation of differentiation of a function is a well-defined procedure with the
operations highly dependent on the function. Many different types of rules are needed for different
functions. In numerical methods a digital computer is employed which can perform the standard arithmetic
operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and logical operators. Thus we need a technique
for differentiathig functions by employing only arithmetic operators. The finite difference calculus satisfies
this need.

FORWARD AND BACKWARD:
Definition:
A function that can be expanded in a Taylor series is called an analytic function.

Taylor Series:

Let f(x) be a function that is analytic in the neighbourhood of a point x.

(Applied Numerical Analysis p311)

e. g.:

Take the following analytic function f(x) that has the following graph.
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h 2	h3
f(x + h) = f(x) + f'(x) hjj+ f"(x) -- + f"(x)j-+...+f"(x)_,-+...(l)

which is the expression of the functionf(x - h) around the point x0

we can write (1) also as:

f(x+ h) = f(x)+	 +0(h2)

0(h 2 ) is the order of the error when the series is truncated till

the first order derivative f '(x).

h2h3
=:>  hf'(x) = f(x+ h) - f(x) - f" (x) -- - f"(x)--+...,

=f'(x)= f(x+h)f(x)h f$ 	h2 f
h	 2	

(x)----" (x)+. ..

= f(x) f(x + Ii) - f(x) + 0(h),
h

Surely, after truncating the series till f (x).

Notation:
Let

f(Xi +h)= f+1;

f(Xi + 2h) =

and f(x - h) =

If we apply this notation:

f'(x)= f+-f +0(h);

we denote	 by Lf1.

To finish we write :

which is the first forward difference formula.

Now, if we expand f(x - h) around the point x in a Taylor series we get:



X
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f(x — h) = f(x) — hf'(x) + 	 —

f(x)—f(x—h) Ii	 h2

h
Now, we rewrite the equation as:

f' (xi) =
	

+ 0(h)

Since the expansion is truncated at f' (x) Now the first backward difference offat x is

f-f1 and is denoted byVf:

To finish we writef' (x i ) = 
Vf.

+ 0(h) (3)

which is the first backward difference formula.
Remark: Take the case where f(x) is a straight line through the origin that has the equation;

that is, f(x)=x

The derivatives of f(x) are:

f'(x) = 1;

f" (x) = f"(x) =...= f"(x) = 0;

This means that 0(h) =O and hence the answer in both equation (1) and (2)isexact:

(2)='f'(x)= Vf.—j-

(3)=f'(x)= Vf.-f-;



FINDING HIGHER-ORDER DERIVATIVES:

Let's try to find f(x).

The expansion of f(x + h) around xis:

h2	h3
f(x+h) =

The expansion off (x + 2h) around x is:

f(x+ 2h)= f(x)+ 2hf(x)+ 2h2f"(x)+

(j3 )-2 x (a) f(x+ 2h)- 2f(x+ Ii) = —f(x)+ h2f"(x) +

= f" (x) f(x+ 2h)-2f(x+ h)+ f(x) -

Changing the notation, we get:

f.2-2f.1+f.
f'(x) =	

h	
+ 0(h) (4)

This is the second forward difference.

Remark: If we consider the case where f(x) is a parabola through the origin; which means f(x) x2,
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The derivatives of f(x) are:
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f'(x) = 2x;

f"(x) =2;

f, 11 W = f (IV)(x)=...= f(x)= 0;

so - hf"(x) = 0 and 0(h) = 0,
and hence the answer is exact:

Notice: (4f1 )= Li(f+1 -f)= 4f1+1 -4f =f+2 -f+ -f,. +fJ +f, = f,.2 —2f11 +f,
We say A is a linear operator:

Equation (4) givesf '(xi) = g1
.

 +0(h) (5)

Similarly, we have:

V(Vf)= V 2f = V(f_f 1 )= Vf —Vf1

=f-f-(f 1 -f2)

= f1 —2f1. +f 2 , we say Vis a linear operator.
And similarly to the equation (5) above we get:

V2f.

f"(x)= h2 +Q(h)(6)

In general and by induction we get:

f'(x)= h"zf. + 0(h) (7)

V"f.
and f(x) = h ' + 0(h) (8)

(7) is the general forward formula for the nth derivative where all the terms in
are greater thanf.

and (8) is the general backward formula for the n thderivative where all the
terms in V' are smaller than



(Applied Numerical Analysis p226)

The general formula of

=fill -f

A2fj= f+ —2f +f

L 3f = f+3 -3f12 +3f -f.,

Yfj =	 -	 +	 -	 +
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Coefficients:

1 —1

1 —2 1

1 —3 3 —1

1 —4 6 —4 1

From the coefficients one can notice the Blaise Pascal triangle:

Which is the following:

	

1	 —1

	

1
	

—2
	

1

	

1
	

—3
	

3	 —1

	

1	 —4
	

6
	

—4

The binomial Newton's formula is:

(a+b) =

and is related to the table of coefficients that we got;

So we can rewrite:

	Alfj = fj+4 - 4fj+3 +	 - 4f +1 + =	 - C41 j+3 + Cf1+2 -	 +

If we generalize we get:

	Lf1 =	 - Cf+.1

n

Yfj=
k=O

12

Similarly, \l12f = (_1)kCfjk,
k-0



Higher Order forward and Backward Difference Equation:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p319)

f' (xi ) = expression + 0(h2).

3
= f(Xi + h) = f(x)+ hf'(x)+ TO (X	

h
)+ --f'"(x)+...

f(x1+h)—f(x) h

We then computef"(x)= h2 + 0(h).

Replacef"(x1 ) by its value in the formula forf'(x):

= f'(x) =	 - h[( h + 0(h)) +

f"(x)=-- 2 _0(h2)_f(x)^...,

2Lf—L\2f	
2

2h	
+0(h ),

But 24f,. —A2f =2[f-f}-L(4f1)= 2f+1 —2ff -Lx[f+1-f11;

2fj+l - 2f-4f+ +4f,
= 2f141 —2ff - (f+2 -f+1)+(f1+1 -f)

= fj+2 + 4f+1 -

f'(x)= 
-fJ+24fj+1-3ff 

+0(h2)

We are decreasing the error.

And similarly the backward formula of order h 2 is:
3f —4f.

' 2h	
' + 0(h2).
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Central Difference formula:

We want to find derivatives with an approximation of 0(h').:

h2 	h3<1>

h2	 h3

<1>- <2	 11+1 -f = 2hf'(x)+hf"(x.)+...

fj+I -If-I_
f(x) =
	

2h + 0h 2)

If we do:

<1>+<2> = fj+j fj-I =2f+h2f"(x)+...

- fj+I ± f1 2fJ

	

h2	
+0(h2),

General formula:

V"f +Lf

+ 0(h 2 ), if n is even.
f(x1) =
	

2h'1
(n-I) + Lf

2 + 0(h 2 ), if ii is odd.2h

The ALvorithm of the Method:

function derivative 1 (stable : tab ; x :real; order: integer):real;
{ this procedure computes the derivative at a specific points using Newton's forward formula)
var h: real;
begin

h:= abs (abs (stablel[2,l]- abs (stablel[l,l] ));
base := 1 + Irunc ((abs (abs (x) - abs (stablel [1,1]))fh);
derivaIive1:=stab1e1[base,ordei*2]/ exp (order * In (ii));

end;

function derivative2 (stable2:tab ; x:real ; order : integer):real;
{ This procedure computes the derivative at a specific points using Newton's backward formula)
var h : real;
begin

h:= abs (abs(stable2[max,l] )-abs (stable2[max-1,1] ));
base := max- trunc (( abs (stable2[max,1]) - abs(x)/h);
derivative2 :=stable2[base,orderi-2]/exp (order * In(h))
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end;

function denvative3 (stab1e1stable2:tabx:rea1;order:integer):rea1;
(This procedure computes the derivative using the central difference theorem)
var h, answer real;
ben

answer
if odd(order) then
begin

h:= abs (abs (stable2[max, l ] )- abs (stable2[max-1,11 ));
base :=max - trunc ((abs (stable2[max,1) - abs (x)fh) + trunc ((order- 1)/2);
answer := stable2[base,order+2];
base:=l+trunc((abs(x)-abs(stablel [l,1]))/h)-trunc((order-l)/2);
answer:=answer+stablel [base,order+2];
derivative3: answer/(2*exp( order * In (h)));

end
else begin

h:= abs (abs (stable2[max,l])-abs(stable2[max-1,1]));
base ;=max - trunc (( abs (stable2[max,l])- abs (x))fh) + trunc (order/2);
answer := stable2[base,order+2];
base := l+trunc(( abs(x) - abs(stablel [1,1]))/h) - trunc(orderl2);
answer answer +stablel [base,order+2];
derivative3 :=answer/(2*exp( order * In (Ii)));

end;
end;

e.g.L

Consider the following data:

x	 10	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

f(x)	 I	 1	 0.5	 8	 35.5	 95	 198.5

Let us find the degree of the polynomial. First we construct the table of data
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A 4f

0
0

x	 f 

0	 1
1	 0.5
2	 8
3	 35.5
4	 95
5	 198.5

4f	 If	 IA3!
-0.5	 8
	

12
7.5	 20
	

12
27.5	 32
	

12
59.5	 44

103.5



From the 6th column of the table we get Yf = 0, Vj f"(x) = constant.
Therefore, the polynomial is of order 3.
From the fifth column of the table we get:

f'"(x)= 2f = 12,= f"(x)= 12x+ C1,

=f(x)= 6x2 +C1x+C2,

f(x)= 2x 3 +x2 +C2x+C3,

From the second column of the table we have:
f(0) 1	 C3 = 1,

f(1) = 0.5 = 2 + C, C2 +1=0.51

f(2)=8 = 16+2C1+C2+1=8,

w C1+2C2=-5,

9
Ci + C2=—_

1
H C2=—,

=:

so f(x)=2x3 —2x2 —x+1;

INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p219)

Given a set of data, say a table representing the result of some experimentation. Suppose
(x1 , y1 ), (x ,y2 ), . . (x,,, y,, ). are these with the x1 's (evenly spaced). We want to find a function that
will fit the given data (basically a polynomial) so that we can use this function to evaluate at a point where
we didn't do experimentation. The method is to assume that the function representing these data is analytic
(i.e. it has a Taylor series) we need series. We know that to find the Taylor series we need derivatives. We
use the table of finite difference calculus to do that:
The Taylor series of fat xis given by:

(x - x° )	 (x—x0)2	 (x—x0)
1!	

f'(x0)+	
2!	

f"(x0)+...+	
n!

But we want the derivative at x.:
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f'(x0)=

A^fof"(x ) =	 +0(h),

f(x)= Lo +0(h),

After replacing in the expression of f(x) we get the Gregory-Newton forward inter polating formula:

4f0x x(x—h)Zfx(xh)(x_-
f(x)=f(0)+ 

h + 2!h2	3!h3

And we have also:

f'(x0 ) = 
v/f
--- + 0(h);

f, I (XO ) = v/f0 
+ 0(h);

f(x0)= 
v/f0 

+0(h);

After replacing in the expression of f(x) we get the Gregory-Newton backward interpolating
formula:

f(x) = f(0) 
+ xVf0 + x(x + h)V 2f0 x(x + h)(x + 2h) V

3f0 +...
2!h2	 +	 3!h3

If h = 1 the above formula becomes:

f(x)= f(0)+x410 + x(x-1) 
A2f + x(x_l)(x_2)A3f+

3!
and

	

AX) = f(0) + xVf0 
+ 

x(x +1)
 2!	

+ x(x + 1)(x + 2) 
v3f0+.

3!

respectively.
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Consider the following table of data, the forward generated table is:

x
	

f(x) 41
	 L2f	 g1	 g

0	 -7	 4
	

5	 5	 3
1	 -3	 9
	

10	 8	 4
2
	

6	 19
	

18	 12
3
	

25	 37
	

30
4
	

62	 67
5
	

129

4i = i; -10 =-3+7=4;

If we apply Gregory -Newton forward formula we get:

Ax) f(0
) + xLf + x(x 1) ,2f + x(x - 1)(x —2) 	 + x(x - 1)(x - 2)(x —3)

	

3!	 4!
+ x(x - 1)(x - 2)(x - 3)(x —4)

4!

(0.1)(-0-9)5(O.1)(—O.9)(— 19)5 + 01)(0.9)(__L9)(—Z9)
+f(O.1) = —7+ (0.1)4 +

	 2!	 +	 3!	 41
(0-1)(-0.9)(-19)(-2.9)(-3.9)

5!	
= —6.728371

SHIFTING:

According to this co-ordinate system, the co-ordinate of P is:
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x, = OP (algebraic measure)

Let 0' be another, point (to be a new origin)

Let x' denotes the co - ordinate of P with respect to 0'.

So O'P=O'O+OP

Let the co - ordinate of 0' with respect to 0 be a

a

then x'= x - a

RE-SCALING:

-4

unit p

-4

U

	

1'I	 I	 I
0	 1	 2	 3	 x

-4	 -I	 -4

Given u as a unit vector: ov = 2 u
-,

Suppose x = co-ordinate of P according to u:
-4	 -4

i.e. OP=xu
-4

Let x' be the co-ordinate of P according to v

	

-4 X	 X
then ,

U = V

e.g.2:
Consider the following table:

old —x	 new —x	 f 	 Lf	 L2f A3f 	A4f
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0	 -1	 -7
	

4
	

5
	

5
	

3
1
	

0	 -3
	

9
	

10
	

8
	

4
2
	

1
	

6
	

19
	

18
	

12
3
	

2
	

25
	

37
	

30
4
	

3
	

62
	

67
5
	

4
	

129



x0 =0, Let us find f(L1):

After rescaling we get the new - x and we find f(1.1):

f(L1) = f(0.1) = f(0) + (0.1)9 + (0.1)(-0.9) + (0.1)(-0.9)(-1.9) +

4
(0.1)(-0.9)(--1.9)(---2.9) = —2.405;

e.g.3:
Using the same table of data ,we want to find f(0.1 1).

We re-scale to simplify the equation, so:

old - x
h = 0. 1, re-scale new - x =

	 h
so we get the following table of data:

old — xI new —xI f(x)

0	 0	 -7
1	 0.1	 -3
2	 0.2	 6
3	 0.3	 25

4	 0.4	 62
5	 0.5	 129

and afterward we would be able to compute f(0.11) -

Algorithm for Gregory-Newton forward formula:

function factoriel (rn : integer):integer;
(This function calculates the fàctoriel of any integer number)
begin

if m=0 then factoriel:=1
else factorial := m * thctoriel (rn-i)

end;

function delta(n , j : integer):real;
(This function computes the delta's in the Newton's formula)
var k: integer;

P. c, sum :real;
begin

p :=l;
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sum-0;
for k:=O to n do begin

c := tàctoriel(n)/( factoriel(k) * &ctoriel(n-k));
sum := sum + p * c * table[j+n.k,2];
P:= -P

end;
delta: = sum

end;

procedure equation (var stable : tab ; var : real ; vary: real ; var base : integer);
(this procedure computes the terms of the Newton's equation)
var hhl,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,h7,xO,p:real;
begin

h:= abs(abs(stable[2,1])-abs(stable[l ,l ]));
writein;

writeln('h= ',h:4:2);
hl:=h; h2:=h*h; h3:=h*h*h; h4:=exp(4*Inh)); h5:=exp(5*ln(h));
h6:=exp(6*1nh)); h7:=exp(7*Inh));
xO:=stable[base,l];
y :=stable[base,2];
for i:=l to card do
begin

p:=l;
for j:=1 to i do

p :=p*(xxO((jl)*h));
y := y + (p * stable[base,i+2]f ( factoriel(i) * exp (j*

end;

procedure shilling (var stable : tab; var x: real; var base : integer ; cd : integer);
(this procedure does shifting in the table if any is needed)
var h: real;

sh : integer;
begin

h:= abs(abs(stable[2,1 ]-abs(stable[I ,l]));
if(abs(x)-abs(stable[1,l])) > hthen begin

sh:= abs (frunc(x-stable[l,l] ));
x: =x - sh;
base := l+sh;
for i:=1 to cd do

stable[i,l]:= stable[i,l]-sh;
writein;
clrscr;
wnte]n(' AFTER SHIFTING THE TABLE BECOMES:
wnteln;
writeln(' x: ',' fx): ',' dif: ',' 	 d2f: ',' d3f: ',' d4f ', d5f ',' d6f.
for j:=lto8do

fori:=l to  do
write (table[j ,i}:7:3,'

end
else begin

base-.=I; sh:=O;
x:= x-sh;

end;
end;
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procedure rescale (stable: tab ;x: real; cd : integer);
{ this procedure does re-scaling in the table of data if any is needed)
var h : real;
begin

h:= abs(abs(stable[2,1 ]-abs(stable[l,l ]));
if trunc(h) <>1 then begin
for i:=1 to cd do

stable[i,1]:= stableli,l]Ih;
wiiteln;
clrsrc;
writeln('AFTER RESCALING THE TABLE BECOMES:
wnteh
writeln('	 x: ',' flx): ',' dif: '' d2f ',' Of ',' d4f

forj:=I to 8 do
fori:=l to 8 do

write (tableU, i}:7:3;'
writein;
write(' PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE:
ch :readkey;

end;
x :=x/h;
y:=O;
equation(stable , x, y, base);
writein ('THE VALUE OF g',x:3:2,') IS =

end;

Algorithm for Gregory-Newton backward formula:

function fàctoriel (in : integer) :integer;
(This function calculates the fàctoriel of any integer number)
begin

if m=O then factoriel:=I
else factonel := m * fàctonel (rn-i)

end;

function delta(n , i: integer):real;
{ This function computes the delta's in the Newton's formula)
var k : integer;

p, c, sum :real;
begin

p:=1;
sum:--O;
for k:=O to n do begin

c := factoriel(n)/( factoriel(k) * factoriel(n-k));
sum := sum + p * c * tab1e[j+n-k,2]; (rows)
P:= _P

end;
delta = sum

end;
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procedure equation (var stable: tab; var x : real; vary: real; var base: integer);
{ this procedure computes the terms of the Newton's equation)
var h,hl,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,h7,xO,p:real;
begin

h := abs(abs(stable[9,I I)-abs(stable[8,l]));
writein;
writeln('h r= ',h:4:2);
hl:=h; h2:=h*h; h3:=h*h*h; h4:=exp(4*ln0)); h5:=exp(5*ln(h));
h6:=exp(6*ln(h)); h7:=exp(7*ln(h));

base:--9;
xO:=stable[base,l];
y :=stable[base,21;
for i:=l to card do

begin
p:=l;
forj:=ltoido

p rp*(xx0+(0l)*h));
y : y + (p * stable[base,i+2]I (ctoriel(i) * exp (j* (h))));

end;

procedure shining (var stable : tab; var x : real; var base : integer ; cd : integer);
{ this procedure does shilling in the table if any is needed)
var h : real;

sh : integer;
begin

h:= abs(abs(stable[9,1]-abs(stable[8, l]));
if(abs(x)-abs(stable[9,l] )) > h then begin

sh:= abs (trunc(x-stable[9,1] ));
x: '=x + sh;
base := 9-sh;
for i:=l0-cd to 9 do

stable[i,l]:=r stable[i,l]+sh;
writein;
clrscr;
writehl('AFFER SHIFTING THE TABLE BECOMES:');
writeln;
writeln(' x: ',' fx): ',' dlf: ',' 	 d2f: ',' d3f: ',' d4f. ', d5f ',' d6f
for j:=lto9do

for i:=lto8do
write (table[i,j]:7:3,'

end
else begin

base:--9; sh:=f;
x :=x-sh

end;
end;

procedure rescale (stable: tab ;x: real; ed: integer);
(this procedure does re-scaling in the table of data if any is needed)
var h: real;
begin

h:= abs(abs(stable[9,1]-abs(stable[8,11));
if trunc(h) <>1 then begin
for i:=10-cd to 9 do
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stable[i,1}: stable[j,l ]/h;
writein;
clrsrc;
wlite]n('AFTER RESCALING THE TABLE BECOMES:
writein;
wiriteln('	 x: ' , ' f(x): ',' dif: ',' d2f ',' d3f ',' d4f ','d5f ',' d6f

for i:=1 to 9 do
forj:=lto8do

write (table[i,j1:7:3;'
writein;
write(' PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE:
cli :=readkey;

end;
x :=x/h;

equation(stable , x, y , base);
writein ('THE VALUE OF f',x:3:2,') IS = ',y);

end;

INTERPOLATION OF NON-EQUALLY SPACED DATA:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p213)

What we have done so far is interpolating in a table of equally spaced data, and we have
succeeded till now. But assume that we have a table of non-equally spaced data, so another method
is used which is the Lagrangevs method.

Illustration of the method:

Given a set of (n + 1) points say:

(xo,y0),(x1,y1), ... ,(x,y)

Think of y02 y1 ,...,y aSf(x0),f(x1), ... ,f(x),
and x0 , x1 , . . ., x are distinct but not equally spaced.

We want to produce a polynomial F(x) of degree a such that

F(x1 ) =
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We can find this kind of polynomial by many methods. The one that interests us is the



Lagrangian Polynomials:

The Method:

Let P0(x)— 
(x—xl)(x—x2) ... (x—xfl)

(x0 —x1 )(x0 —x2) ... (x0 —x)'
Notice here:

P0 (x0 )= 1
if	 O.

In general:

(x— x0 )(x— x1 ). ..(x - xi-1 )(x — x.1 ) ... (x - x)
Let	 F(x)=

(x1 - x0 )(x - x1 ).. .(x - x)

Note P (x1 ) = 1
P, (X,, = 0; ifj#i

Let F(x) = f(x 0 ) + f(x 1 )P1(x)+.

= y0P0 (x) + y1 P1 (x)+ . ..+yP(x);
F(x) has the following properties:

F(x0 ) = f(x0);

F(x1 ) = f(x1);

Take this table of data:
X,	 x,

YO 	 yl	 y2	 y

We want a polynomial F(x)/ degree F= ii and F(x 1 )= y.,

Let F(x0 ) = yo = ax + a 1xr1+...+a1x0 + a0;
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F(x0 ) y 1 ax +a,.1x1+...+a1x0 +a0;

F(x1 ) = y1 ax +a_1x"+...+a1x1 +a1;

F(x) = y = ax +a 1 x 1 --...+a1 x1 +a1;

Let P0(x)= (x—x1)(x--x2)(x—x)
(x0—x1)(x0—x2) ... (x0-.x)'
(X-X0)(X-- XI) ... (X-X.1) ... (X-X)P1 (x)—

P1(x1)1;

Pi (Xj ) 0;
Let F(x) y0P0 (x) + y1P(x)+.

F(x0 ) = y 0P0 (x0 ) +y 1 P(x)+ . •+yP(x0 ) = y0;

So we can use the other function because it generates the same answers
Example:

xp 	 x7

1	 2	 4	 6

y p	 y1	 Y7	 L
1	 4	 16	 36

f(3)?
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Let's find a polynomial according to Lagrange's method:
- (x - 2)(x - 4)(x —6) - (x - 2)(x - 4)(x —6)

	0(x) - (1— 2)(1 - 4)(1 - 6) -	 —15

P, 
W- (x - 1)(x - 2)(x —6) - (x - 1)(x - 2)(x —6)

	

(2-1)(4— 2)(2— 6) -	 —12
- (x — 1)(x — 2)(x — 1) - (x — 1)(x — 2)(x — 4)

	3(x) - 
(6- 1)(6 - 2)(6— 4) -	 40

Let f(x) = P. (x) + 4I (x) + 16P2 (x) + 36F (x);

f(3) = PO (3) + 4P, (3) + 16P2 (3)+ 36P3(3);

1	 1	 3
P(3)=j(6)=-;

1	 1	 1
12	 2	 20

f(3)- _!±4*± 16*+36*(_);

f(3) =9;

This is an approximation of the exact function. The data were given by experimentation.
The data were by experimentation. The Exact function might be here f(x) = x2

Algorithm for Lagrange's Method:

procedure Lagrangeanl (stable : tab ; cd : integer; x : real);
{ This procedure computes the Lagrange's solution)
var p , so 1: real;

c: integer;
doomsday: integer;

begin
p:=l;
sol:=O;

for j:'=l to cd do
begin

c:l;

while ((c<=cd) and (c<>j)) do
begin

p :=p*(x_stabie[c,i])/(stabie[j,i_stable[c,i]);
c:=c+l;

end;
while (c<cd) do
begin

c:=c+1;
p :=p*(x_stable[c,l])/(stable[j,l}stable[c,l]);

end;

p :=p * stablejj,2];
sol:=sol+p;
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end;
writeln('THE SOLUTION IS: ',sol:20:lO);

end;

procedure Lagrangean2 (stable: tab ; cd : integer; x: real);
This procedure computes the Lagrange's formula to compute the inverse
interpolation that means given y try to find the corresponding x)

var p , so 1: real;
c : integer;
doomsday: integer;

begin
p:=1;
sol:=O;

forj:=l to cd do
begin

p:=l;
while ((c<=cd) and (c<>j)) do
begin

p

end;
while (c<cd) do
begin

c:=c+l;
p

end;

p :=p * stable[j,l];
sol:= Sol +p;

end;
writein ('THE SOLUTION IS: ',sol:20:lO);

end;

ERAPOLATION:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p323)

What we mean by extrapolation is the following:
If the data which is sought is outside the table of data ,we say that we are extrapolating
to get the value of f(x). To the opposite of interpolation which means that the value sought
is inside the table of data.
Whatever you have for interpolation as methods is applied for extrapolation.
Like in this example
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Take this set of data:

	

-4-	 U	 1	 2	 3

	

AX)	 0	 1	 4	 9

The extrapolation method gives the value of f( 4) which is equal to 16., and this by the described two
methods of Newton's method or by Lagrange's method. Similarly, f( 5) =25, and f( 6) = 36.
What we are doing here is extrapolating the value of f ( 4 ) and of f(S) from the table of data, and
the two values 4 and 5 fall outside the table of data. To the opposite to the method of interpolation that
computes the values of data like 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 2.75, that are in the table of data and not outside it.
The algorithms used above can be used for extrapolation also.
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THE LEAST SQUARE CURVE FITTING

(liven a set of data made of n distinct points, we want to fit a function f(x) that passes by all
those points. The key idea in this procedure is that the error made, which is the sum of the square of the
differences between f(x) and the co-ordinates of the points. In fact, the optimal solution is sought, and
this is possible by minimising the error. Differentiating the error, and setting it equal to zero will yield
the exact solution and will determine the function f(x) . This procedure is what we call the least-square
curve fitting method.
The function f(x) sought could be a line, a parabola, a cubic, a polynomial of any degree, a power

function, an exponential function etc... using always the same method of minimising the error made
and determining f(x).

Let us start by explaining the method:

Let (x1,y1),(x2,y2),...(x,y) benpoints on the graph.
and let J , , f3, • ., f be linearly independent (U for short), that means:

a1,a2,...,a G1R/Ifaf1+a2f2+...+afO

=

Now, letf(x) ci f, + c2f2 +. . •+Cmfm, be the linear combination of m points as in the
graph below.

Let Ebe the error made which is E= (f(x1)_y1)2 = E(CIC2•,Cm),
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8E
and x., should be minimum; this is possible if 	 = 0, Vi = 1,2,..., m.

.0
 is the central idea of the least square fitting method.

8E8E
=—=&, —=0;...;---=0;

8c	 8Cm
'7

= E =	 = [f(x 1 )— y1 ] 2 +[f(x2)—y2]+•+[f(x)—y}2;

8E
and -= 8 [f(x

ôc,

8[f(x1)—y1]	 Dc
= 2(f(x1 )—y1 )	 +...+2(f(x)—y)	 If (X.Dc1	 Dc1

'7	
8[f(x1)—y1 <1>]=2[f (xi )—y]	

6?c1

Notice:

19[f(x)— y1 } 8f(xjDy - Df(x)	 8yzsince	 - 1,,
.00, * '6C, .0c,Dc1 	 Dc1

and f(x) = c1 f1 (x)+ c2f2(x)+...+ cmfm(x i ); for i = L2,..., n.

Also, we note that: Of (x 1)

= fi(x);
Dc1
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ÔE'
=	<1>	 - = 2[f(x1 )—y]f(x1 ) = 2[f(x1 )f1 (x1 )— y1f1(x1)];

8c1	 1=1	 1=1

Set —=0,weget:
Dc1

	

n	 n
2 [f (x )f1(x1) —y1f1(x1)] = 0,

	

i=1	 1=1

	

n	 72

=f(x1 )f1 (x1 )= 	 y1f1(x1),

	

1=1	 1=1

8E
=	 =0, =

	

2: f(x 1 )f1 (xJ =	 71f (x1),
1=1	 1=1

j = 1,=	 f(x1)f1(x1) = y1f1(x1),

j = 2,=	 f(xjf2 (x) = y1f2(x),

j = 3,	 f (x1 )f3 (x1 ) =	 y1f3(x1),

j = 

M,=:
>f(x1 )fm (x1 ) = Yifm (x1),

Illustration of the Method:

I - The Least Square line:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p260 - 263)

Let (x1,y1),(x2,y2), ... ,(x72 ,y72 ) ben points on the graph.
and let the least square line fitting the n points bef(x) = c1 + C, x,

with f, (x) = 1, f2 (x) = x, which are U; this can be easily shown:
c IR/ a1 f1 +a2f2 0;

a1 + a2xE 0;
=a0 and a0;

= 11 and f2 are U.
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To find C1 and c ,let us construct the matrix M such that:



91

M_If11) f1(x2)

[f2 (x 1 ) f2(x2)

f (x,,)

f7-(x,,)j

	

[1 1	

I
=M = I	 the transpose ofMis:

	

[X1 X2	 X,j

1 x1	 y1

1 X2

[C2

c11	 Y2

	

MT = 	 let C= 	 and Y=
j

1 x	 3/n
Since f(x) passes through all the points (x 1 , y1 ),(x,y2),

=

Cl +CZ XI 371,

Cl + C2X2 =

Cl +- CZXfl =

this can be written in another form which is

MTC=YMMTC=MY

	

n	 xi

IC
" 
I
	

iYi

	

; 1	XI

or equivalently:

	

n	 n

nCl+c2xi	 -	 yi

	

C	 X1 + C2 xi	 xiyi
-

Example 1:
Find the least line that passes by these four points:
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(1,1)
	 (2,3)	 (4,5)	 (5,6)

(x 17y')

	

(x2,y2)

	

(x 3 , y 3 )	 (x41y4)

xi	 yi	 I

	

1
	

1
	

1
	

I
2
	

4
	

3
	

6
4
	

16
	

5
	

20
5
	

25
	

6
	

30

xi =12,	 xi =46,	 = 15,	 xyi =57,

The system of equations will be:

112	 * [ 2l

4 12c
 46j cj[57

6
f4c1 +12c2 =15,	 12c1 +36c2 = 45,	 C2

112c1 + 46c2 = 57,f ' 12c1 +	 = ,J	 - --20'



Graph:
3 

Y=—+-x
20 5

E =	 = [f(x)-y1 }2 +[f(x2)-y2]2 +[f(x3)-y3]2 +[f(x4)-y4]2,

36	 36	 36	 36
(+1)2 ( _ 3)2 (5)2 +(+_6)2

= Error made 0.350000.
A different equation will not give us the minimum error that means the
best estimation possible.

36
=> so the least line isy=

20 5

Algorithm for the least line method:

procedure filling (var dat:table2; var mat: table ; cd : integer);
var sum: real;
begin

for i:=l to cd do
begin

dat[i,3] : sqr ( da t[i,l];
dat[i,4] := dat[i,l]*dat[i,2};

end;

mat[l,l]:= cd;
for i:=l to cd do
begin

mat[l,2J:=mat[1,2]+dat[i1];
mat[l,3]:=mat[ l,3]+dat[i,2];
mat[2,2]:=mat[2,2]+dat[i,3];
mat[l3]:=mat[2,3]+dat[i,4};

end;
mat[2,l]:=mat[I,2];

end;

procedure identify (mat : table; var resit: equation);
vari,j, count: integer;
begin

wtiteht(' THE LEAST SQUARES LINE SOLUTION IS Y= Cl + C2*X WITH
writein;
count:=l;
for i:=l to row do

for j:=l to col-1 do
if( mat[i]b] <>0) then
begin

reslt[count]:=mat[i][col];
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writein (' C' ,j '= ',mat[i][col]:14:7);
count:=count+l;

end;
end;

procedure calcerror (dat:table2;reslt:equation;cd:integer);
(this procedure calculates the error made by the approximation }
var error: real;
begin

error :=O;

for i:=l to card do
error := error + sqr (reslt[l] + reslt[2]*dat[i,l]_dat[i,2];

writein;
writeln('THE ERROR MADE BY THE METHOD IS: ',error:14,7);

end;

II-Find the least parabola that passes by n points:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p265)

The points are (x1,y1),(x2,y2),...,(x,y)

The least parabola is:

11 = 1, f2 = x, f = x 2 , wheref1 ,f are LI
so the parabolic equation is:

y = C1 + c2 x + c3x 2 , and like previously we have MMTC = MY <>

:
,	 ,	 *	 =

;2	 x? Xi 	E xtyx
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nd + xic2 + x 12 c3 =

+ 2x 2c2 +	 =

Example 2: Numerically, and by taking the figures of example 1,
we construct this table:
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I Xi Xf
	 xt yi xyI x12 

y1

Ji
	

1
	

1
	

1
	

1
	

1
	

1

	

4
	

8
	

16 3
	

6
	

12
16 64 256 5 20 80

15 25 125 625 6 30 100

46 198 898 15 57 243

12 46	 c1 	15
12 46 198	 c, = 57,

L46 198 898 c3 	243

4c +12c2 +46c3 = 15<1>
12c1 + 46c + 198c3 = 57<2>

46c1 + 198c2 + 898c3 = 243<3>

112c1 +36c2 +138c3 = 45.
<1>*3	

lj2c1 +46c2 -t-198c 3 =57,

(-)	 10c2+60c3=12
5c2 + 30c3 = 6,

E = E [f(x1)—y1]2,

The rest of the computation will yield:

CI = 0.00001 c2 = 0.00001 c3 = 1.0000 = y = x2,

and the error made is E = 0, since the figures truly fit the parabolic equation.



Algorithm for the least parabola method:

procedure filling (var dat:table2; var mat: table ; ed: integer);
{ this procedure computes the table of data }
var sum: real;
begin

for i:=l to cd do
begin

dat[i,3] := sqr ( dat[i,1]);	 ( Xi2)
dat[i,4] :=dat[i,l]*dat[i,l];	 ( XiYi)
dat[i,5] := sqr ( dat[i,l] )*dat[i,l]; (Xi**3)
dat[i,6] := sqr (dat[i,l])*sqr(dat[i,l]); { Xi'4 }
dat[i,7] := sqr(dat[i,1])*dat[i,2]; 	 { yj*yj**}

end;

mat[l,l]:= ed;
for i:=l to cd do
begin

mat[ l,2]:mat[l,2]+dat[i,l];
mat[l ,3]:=mat[l,3]+dat[i,3];
mat[l,4]:=mat[1,4]+dat[i,2};

mat[2,3]:mat[2,3]+dat[i,5];
mat[2,4]:__rmat[2,4]+dat[i,4];

mat[3,3]:=mat[3,3]+dat[i,6];
mat[3,4]:rnat[3,4]+dat[i,71;

end;
mat[2,l]:mat[l,2];
rnat[2,2]:=mat[l,3];
mat[3,l]:=rnat[2,2};
mat[3,2]:mat[2,3];

end;

procedure identify (mat : table; var resit: equation);
vari,j, count: integer;
begin

wiiteln(' THE LEAST SQUARES PARABOLA SOLUTION IS Y= Cl + C2*X +C3X WITH ');
writein;
count:1;

fori:=l to row do
forj:=l to col-1 do

if(mat[i][j] <>0 )then
begin

reslt[countl:inatli][col];
writeln (' C' ,j ' = ',mat[i] [col]: l4:7);
count:=count+l;
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end;

procedure caicerror (dat:table2resltequation;cd:integer);
(this procedure calculates the error made by the approximation)
var error: real;
begin

error :=O;

(use ERROR = d[gxi)-yi})
for i:=l to card do

error := error + sqr (reslt[lJ + reslt[2]*dat[i,l]+reslt[31*sqr(dat[i,1])dat[j,2]);
writein;
writeln('THE ERROR MADE BY THE METHOD IS: ',error:14,7);

end;

III - The power fit:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p263)

Takey = AxM, where  = constant(which is known in advance).
Let (x1 ,y1), (x2 ,	 , (xx, YN) be N points on the graph.

We want to fit a function of this form for these data:

To find A We find the error E(A)	 [Ax' - y j2, the error depends only on ,4

dE(A)
The least square method makes dA =

= 2 [Ax' - y. ](x') = 2A[ (x M ) -

Set	 =0=> A x2M = yx; thus,

= y1xM

A 
x2

Example 3:

Fit a function of the form y = Ax2 , given a table of the form:
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X2	x3	 x4	 X,
o	 1	 2	 3

	
4

Y,	 y2	 Y3	 y4
	

Y5
o	 1	 4	 9

	
16

A	

y1x1M
	

yjx'2

Xi
	

Xi

from the table of data we can compute A, which gives A=l because the given data fit
exactly a parabola.

Algorithm for the powerfit method:

procedure newdata (var initdat: table3;var dat:table2;cd:integer);
vari,j integer;
begin

for i:=l to cd do
begin

dat[i,l ]:=ln(initdat[i,l});
dat[i,2]:= ln(initdat[i,2]);

end;
end;

Procedure filling (var dat:table2; var mat: table ; cd: integer);
(this procedure computes the table of data
var sum: real;
begin

for i:=l to cd do
begin

dat[i,3]	 sqr ( dat[i,l});
dat[i,4]:= dat[i,l]*dat[j,2];

end;
mat[1,1]:=cd;
for i:=l to cd do
begin

mat[ 1,2]:=mat[ 1,21+dat[i, 1];
mat[ l,3]:=mat[l,3]+dat[j,3];
mat[2,2]:—mat[2,2J+dat[i,3];
mat[2,3]:=mat[2,3]+dat[i,4];

end;
mat[2,1]:=rnat[1,2];

end;



table; var resit: equation);procedure identify (mat
var i, j, count: integer;
begin

writeln(' THE POWER FIT SOLUTION IS Y= A-X' WITH,);
writein;
count-.=l;

for i:=l to row do
for j:=1 to col-1 do

if( mat[i]U] <>0) then
begin

if(countl) then
begin

writein (' A' = ',exp(mat[i][col]):7:5);
reslt[count] :=exp(rnat[i][col]);

end
else begin

writeln(' M = '.mat[i][col]:7:5);
resllt[count] :=mat[i] [coil;

end;
count:r'count+l;

end;
end;

procedure calcerror (dattable3resitequatiOn;Cd:integer);
{ this procedure calculates the error made by the approximation)
var error: real;
begin

error :=0;
for i:=1 to card do

error := error + sqr (resit[i] *exp( reslt[2]*ln(initdat[i,i]))initdat[i,2];
wntehi;
wtiteln('THE ERROR MADE BY THE METHOD IS: ',error:14:12);

end;

IV-OTHER TYPES OF PROBLEMS:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p263)

**Givenasetofdata (xl,yl),(xZ,yz), ... ,(xN,yN)

We want to fit a function of the form:

f(x)=Ce	 C and A are constant (unknown)

The error made is:
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N	 N
E=(f(x1)—y1)=[Ce A.x 

—yI]2,

	

i=1	 i=1

	

8E	 8E

	

.00	 OA

	

8ff	 N	
A.x	 Ax= 21: (Ce - y. )[e ],

8C

8ff	 N

Set	 &

N	 N
<1>

j=1

dE

dA	 j=1
= 2 (CeA - y. )(Cx1 )(eAx )

8E	 N	 N

Set	 = 0, We get	 x1C2e = Cy1x1e,

' Cxe2 =	 < 2>

So we can solve these equations by Taylor series or by using any other
method. There are other methods to find the root.

The Other Method to Solve the problem.:

Given (x1,y1),(x2,y2),...,(x,y),

We want to fit the function f(x) = Ce4'
The technique used is called data linearisation.
Here is the method:



y= Ce,Ln(y)= Ln(C)+Ax,

Let  = Ln(y), and let k = Ln(C),

andX = x,
<1> is equivalent to Y = AX + k;
Start creating new data from the old one using the change, of variable. So

Old —x	 New —x

xi

3'.	 Y.=1n(y)

This returns now to fit the least sqaure line Y = AX + kto the same of
data which is the first method that we have already disscussed.

Afterward we compute E,	 , -j, and afterward solving the equation.

ALGORITHM FOR THE SECOND POWERFIT METHOD:

procedure newdata (var initdat: table3;var dat:table2;cd:integer);
var i j : integer;
begin

for i:=1 to cd do
begin

dat[i,l]:=initdat[i,1];
dat[i,2]:= in(initdat[i,2]);

end;
end;

procedure filling (var dattable2; var mat: table; od : integer);
(this procedure computes the table of data }
var sum: real;
begin

for i:1 to cd do
begin

dat[i,3] := sqr (dat[i,1]);
dat[i,4]:= dat[i,1 ]*tht[j,2];

end;
mat[l,l]:=cd;
for i:=1 to cd do
begin

mat[1,2]:=mat[l,2]+dat[i,lJ;
mat[ 1,3]:mat[l,3]+dat[i,2];
mat[2,2]:niat[2,2]+dat[i,3];
mat[2,3]:mat[2,3]+dat[i,4];

end;
mat[2, 1 ]:=mat[l ,2];
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end;

procedure identify (mat: table; var resit: equation);
var i, j, count : integer;
begin

writeln(' THE POWER FIT SOLUTION IS Y= C*EXP(AX) WITH
wnteln;
count:=l;

fori:=l to row do
forj:=l to col-1 do

if(mat[iJ[j] <>0) then
begin

if(count=l) then
begin

writein (' C' = ',exp(mat[i][col]):7:5);
reslt[count] :=exp(mat[i][col]);

end
else begin

writeln(' A = '.mat[i][col]:7:5);
resllt[count]:='mat[i][col};

end;
coimt:=count+ 1;

end;
end;

procedure calcerror (initdat:table3;reslt:equation;cd:integer);
{ this procedure calculates the error made by the approximation }
var error: real;
begin

error :=0;
for i:=l to card do

error := error + sqr (reslt[1] *exp( reslt[21*initdat[i,1])_initdat[i,2]);
writein;
writeln('THE ERROR MADE BY THE METHOD IS: ',error:14:12);

end;

V-Another problem:

A
Suppose we want to fit y = - + B, to a set of data:

X

LetX= — , Y=yY=AX+B,

Old - data	 New - data , Now work with the new data to find A and B,
this returns also to fit the least-square line to the same set of data (the first method).
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E	 (f(=x1)—yj2	
8E

.OA	 OB

VI *Fitting a Cubic:

(Applied Numerical Analysis p265)

Given (x,y1),(x2,y2),...,(x)y)

And f 1, f2 = x, f3 = x 2 , f4 = x3 are LI functions



N

IV

xi

xi

_ i=1

N

Xi3
1=1

Exf

xi

Cl	 N

C2	
xiyi

*	
=

Xi y1
C4

x? y1

lxi
	 xiz

Ar
	

AF

xf
	

xJ

Here, we want to fiidf(x) = c1 + c2 x + c3x 2 + c4x 3 ,that fits the set of data.
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since f(x) verifies the set of data we get:

MMTC = MY,



c1 J r + 2 , +C 'EX 
+c4 x =

Cl X. + C2	 +C3 x 
3 +C4	

=

clx I + 2 ;	 =	 xyi,

Cix? +c2x +c3Xi' +c4 x =i	 i Yo

We solve these four equations with four unknonws and compute C1 , c2 , , c.

Finally, we get y=c1 +c2x +c3x2+c4x3,
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STIFF EQUATIONS

(Applied Numerical Analysis p439)

Stiff equations are found in phenomena differing in time scale. In this case, in the general solution of
differential equations one can find differences or sums of terms of the form ae at , befit where both
a and fl are negative and a is much bigger than fl In such cases, using a small value for the step size
can introduce enough round-off errors to cause instability.

Let us take an example:

x'= 1195x — 1995y, x(0)=2

y'= 1197x — 1997y, y(0) = -2, (a)

The analytical solution of the system above is:

x(t) = 10e t - 8e-m',

y(t) = 6e - 8e 8001 ,

Observe that the exponents are all negative and of very different magnitude qualifying this as
stiff equation.
Let us solve the system by the simple Euler method with h = 0.1. Applying just one step,
the iterations are:

XM = x1 + hf(x3 , y1 )= x + 0.1(1195; - 1995y),

= yT +hg(x,y1 )=y+0.1(1197x1 - 1997y1 ), (p8)

This gives x(O.1) = 8.187 and y(O.l) = 4.912.
This is a typical example of stiff equations. One solution to this problem is to use an implicit rather then an
explicit one. The explicit solution means that the new values x and y are calculated in terms
of the previous ones, x1 and y,. The implicit expression of Euler's method is:

X01 = x7 +hf(x1+1,y1),

yi+1 =yj + h(x,y1 ), (y )

If the derivatives functions are f(x, y) and g(x, y) are non-linear, the problem is difficult to
solve.

However, in equation (a ), f(x, y) and g(x, y) are linear. Solving equation (a ) by use of
equation (y ) we have:

X1 1 = x1 + 0.1(1 195x +1 - 1995y1),
= y + O.1(1197x 1 - l997y1+1), (A)



The system is linear, we can write:

[x1 
j 

I
1— 1195(0.1)	 1995(0.1) 11[; 1

[y1+J 	 —1997	 (1+ 1997(0.1))j [yj'

Which has two solution x(0.1) = 8.23 , y(O.l) = 4.90, reasonably close to the analytical value.
In summary, our resutis for the solutions are:

07

Exact
Euler

Explicit
Implicit

x(0.1)	 y(0.1)

8.19	 4.91

640	 636
8.23	 4.90

Suppose that the step size is very small, good results form the simpler Euler after the first step with
h=0.0001, the table of results becomes:

x(0.0001)	 y(O.001)

Exact	 2.61	 4.39
Euler

Explicit	 2.64	 -1.36
Implicit	 2.60	 -1.41

But this last table requires 1000 steps to reach 1=0.1, and round-off errors in this case are large.
Stiffness can be expressed in a general solution:

[,XVIJ'

[xl[1195
=AI I whereA= 	 j [yj	 1197 —1997

In a matrix form, the general solution:

I'X' I'	
e2v1 + fl -800 t

['3
1[i

where 
V1 =]' 

and V2 =

We call V 1 as the eigenvector of A and -2 is the corresponding eigenvalue.

Similarly V 2 is the eigenvector of A with the corresponding eigenvalue of -800.
A stiff equation can be defined in terms of the eigenvectors of the matrix that represents
the right-hand sides of the system of differential equations.



Algonthm for the procedure:

procedure reading (var mat: table ; cd : integer);
(this procedure reads the data
vari,j :integer;

col, row, count, ncol : integer;
h: real;

begin
h:=-0.0001;
mat[ 1,1J:=1-(1195 *h), 	 mat[1 ,2]:=1995*h;	 mat[ 1,3]:=2;
mat[2,1]:=-1 197*h;	 mat[2,2]:=1+(1997*h); mat[2,3]:=-2;

end;

procedure gauss l( var mat : table ; cd : integer);
(this procedure solves the system)
var i, j, k, r, c, nrow, ncol: integer;

temp,temp2:real;
begin

r:=cd;	 c:=cd+1;
for k:=1 tom do
begin

temp := mat[k , k];
if (temp=0) then
begin

wnteln('THE SYSTEM HAS INFINITELY MANY SOLUTIONS...');
ch := readkey;
halt(1);

end;
for j:=1 to c do

mat[k, j}:'=mat[k, j}/temp;

if (k<r) then
begin for i:= 1+k to r do

begin
temp :=-mat[i, k];
for j:=1 to c do

mat[i, j] := mat[k, j} temp + mat[i,j];
end;

end;

if(k> 1) then
begin for i:= k downto 1 do

begin
temp :=-mat[i-1, k];
forj:=1 to c do

mat[i, j]:=mat[k, j]*temp + mat[i-1,j]
end;

end;
end;

writing(matrix, card);
writein;
writein;
writeln('THE SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM IS:
writein;
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identit\j(matrix, card);
ite1n;

writein;
end;

References: Applied Numerical Analysis
(Fifth Edition)
Curtis f. Gerald.
Patrick 0. Wheatley.
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THE OVERDETERMINED SYSTEMS

(Schaum's Solved Problems Series p652)

We have solved in the previous sections systems of linear equations. Now we will deal with
overdetermined systems of linear equations that has the form:

Ax= B,

with the matrix A having more rows than columns:

e.g:

3x1 + 2x2 = 2,

5x1 +6; = 3,

10x1 +12x2 =12,

No ordinary method could be used to solve the system like:
Gauss, Gauss-Jordan, LU decomposition, Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel etc...

We say that the equation Ax = b is inconsistant.
The idea, or the method of solution of over-determined systems is to find a close solution to the problem
otherwise the systems has no solution at all. These kinds of problems arise in engineering where
computational work is needed.

THE LEAST-SQUARE SOLUTION:

This method used to solve least-square problems.
Take the given system which is:

+ a12; =

a21x1 + ax2 = b2,

X2=

We have here two unknowns x2 and x1 and three equations so we say that the system is

over-determined. The problem as it is has no solution. So we will rewrite it as:

a11; + a12 x2 —b1 =

a21x1 + a22x2 - b2 =

+ a32x2 - =
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so as to be able to solve it.
The numbers r , r2 , r are called the residuals. The hint is to find the values of x 1 , x2 which make

rl + + r minimal.
Since
r 2 + + = (a12 +4 +4 )x + (4 +4 + 4)x + 2(a11 a12 + a 21a 22  + a31 a32 )x1x2

- 2(a1 1 b1 + a21 b2 + a31b3 )x1 - 2(a12b1 + a22 b2 + a32b3 )x2 + (b +b' + b) <1>

If we find derivatives relatively to x1 and x2 equal to zero we find the minimum:

We denote:

a 2 + a 221 +a 1 = (a1,a1),11
a 2 +a 2 +a222=(a1,a2),

alibi +a21b2 +a31 b3 = (alb),

a12b1 + a22 b2 + a32b3 = (a2,b),

a12 b1 + a22b2 i• a32 b3 = (a2b),

b12 +b +b = (b,b),

a12b 1 + a22b2 + a32h3 = (a2 ,b)

These are the scalar product of the various columns in the original system.

<1> ='r2 +r22 +r32 =(a1 ,a1 )x +(a2,a2)x22+2(a1,a2)x1x2-2(a1,b)xj -2(a2,b)x2
(b ,b),

Let us find the derivative of <1> relatively to x1 and x2.

+ r22 + r) = 2x1 (al ,a1 )+ 2x2 (a1 ,a2 )— 2(a 1 , b),
13 xi

(r 2 +r2 + r32 ) = 2x2 (a1 , al ) + 2x2 (a2 ,a2 )— 2(a2 , b),

What makes r12 +r2 + r minimal is the following:

18
(r 2 +r2 2 + r 2 ) = 0;

Ia

L8

(2+2+r2
XZ	

)0

which gives:



J(a,a1 )x1 +(a1 ,a2 )x2 = (a, b),
1(a2 ,.a 1 )x1 + (a2 ,a2 )x2 = (a2,b),

The general problem of m equations inn unknowns (m > n):

a11x1 +.. .+ax =
a21x1 +..+a2 x =1,2,

la. lx, + - - -F a. xn bm I

Working in the same fashion as in the previous example we get:

(a1 ,a1 )x1 + (al ,a2)x2+...+(a1,a)x = (a1,b),
(a2 , a1 )x1 +(a2,a2)x2+...+(a2,a)x = (a2,!,),

1(a.,al )x, +(a,a2)x2+...+(a,a)x = (an , b),

This is a symmetric, positive definite system of equations.
It is also worth noticing that the present problem again. It is worth noticing that the product problem again
fits the model of our least square approach.

The results just obtained follow at once as a special case, with the vector space E. consisting of m-
dimensional vectors such as, for instance, the column vectors of the matrix A, which we denote by
a1 , a2 , , an and the column of numbers b, which we denote by b. The subspace S is the range of the
matrix A, that is, the set of vectors Ax . We are looking for a vector p in S that minimizes.

I=IlAx—b ll 	
I

and this vector is the orthogonal projection of b onto S. determined by (p - b, u ,, )	 where

the Uk are some basis for S. Choosing for this basis u1 ak , k = 1,2,. . ., n we have the usual

representation p = x1 a+. .	 (Jhe notation being somewhat altered from that of our general
model) and substitution leads to the normal equations.

The illustration of the method is in the programs that are written.

Algorithm for the method:

procedure solution (var dat , mat: table; var row, col, oldrow : integer);
{ finds the least-squares solution of the system }
var temp : real;

nrow, , 1: integer;
begin
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forj:1 to col-1 do
for 1:=1 to col do

for i:=1 to row do
begin

mat[j, l]: mat[j, 1] + (dat[i,j] *	 1]);
end;

(the number of rows should be equal to the number of variables)
oldrow := row; { save the original number of rows)
row:=col-l;
writing(mat, row, col);
message;

end;

procedure Gauss(var mat: table; row, col: integer);
(this procedure solves the marix using Gaussian algorithm)
var i, j, k, nrow, ncol :integer;

temp,temp2:real;
begin

for k:=1 to row do
begin

(partial pivoting }
for i:'k+ 1 to row do
begin

if (abs(mat[i, k}) > abs(rnat[k, k])) then
(interchange the rows)
forj:=l to col do
begin

temp := mat[k, ii;
mat[k,j]:= mat[i,j];
mat[i, 

j] 

:= temp;
end;

end;

temp := mat[k, k];
if(temp=O) then
begin

writeln('THE SYSTEM HAS INFNITELY MANY SOLUTIONS...');
message2;
halt(l);

end;
forj:=l to col do

mat[k, j]:'=inat[k, j]/temp;
if (k<row) then
begin for i:=1+k to row do

begin
temp := -mat[i, k];
for j:=1 to col do

mat[i, j]:=mat[k, j]* temp + mat[i,j];
end;

end;
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end;

procedure identif r(mat : table ; row, co 1 :integer);
{ this is a procedure to identify the solution)
vari,j :integei;
begin

for i:'=l to row do
for j:=l to col-1 do

if (mat[i]jj] <>O) then writein ('X', j,' = ',mat[i][col]); (:13:11)
end;

procedure residuals(dat, mat: table; row, co 1, oldrow : integer);
{ procedure that computes the residual vectors and their root-mean-square error)
varr: array[l..m] of real;

sum, mean: real;
begin

(initialize...)
fori:=l torn do

for i:=lto oldrow do
forj:=1 to col-1 do

r[i]:=r[i]+dat[i, j]*mat[j , col];

for i:=1 to oldrow do
r[i]:=r[i]- dat[i, col];

wiiteln(' THE RESIDUALS ARE');
for i:=l to oldrow do

wxiteln ('r',i,' = ',r[i]

write ('THE SUM OF THEIR SQUARES IS =
sum:=0;
for i:=1 to oldrow do

sum := sum + sqr(r[i]);
writehi(sum);

write('THE ROOT-MEAN-SQAURE ERROR IS =
mean := sqrt(suxn/oldrow);
writein (mean);
write ('THIS IS SMALLER THAN ANY OTHER CHOICE OF THE SOLUTION');

end;

Reference: Schaum's Solved Problems Series.
2000 Solved Problems Series.
Francis Scheid, PhD.
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

This section is involved with well-known methods for solving first order ordinary differential equations.

The numerical efficiency and stability of the methods will be illustrated using computer programs

written in the Pascal language.

Systems of first-order linear ordinary differential equations will be solved using the following methods:

The Taylor series method.
The Euler method and its modification.
the Runge Kutta method
The Adams Moulton method.
Systems of Equations and Higher - Order Equations.

Ordinary differential equations or for short are used mostly in the field of applied mathematics

since most scientific laws are expressed in terms of rates of change.
An nth order differential equation is an equation that contains derivatives of nth order like:

dx	 dx	 I
CflJffl+CflI dt +•+C1 x=O (L1)

DEFINTION I:

An equation one in which a derivative or derivatives occur, is called a differential equation.

SOLUTION:

The function that satisfies the differential equation and in addition certain initial conditions on the functions
called the solution to a differential equation. The analytic solution of a differential equation is a general
solution that contains arbitrary constants and afterward we find the values of the arbitrary constants to

agree with the initial conditions. In an nth order equation, like in equation 1. 1, n independent initial
conditions must be known to evaluate C,, C 1 , • ., C1.

DEFINTION 2:
Numerical methods are also used to solve ODE and they surpass the narrow standard methods.

The solution in a numerical method is a table of values of the function at various values of the independent
variable.

The disadvantage of this method is that any change in the initial conditions will be penalised by the

re-computation of the entries table of values. Now the disadvantage of the analytical method is that it is
limited to certain special forms of equations like:
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The work that will be done in this section is to explore several methods to solve numerically ODE's.

The form that will be used for the first order ODE is:

dy
= f(x,y),

dx
Y(X0 ) y,

DEFINTION: INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM:

In the case where the order of the ODE is greater than one, multiple initial values must be known

to determine the constants in the solution function of the differential equation. When these values are
specified at the start of the problem is said to be an initial-value problem.

HIGHER-ORDER EQUATIONS:

d2x
= f(t,x,-), x(t 0 ) = x0 , x'(t0 ) = x'0 (Eq.L2)

dtdt2

To solve (1.2) a pair of first-order equations is written.

c&
Since 

d 2 x	 d
- -- ()(),

We can rewrite equation (1.2) as:

= y,x(t0 ) =

= f(t,x,y) y(t0 ) = x'0

This pair of equations in (1.3) is equivalent to the equation (1,2) which means that the solutions of (1.3) is
similar to the equation..(1 .2)

(Applied Numerical Analysis p432)

THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE:

The trapezoidal rule is a Newton - Cotes formula allowed so as to approximate f(x) in the interval

(x0 , x 1 ) by a straight line. The familiar and simple trapezoidal rule can also be derived when replacing the

integral as a sum. To evaluate an integral of the form $f(x)dx, we subdivide the interval from a to b into

n subintervals as in the figure below:

dt
dy
dt

Eq



Ti	 T2 T3	 T4	 ...	 Tn

The idea is when computing the area consider the curve f(x), we compute the area of the first TI, then of
the second trapeze T2, these of the third trapeze T3 etc.. .The head of the trapezes is formed by replacing
the curve gx) by the secant line AB relating the two endpoints A and B.

So T1= xx2 AB,T2=x2 x3 CD, T3=x3 x4 DE ........ . . Tn=x,7xYZ.

Therefore, the area which is the integral Jf (x)dx can be easily approximated by the sum of all trapezes

Since the area of a trapeze is the average height times the base for each subintervai we get:

f)=	
Ax) = (. +

Xil
and for [a,b] subdivided into n subintervals of size h:

ff(x)dx	 +f) =	 +f +f ±...±f +f);

Now the composite trapezoidal rule is the following:

Sf(x)d =	 + 2f + 2f3 +. . .+2f + f1) (1.4)

WN

(Applied Numerical Analysis p330)
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The Methods:

I-The Taylor Series Method:

Assume that we have a function f(x) that can be represented by a power series on the interval [a,aJ. We can
infer that the function gx) has derivatives of all orders on that interval.

The power series is:

f(x) =

The above equation is what we call the MacLaurin series because we are here expanding fx) around

the origin (0,0). Note that if the series exists, it is unique and the coefficients computed lead to the same
series.

The Taylor series is more general because the approximation of the fimetion is around the point xa:

(x — a)	 (x_a)2	 (x — a)	 (x—a)'f(x)=f(a)+f'(a)	 +f'(a)	 +f"(a)	 +..f" (a)	 1-..,1!	 2!	 3!

-
The function f(x) is approximated here by a constant line which is f' (a) 

(x 
a), then by a second order

curve which is f"(a) 2	,
 

then bya third order curve f"(a)-— and soon...

The sum of all the curves give an approximation to the function gx), surely with a certain amount of error.

The remainder term is computed as follows:

(x -	
(t)dt

a
(x - a)nfl

which can be be expressed as follows
(n+1)! f	 ( ), 

where	 in [a, x]

It is successfully useful to express as Taylor series in a notation that shows how the function behaves at a
distance h from a fixed point a.

If we call x=a±h with the preceding series, so that x-a7h, we get:

h 2	h
f(a + h) = f(a) + f'(a)h + f"(a) -+...+f `(a) (n + 1)!

	 ±f( )

One can easily see that the Taylor series is an infinite series. Therefore, no computer could compute the
Taylor series ininite series without committing error.

As an illustration, we consider the initial-value problem:



I t,'

x?J, where y(l) = 1 is the initial value
dx

The analytical solution is:

=S
y3

= y3=x+Cy=x2+C;

The Taylor method will be used and will be compared with the analytical solution.

We develop the Taylor formula to find a numerical solution to the equation above:

(x—x0)2
/X-X0)

y(x)=y(x0)+y'(x0)(x–x0)+y'(x0) 	 +...+y'(x0)
(

2!	 3!	

(x— x0)

a!

Let

x—x0 =h, so

h3
.+...y(x)= y(x0 ) + y'(x0 )12± y"(x0 )--+ y"(x0)--+...+y'7(x0 )—

 nI

y(x 0 ) is the initial condition and is y(1)=l

The derivatives are:

	

I	 I

Y, (x) xy 3 < Y , (x ) = xy 3 (x);y'(1) = 1,

	

1	 -!	 1	 4
y'(x)= x 2y 3;y"(l)=+1=;

T2 

+	

y(1) = _+ 1

v(x)=xy –-xy +y 3 ;Y(l)=–yl=

etc.

We keep on differentiating till we evaluate the Taylor series.

We can notice that our series has to be computed by finding the derivatives, which is an easy task here but
not elsewhere.

By making x - x0 = Ii we get:

2 8h3 41i
y(x+h)= 1+h+ 3h---+--+--+error.

22! 93! 94!



Say, we want to compute y(l. 1), we replace h by 1. 1, so we get:

4	 8
Y(1+0.1) = 1+0.1+ 	

2

(0.1)2 + (0.1)	 4 (0.1)
 6 ± 9 24

= 1+0.1+ (0.1)'+ 
7

(0.1) 3 +

= 1.10682

y(l.l + 0.1) = 1.22788,
y(l.l - 0.1) 1.00000;

The complete table of values to the following:

X	 I	 Taylor Result 	 I Exact result	 I	 Error
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1.0
	

1.00000
	

1.00000

	

1.5
	

1.68618
	

1.68617

	

2.0
	

2.82846
	

2.82843	 -3

	

2.5
	

4.56042
	

4.56036	 -6

	3.0
	

7.02123
	

7.02113	 -10

	

3.5
	

10.35252
	

10.35238	 -14

	

4.0
	

14.69710
	

14.69694	 -16

	

4.5
	

20.19842
	

20.19822	 -20

	

5.0
	

27.00022
	

27.00000	 -22

The truncation of the Taylor series lead to errors as it seams. One can tell that the error made

is the following:

Ø< <J

Since	 is unknown, the computation of ')	 ) is not possible.

HOW WE CHOOSE THE NUMBER OF TERMS?
The number of precision is a matter ofjudgement. The number of precision is determined by the analyser
to get a small error of computation. The Taylor series is used to other equations like

yc=

or any ordinary differential equations.
But the difficulty always in computing the derivatives.



Algorithm for the Taylor method applied for y'= xy3

procedure Taylor (var dat: table ; cd : integer ; h: real);
{ this procedure applies Taylor's method }
var result ,x, y : real;
begin

for i:=2 to cd+l do
begin

dat[i,l ]:=dat[i,l ]+(il)*h;
x := dat[i-1,l]; y := dat[i-1,2];

result := h * (x*exp(ln(y)13)) +
(sqr(h)/2)*((sqr(x)13) * exp(-]n(y)/3) + exp(ln(y)13)) ±
(h*h*h)/6) * ((x*x*x/9)/y)+ x*exp(1n(y)/3)) +
(sqrh)*sqr(h)f24)*(((sqr(x)*sqr(x)f9)*exp((5I3)*1n(y)))

((213)*sqr(x)Jy)+exp(_ln(y)/3) );
dat[i,2] := dat[i- 1,21 + result;
end;

end;

It- The Euler Method:
The idea of Euler method is similar to that of Taylor method. In fact when making as small as possible we
may truncate our ininite Taylor series to the first term and be satisfied with the approximation. So we get:

y(x0 ± h) = y(x 0 )± y'(x 0 )h +y"( ),

X0 < < + h,

which can be written as:

=y, +y+O(h2)

(Applied Numerical Analysis p400)

Applying this method to the equation:

y''=	 y2

And making h=0.01, bring:

Y1 1+ (0.01)(1) = 1.0100,

Y2 9.0100+ (.01)(1.01)(1.0033) 1.0201,

Y3 1.0201+ (0.01)(1.02)(1.0067) 1.0304,

Near x=l we have
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12 

(2)	 +y(Ay)

This means that the truncation error in each step about 0.00007.

1
Algorithm for the Euler method for y= x9, 3

procedure Euler (var dat: table ; cd:integer ; h:real);

{This procedure applies euler's method to solve the equation mentioned above}

var result:real;

begin

for i:=2 to cd±l do

begin

dat[i, 1] :=dat[l,l ]+(i-1 )*h;

result := dat[i_l ,l j*exp((l/3)9n(dat[i_l,21 ));

dat[i,2]:=dat[i1,2}+h*resu1t;

end;

end;

Ill-Modified Euler method:
The Euler method could be improved to get a better result. When improved we get the modified Euler
method. We modify the equation above which is:

Yn+i = Yn + y'+O(h2)

Slope at x 1 computed with (x 1 )y,)

(from Euler)

YO
	

True Y, -value

x1

(Applied Numerical Analysis p401)

In this figure we suggest how we might improve this method with just a little additional effort. In the simple
Euler method, we use the slope at the beginning of the interval, y' to determine the increment to the
function. This technique would be correct only if the function were linear. What we need instead in the
correct average slope within the interval. This can be approximated by the mean of the slope at both ends of
the interval.

Suppose we use the arithmetic average of the slope at the beginning and end of the interval to compute y
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yn+1 = yn + 

J?y, +y,n+1n 

21
(Applied Numerical Analysis p401)

This should give us ten improved estimate for y at

The modified Euler method works as follows:

It estimates or predicts a value of y,,. by the simple Euler relation.

• Then we use the value of y, 1 to compute y'1•

giving an improved estimate (a "corrected" value) for y .1 The value of y', is computed with the help of

the predicted value and this as many times as needed to make a significant difference. If more than two
corrections are needed it is more suitable to reduce h significantly. Let us apply this method to the equation

1

y,=xy

To trigger each forward step of our computation, the simpler Euler formula will be used as a predictor. It
provides a first estimate of y . Here, with xO=1 and h=0.05 it offers:

y(1.05) 1+ (0.05)(1) = 1.05
The differential equation then presents us with:

y'(1-05) (L05)(1.016) L0661

Now the modified Euler formula serves as corrector, yielding:

y(L05) 1+ (0.025X1+ 1.0661) 105165
with this new value the differential equation corrects y'(1.05) to 1.0678, after which the corrector is
reapplied and produces:

y(1.05) = 1+ (0.025)(l+ 1.0678) 1.0517.

Another cycle reproduces these four place values, so we stop. This iterative use of the corrector formula,
together with the differential equation, is the core of the predictor-corrector method. One iterates until
convergence occurs assuming it will. it is then time for the next step forward again beginning with a single
application of the predictor formula. Since more powerful predictor-corrector formulas are now to be
obtained, we shall not continue the present computation further. Notice, however, that the one result

we have is only two units too small in the last place, verifying that our corrector formula is more accurate
than the simpler Euler predictor, which was bearily yielding four place accuracy with h=0.01 ..More

powerful predictor-corrector combinations will be developed:

finding The error:

The modified Euler method by comparing it with the Taylor series:

= Yn + y',, h+ 
1 

Y 
if 

n h2 +y'"( )-, x,, < <x,, + Jr (1)

The second derivative by:



y" (y 1 —y',) / Ii (2)

Which is the forward difference approximation for y"

From (1) and (2) we get:

= y + h[y'+[	 + 0(h)]h}+ 0(h3),

	

2	 h

	

1	 1
=	 + h[y' 

+2 	 0(h3),

	

y,n	 + 0(h3)=>	 = + 2
We conclude that the error is 0(h 3 ) in the modified Euler method.

The global error is the accumulation of the error and is 0(h 2 ) . The order of error is reduced to 0(h2)

on continuing the technique.

Algorithm for the Modified Euler applied y= xy3

procedure Euler (var dattable;cd:integer;h:real);

(This procedure applies the modified Euler method to solve the equation mentioned above. This

method is known as the predictor-corrector method using the trapezoidal rule)

var result,temp 1 ,temp2,ternp3,temp4:real;

begin

for i:=2 to cd+l do

begin

dat[i,l]:=dat[l,1 ]+(i- l)*h;

resuit:=dat[i-1 ]*exp((1 /3)*ln(dat[i_ 1,2] ));

temp 1= dat[i- 1,21+ h*result;

temp2:=dat[i,l ]*exp((l!3)*ln(temp 1));

temp3 :=dat[i- 1,2]+(h12)*(result+temp2);

tenlp4:=dat[i,i]*exp((1/3)*ln(temp3));

dat[i,2]:=dat[i- 1 ,2]+(h12)*(result+temp4);

temp 1 :=O; result:--O;

end;

end;

IV- Rune-Kutta Methods:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p403)
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Two german mathematician Runge and Kutta developed algorithms to solve a differential equation
efficiently. Their work is similar to the Taylor series that uses n terms. Runge-Kutta formulas use the
following equation:

y(x+ h) = y(x)+ hf(x+ h,y+ kf(xy))

in which y denotes y(x), duplicates the Taylor series through terms of second degree. It is, therefore, known
as a Runge-Kutta method of order 2.

Algorithm for Runge-Kutta 2 applied for the function y'= y2 - 100 *e100_2

procedure RK2 (var dat: table; cd:integer ;h:real);

{This procedure applies Runge-Kutta's method of order 2 }

var result,x,y,kl,k2,k3,k4:real;

begin

for i:=2 to cd+l do

begin

dat[ij }:=dat[l,l]+(i_l)*h;

x:=dat[i-1,1J; y:=dat[i-1,2];

ki :=th*(_lOO*exp(lOO*sqr(x_l)) +sqr(y));

dat[i,2]:=dat[il,2]±h*(_lOO*exp(iOO*sqr(x+(h!2)l))±sqr(y+(k1/2)));

end;

end;

Similarly,

ki = Iif(x,y)

k2 = hf(x±-h,y+k1)

k3= hf(x+12,y—ki+2k2)

1
y(x ± h) = y(x)± (k1 + 4k2 ± k3)

has order 3. Other methods of order 2 and 3 also exist.

Algorithm for Runge-Kutta 3 applied for the function Y, = 
y2 - 100 *

Procedure RK3 (var dat:table; cd:integer; h:real);



(This procedure applies Runge-Kutta's method of order 3)

var result,x,y,kl ,k2,k3,k4:real;

begin

for i:=2 to cd+1 do

begin

tht[i,1 }:=dat[ 1,1]+(i_1)*h;

x:=dat[i-1,1]; y:=dat[i-1,2];

ki :=h*(1OO*exp(iOO*sqr(x_1))+sqr(y));

k2:=h*( 1OO*exp( 1OO*sqr(x+(h/2) 1))+sqr(y+(kl/2)));

k3:=h*( 1OO*exp(1OO*sqr(x+h1))+sqr(yk1+(2*k2)));

dat[0}:=dat[i-1 ,2]+ (1/6)*(kl+(4*k2)+k3);

end;

end;

The set

kl = / f(x,y)

k2 = hf(x+h,y+k1)

k3=hf(x+h,y+k1+k2)

k4 = hf(x±12,y—k2+2k3)

y(x+ h) = y(x)+ (k1+ 4k3+ k4)

is an alternate method of order 4.

Algorithm for Runge-Kutta 4 applied for the function y' = y2 - 100 *

Procedure RK4 (var dat:table;cd:integerh:real);

{This procedure applies Runge-Kutta's method of order 4)

begin

for i:=2 to cd+ 1 do

begin

dat[41} ;=dat[1,1]+(i_1)*h;

x: dat[i- 1,1]; y:=dat[i- 1,2];

ki :=h*(1OO*exp(1OO*sqr(x1))+sqr(y));

1<2:= h*(_100*exp(100*sqr(x+(h/2)1))+sqr(y+(k1/2)));
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k3:=h*(100*exp(100*sqr(x±(h/2) 1))+sqr(y+(k2/2)));

k4:=h*(1 OO*exp(. 1 OO*sqr(x+h I ))+sqr(y+k3));

dat[i,2]:=at[i1,2]+(1/6)*k1+(2*k2)+(2*k3)+k4);

end;

end;

while the more exotic:

kl=hf(x,y),

k2= hf(x+1i,y+k1)

k3 = hf(x+i2,y±k1±-k2)

k4 = hf (x±h,y– k2+20)

k5=1if(x+ 
2
-h,y+ 

7
—k1+ 

10
--k + 1—k4)

27	 27	 27
1	 28	 1	 546	 54	 378

	

k6 = hf(x + - h, y + - ki - k2 +	 k3 ±	 k4 - - k5)
5	 625	 5	 625	 625	 625

	

y(x+ h)= y(x)+ 
1 

k1+ 
5 
1k4+ 27
	 125
k5+	 k6

22 4	 4 	 56	 336

has order 5.

Algorithm for Runge-Kutta 5 applied for the function y' = y2 - 100

Procedure RK5( var dat:table;cd:integerh:real);

(This procedure applies Runge-Kutta's method of order 5 }

var result,x,y,kl,k2,k3,k4,k5,1,,-6:real;

begin

for i:=2 to cd+i do

begin

dat[i,1}:= dat[1,1]+(i*1)*h;

x:=dat[i- 1,1]; y:=dat[i-1,2];

kl:= h*(100*exp(_100*sqr(x_1))+sqr(y));

k2:= h*(1 OO*exp(_1OO*sqr(x+(h/2) 1))+sqr (y±(k112)));

k3:=h*( 1OO*exp(1OO*sqr(x+hI2) 1))+sqr(y+(kl/4)+(k2/4)));

k4:=h*( 1 OO*exp( 1OO*sqr((x+h)1))+sqr(yk2+(2*k3)));

/27)s(1O*k2/27)+(k4i27))
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k6:=h*(100*exp(.100*sqr(x4(h/5)1))+sq r(3r+(28*k1/625)(1c2/5)1(546*k3/625)+

(54*k4/6.<378*k5/625)));

dat[i,2]:= datEi1,2]+(k1/24)+(5*k4/48)+(27*k5/56)+(125*k6I336);

end;

end;

Equations for the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg Method:

ki = hf(x,y)

k2 =hf(x	 +)

3h	 3k! 9k2
k3=hf(x +-- ,y +--+---)32 32

12h	 1932k! 7200k2 7296k3
k4=hf(x+-j-,y+ 2197 - 2197 + 2197

439k1	 36800 845k4
k5=hf(x+h,y+	 8k2+	

-216	 513	 4104'
h	 8k!	 3544k3 1859k4 11k5
2	 27	 2565 + 4104 - 40

25k1 14080 2197k4 k5
= y +	 +	 +	 -216	 2565	 4104 

with global eor 0(h4)
16k! 6656k3 28561k4 9k5 2k6
135 + 12825 + 56430	 50 55

with global eior 0(h5)
ki 1280 2197k4 k5 2k6

Effor,E=	
- 4275 - 75240 50 55

The RKF method is the following:
,'

• Compute the Runge-Kutta estimates for the new value ofy nj each value is of different order

of error.
• Instead of comparing estimates of y fl.f1 for h and h/2, we compare the estimates

and y+1 using fourth-and fifth order (global) Runge-Kutta formulas.



Algorithm for the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg applied for the function y' = —2x - y

procedure RKF45(var tht:table;cd:integer;h:real);

(This procedure applies Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg of order 4 and 5 and abbreviated RKF45)

var result,x,y,kl ,k2,k3,k4,k5,k6:real;

begin

for i:=2 to cd+l do

begin

dat[L1] :=dat[1,l]+(i_1)*h;

x:=dat[i- 1,1]; y:=dat[i-i,2];

ki:= h*(2*xy);

k2:= h*(2*(x+(h/4))(y+(1cl/4)));

k3:h*(2*(x+(3*hI8)).(y±(3*kl/32)+(9*k2/32)));

k4:=h*2*x+(1 2*h/l 3))-Cv+(l 932*k112 l97)(7200*k2/2 l97)+ (7296*k3/2197)));

16 ..(8*k2)+368o*k3I513)845*k4I41 04)));

04)-(1 1k5140);

dat[L2]:=dat[i-1,2]±(1 6*kl/1 35)+(6656*k3/12825)+((2856 1 *k4J56430)(9sk5150)+

(2k6!55);

end;

end;

e.g: Let us apply the Runge-Kutta formula to

Y,= f(x,y) = xy :3 , y(1) = 1

with x0 =1 and h =0.1 we find

kl = (0.1)f(1,1) = 0.1

k2 (0.1)f (1.05,1.05) 0.10672

0 = (0.1)f(1.05,1.05336) 0.10684

1c4 = (0.1)f(1.1,1.10684) 0.11378

from which we compute:

I
= 1+ (0.1± 0.21344± 0.21368± 0.11378) 1.10682.
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X	 Taylor	 Runge-Kutta	 Exact

1	 1.00000	 1.00000	 1.00000
2	 2.82846	 2.82843	 2.82843
3	 7.02123	 7.02113	 7.02113
4	 14.69710	 14.69693	 14.69694
5	 27.00022	 26.99998	 27.00000

V-THE ADAMS-MOULTON METHOD
(Applied Numerical Analysis p 416)

The method needs a set of starting values already computed by other methods like Runge-Kutta
methods since the latter leads to accurate results. The idea is to take a polynomial of degree 3 that passes
through four points which are x, 31 x, 2 , x,1 I X,,. Afterward we integrate over, from x, to x.

'Let = f 

• constant afterward a cubic interpolating polynomial -then integrate from x, to
=> The result is the Adams-Moulton predictor formula-

I' formula, The predictor:

= + (55f, - 59f . + 37f 2 - 9f 3 ) +	 h5y' ()
The values of X. f , ffl ,	 are taken from the previous method, especially from Runge-Kutta

method since it leads to an excellent result. The error here is 	 Ji5y ( ( )

The Corrector:

= ..vn + (9411 + 194 -	 + f-2) -	 ('2)

The values of f,1	 f- ffl- f, are got using the same method.

The error is= —hy(2)



Algorithm for the Adams-Moulton method applied for the function y= —2x - y

procedure AdarnsMoulton(var dat:table;cd:integer;h:real);
(This procedure applies Adams-Moulton method which is also a predictor/corrector method and is a
multistep method)

var result,ternp 1 ,temp2,th.fril,fli3:real;
begin

for i:=5tocd+l do
begin

dat[i,1]:=dat[i,l]+(i_l)*h;
fn : (2*dat[il,l])dat[i1,2];
fill := (_2*dat[i_2, l])-dat[i-2,2];
fn2 := (2*dat[i_3,lJdat[i3,2];
fii3:=(2*dat[i4,1 ]-dat[i-42];
(predictor)
tempi := dat[i- 1 ,2]+(hI24)*((55*th)(59*flh1)+(37*fii2)(9*ffi3);
temp2:=2*dat[i , l ]-temp 1;
(corrector)

dat[i,2}:=dat[i- I ,2]+(h/24)*((9*temp2)+(1 9*ffi(5*flhl)+(fi));
end;

end;

The illustration of the Adams-Moulton method is in the tables at the end.

VI- Higher-Order Equations and Systems of Equations:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p432)

All the previous work done first -order ODE's. But we didn't yet treated second order ODE's or systems of
equations. Nearly all physical problems deal with second ODE's that express relation between temperature
and time, displacement and time, electricity and time etc... We can write out the Runge Kutta formulas for
two simultaneous first-order equations using the classical fourth order set.

Let the given equations be:

y' = f1 (x,y,p).	 p' = f(x,y,p)

With initial conditions y( x0 ) 'y and p( x0 )= p0.
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The formulas:

k1 =hf1(xy,p)
11 = hf2(x,y,p)

k2

12 =hf2()C

k3 = hf1 (x +	 + -k2,p +

13

Ic4 = hf1 (x + hy., + Ic3 , p + 13)

14 = hf2 (x + h, y. + Ic3 p, + 13)

1
+1 = y, +(k1 +2k2 +2k3 +k4)

I
p+1 = p +(11+2/2+2l.3±l)

may be shown to duplicate the Taylor series for both functions up through terms of order 4. The details  are
identical to those for a single equation and will be omitted. The method to solve a simultaneous

n equations, the Runge Kutta method will be adapted to the system.

Let us illustrate the method for solving higher order differential equations. Example: Van der Pol's
equation:

Y'—(0-1)(I - y 2 )y'+y = 0

with initial values y(0)=l and y'(0)=O up to the fifth zero of y'(t). The Runge-.Kutta formulas for two first-
order equations give an equivalent first-order system which is:

Y' = p = f(tvi)
ji= —y+(0.1)(1—y2)p= f2(t,y,p)

The Runge-Kutta formulas for this system are:



Ic1 =hp,

11 = 14—yfl +(O.l)(l—y)pJ

Ic, =h(p,+ 
1
—0.

12 = h{_(y ± k1 +(O.l)[l—(y + k1)2}(p +

k3 =h(p+f2)

13 =	 ± Ic2 ) + (0.1)[1 - (y+ Ic2 )]( + I )}

Ic4 =h(p+l3)

14 = h{—(y, 1 +k3)±(0.1){1—(y +k3 ) 2 ](p +13)}

and

1
y +i = yr + (k1 + 2k2 +2k3 +k4)

I
pn+1

Choosing h---O.2, computation produce the following results to three places:

= (0.2)(0) = 0

11 = (0.2)[-1 + (0.1)(1 - 0(0)J =

Ic2 = (0.2)(-0.1) = —0.02

12 = (0.2)(-1 + (0.1)(1 - 1)(-0.1)} = —0.2
Ic3 = (0.2)(-0i) = —0.02
13 = (0.2)[-0.99 + (0.1)(0.002)(-0.1)j = —0.198

k4 = (0.2)(-0.198) = —0.04

14 = (0.2)[—(0.98) + (0.1)(0.04)(-0.198)J = —0.196.

These values now combine into:

1
= 1+ (-0.04 - 0.04— 0.04) = 0.98

1
P, = 0+ (-0.2— 0.4— 0.396— 0.196) = —0.199

The second step now follows with n=l, now the computation is conditioned in the way. Results

up to t=12.5 when the curve has completed two cycles, in which y and p serve as co-ordinates. This "phase
plane" is often used in the study of oscillatory systems. Our oscillation will approach the periodic

oscillation will approach the periodic oscillation as x becomes infinite. This is proved in the non-linear
oscillatory theory.

JL)
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d 2
Algorithm to solve the equation 	

+
+ 0.6x = 0,

procedure RK4 (var tht,dat2:table;cd:integerh:real);

(This procedure applies Runge-Kutta's method of order 4 to the first ODE)

var x,y,kl,k2,k3,k4,11,12,13,14,p:real;

begin

for i:=2 to cd+1 do

begin

dat[i,l]:=dat[1,1]+(i1)*h

dat2[i,l]:=dat[i,1];

x:=d4i-1,2];	 p:=dat2[i-1,2]; (there is the independent variable)

ki :=h*p;	 11:=h*(O.l *sqr(p)..(o6*x));

k2:=h*(p+11/2); 12:=h*(_O . 1 *sqr(p+11/2).<06*(x+ki/2)));

k3:=h*(p+12/2); 13:=h*(O. I *sq+12/2).(..o.6*(x+/2)));

k4:=h*(p+13);	 14:=h*(O. I *sqr(p+13)(06*(x+k3)));

dat[i,21:=dat[i1,2]+(1/*0c1+(2*k2)+(2*k3)+k4);

dat 2[i,2]:=dat2[i1,2}+(1f6)*(11+(2*l2)+(2*l3)+l4);

end;

end;

Numerical Efficiency and Stability:
An algorithm is a set of instructions when carried will result in answer. However, this set of instructions
must be clear and unambiguous and must terminate in a finite number of steps. In this case we will mainly
discussing algorithms of mathematical nature that means computer algorithms that are used in various
computational software packages like the algorithms that are used in various computational software
packages like the algorithms we have written in the previous sections.

Two issues should always be concerned with when studying algorithms: efficiency and stability. By
efficiency we simply mean the duration of time after which the algorithm converged to an accurate result
By stability we mean the non thiling of the algorithm to converge to an accurate result for a given data.

y'=	 = 1 y0 = 1,

E: efficiency, S: stability
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- Xn=2J0.1	 Xn=2 001	 Xn=3 h0.01	 Xn=4 h=0.01
Euler Eff)sec0h	 EffA)sec27h	 E0sec 49h	 Eft0sec 71k

stab:2.723877629 stab:2.8177126774 	 stab:6.9898751015 	 S: 1.4634226134*10

Tayloj EffOseo21h	 Eff1sec8lh	 Efi3sec 62k	 Effi5sec 38k
stab:2.8284275208 stab:2.8284271248 	 S:7.0211321236	 S:1 .4696938457*10

RK4 EffOsec1Oh	 Eff1sec9h	 Eff2see 25h	 Eff3sec 35k
stab:2.8284267839 S:2.8284271247	 S:7.0211321235	 S: 1.4696938457*10

R.K5 EffOsec 21h	 ME sec 97h	 Efi4sec Ohund	 Eff5sec 98h
S:2.8284271228	 S:2.8284271248	 S:7.0211321236	 S:1 .4696938457*10

Xn=5 h=0.05	 Xn=5 h=0.01

Euler	 E:Osec 21k	 E:Osec93h
S:2.647592688* 10	 S:2.68944571579* 10

Taylor	 E:lsec 42h	 E:7sec25h
S:2.7000000059* 10	 S:2.7000000000* 10

RK4	 E:lsec 64h	 E:8sec lh
S:2.6999999895*10	 S:2.7000000000* 10

R.K5	 E:lsec64h	 E:8seclh
S:2.7000000000* 10	 S:2.7000000000*10



y' = —2xy2, x0 = 0, y0 1

Xn=2 h=0.1	 Xn=2	 h=0.01	 Xn=3 h=O.01

EULER	 E:5h	 E:lOh	 E:5h
S:1.9334189908* 10	 S:1.9936801529* 10-'S:9.9598981439* 10_2

Modified	 E:5h	 E:27h	 E:43h
Eider	 S: 1.99929951104*10_i	 S:1 .999998998* 10•••i 	 S:9.9999470082* 10_2

RK4	 E:5h	 E:49h	 E:2sec3h
S:2.0000065412* 10_i	S:2.000000000* 10_i	 S:9.9999999999* 10_i

RK5	 E:16h	 E:lsec3lh	 E:2sec3h
S:1.9999992747* 10' 	 S:2.0000000000* 10'	 S:9.9999999999* 101

Xn-4 h=O.01	 Xn5 h=0.01

Eider	 E:lOh	 E:21h
S: 5.5918103392* 10_2 S:3.8468705297* 10_2

Modified	 E:54h	 E:71h
Eider	 S:5.8823188300* 10_2 S:3.8609685089* 10

RK4	 E:93h	 E:lsecl5h
S:5.8823529421* 10	 S:3.8609889541* 10

RKS	 E:2sec 63h	 E:3sec35h
S:5.882352941 1 * 10_2 S:3.8609889537* 10_2
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-100(x-1)2
y'=y2 -1OO	 , x0 =O.5, yo=2'

Xn=0.6 h=0.001	 Xn=0.7 h=0.001	 Xn=0.8 h=0.001

Euler	 E:21h	 E:32h	 E:54h
S:2.4986110127 	 S:3.3274842360	 S:4.9278743681

Modified	 E:54h	 E:lsec9h	 E:lsec64h
Euler	 S:2.5000014105	 S:3.3331240647 	 S:4.94490859486

RK2	 E:38h	 E:76h	 E:lsec iSli
S:2.4999975201	 S:3.3331057635	 S:4.9490591021

RK3	 E:60h	 E:lsec 15h	 E:lsec 70h
S:2.4999998539	 S:3.3331167680	 S:4.9490591021

RK4	 E:76h	 E:lsec 53h	 E:2sec 30h
S:2.4999998551	 S:3.3331167745	 S:4.949059 1411

RK5	 E:lsec48h	 E:2see9óh	 E:4sec44h
S:2.4999998551	 S3.3331167746	 S:4.9490591413

Xn=l.l h=0.001	 Xn=1.3 h=0.001	 Xn=1.5 h=0.001

Euler	 E:98h	 E:lsec 37h	 E:lsec 75h
SA .4351978240	 S:-1 .9139098473	 S:-1 .3835910159

Modified E:3sec 29h	 E:4sec 33h	 E:Ssec 49h
Euler	 S:-1 .0799818031	 S:-1 .7462459560	 S:-1 .2943483620

RK2	 E:2sec 30h	 E:3sec 7h	 E:3sec 84h
SA .0803725711	 S:-1 .7463622531 	 S:-1 .2944131292

RK3	 E:3sec 40h	 E:4sec 45h	 E:Ssec 40h
S:-1.0800502998	 S:-1 .7462395726	 S:-1 .2943456937

RK4	 E:4se6 61h	 E:6sec 20h	 E:7sec 74h
8:-i .0800523054	 SA .7462404760	 SA .2943456937

RK5	 E:8sec 84h	 E:llsec 86h	 E:I4sec 82h
SA .0800523129	 S:-1 .7462404797	 S: -1.2943456957
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I 	 1
y=	 , x0 =-, y0=e

(l-xy)	 e

Xn=0.4h=0.001	 Xn=0.5 h=.001	 Xn=0.6 h=0.001

	

Euler	 E:5h	 E:lOh	 E:lOh

S: 1.019039589 * 10	 S:8.8102815566* 107 S:7.33915380* 107

Modified E:5h	 E:27h	 E:38h

	

Euler	 S:5.503230185* 108 	 S:4.4023161815*	 S:3.66844812* 107

	

Rk2	 E:lOh	 IE:27h	 E:38h
S:1 .4959026220* 10 S: - U9665085 10 S:9.971715*

	

RK3	 E:5h	 E:38h	 E:60h
S:1.8319141386* 10	 S:1 .465442906*10 7	S:1.2211533* 107

	

RK4	 E:16h	 E:49h	 E:87h

S: 1.8319141386* 10' S:1.4654429064* 107 	 S:1.221 15330* iø

	

RK5	 E:38h	 E:lsec48h	 E:2sec58h
S:4. 5499253507* 106 S:3.6397203746* 106	S:3.0332978* 106

y'= -2x -y ,y(0)=-1

Xn=2 h=O.01

Euler	 E=5h
S:=-2.40199390246

Modified	 E:21h
Euler	 S:-2.4059989809

Taylor

RX2

RK4

E:38h
S:-2.4060058498

E:16h
S: -2.4060194854

E:27h
S:-2.4060058156

E:38h
S:-2.4060058498

Xn=4 h=0.01

E:lOh
S:-6.0538516598

E:43h
S:-6.0549450575

E:71h
S:-6.05490469167

E:43h
S:-6.0549506075

E:541i
S:-6.05494466916

E: 76h
S:-6.054946916

Xn=6 h-0.01

E=16h
S=-10.007215028

E:65h
S:-10.007435879

E:lsec9h	 -
S:-10.007436257

E:54h
S:-10.007437006

E:82h
S:-10.007436255

E:lsee 15h
S:-10.007436257



RK5
	

E:lsec 26h
S:-2.4060058497

RKF45	 E:l see 48h
S:-2.4060058497

Adams-	 E: 27h
Moulton	 S:-2.4060058495

E:2sec 4Th
S: -6.0549469166

E:2sec 85h
S:-6.05494469166

E:60h
S:-6.059469166

E:3sec 62h
S:-10.007436257

E:4sec 33h
S: -10.007436257

E:93h
S:-10.007436237
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x'=xy+t, ,x(0)=1

y'=y+x, Y(0)=-1

Xn=2 h=0.01	 Xn=3 h-0.5	 Xn=3 h=0.01

Taylor	 E:lsec59h	 E:5h	 E:5h

&y:1.2299514784	 S:8.720684432 * 102 S:3.3519918436 *

RK4	 E:lsec 4h	 E:5h	 E:5h

S:y=1 .0691875915	 S:2.5341712911 * 102 S:2.66472655890 * 1010

y"-o.l(l-y)y'+y = O,y(0) = l, y'(0) = 0,

Van der Pol' s Equation

Xn=1 h=0.01	 Xn=2.h=0.0I	 Xn=3 hO.01

RK4	 E:38h	 E:82h	 E:lsec 31h
Y:5.3641769200*10 1 Y: 4.741947898* 10_i Y:1 . 1088081672* 10_i

Y':-8.5895081181*10' Y:9.9431439700* 10	 r:-1 .5274407588*10'

Xn=4 h=0.01	 Xn=12.6 h=0.1

RK4	 E:lsec75h	 E:54h
Y:7.27500760662* 10	 Y:1.4652738733
Y:8. 5617439963* 10	 Y': 8.6048150789* 10_2



d2x
c\2

+O.6x=0, x(0)=1,x'(0)=O

tn=1 h=0.01	 tn=3 h=0.01	 tn=6 h=0.01

RK4	 E:38h	 E:lsec 9h	 E:2sec 14h

X:7.1194779917* 10'	 X.-7.896305431* 10 -'	 X1 . 1796462889* 10_i

X:5.52232156929* 10_i X':-6.4031658472* 10_i X': -83324876831 *

tn=lOsec h=0.01	 ln=12sec h.01	 tn=13h h=0.01

RK4	 E:3sec 62h	 E:4sec 39h	 E:4sec 72h

X 1.0088718417* 10 -1 X::1.1416318767* 10	 X:9.3639610865* 10i

X':8. 1643006973* 10_1 3C:1.3155251277* 10_i	 30:5.1686691612* 10_1

y"= xy, , y(0) = l, y'(0) =0,

Xn=1 h.01	 Xn=3 h=0.01	 Xn=6h=0.01

RK4	 E:27h	 E:93h	 E:lsec 86h

X1.1722999700	 X:1.1423106846* 101	 X:5.3148178572* 10

X' :5 .340383436* 10_i 3r:1.8621393221 * iO 	 X':1.2786568093*

Xn=IO	 h=0.01	 Xn=12 h=0.01	 Xn=13 h=0.01

RK4	 E:3sec 2h	 E:lOsec 54h	 E:3sec 95h
Y:3.5904620382* 10	 Y:2.6816791245* 1011	 Y:9.0146565355* 1012

Y':1 .1256638212* i0	 Y':9.2328685597* 10	 -r:3.2327058144*
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d2x 
64x = l6 cos 8t, ,x(0) = x'(0)= 01

th=1 h=0.01	 tn=3 h=0.01	 tn=5 h=0.010

RK4	 E:65h	 E:2sec 30h	 E:3sec 89h
)(98935754545* 10' X:-2.7167372693	 X:3.9721961494

X':-1.7463036648* 10_i X':9.2746190530 	 X:2.3365886554* 101

tn=10 h=0.01	 tn=13sech=0.01

RK4	 E:8sec 7h	 E:l0sec 5411
X-9.8090220693	 X-4.1808657062
X':-1 .1624608860*101	X':9.8796289833* 101

Comparison of Methods for Differential Equations:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p408)

TABLEI:
METHOD Estimate of slope	 Global	 Local	 Evaluation

Over x-interval 	 Error	 Error	 ftx.V) per step

Euler
	

Initial value
	 0(h)	 O(h2)	 1

Modified
	

arithmetic average
Euler	 of initial and final

predicted slope

Runge-Kutta Weighted average
(fourth order) of four values

Runge-Kutta- Weighted average

Fehlberg	 of six values

0(h2 )	 0(h3)

0(h4 )	 0(J2)

0(h5 )	 0(h6)

2

4

6



TABLE 2:
(Applied Numerical Methods p437)

METHOD TYPE LOCAL GLOBAL FUNCTION STABILifY EASE OF RECO-
ERROR ERROR EVALUATION/	 CHANGING MMEN-

STEP	 STEP SIZE DED

Modified Single 0(h3 ) 0(h2 )	 2	 Good	 Good	 No

Euler	 Step

Fourth	 Single 0(h5 ) 0(h4 )	 4	 Good	 Good	 Yes

order RK Step
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RKF	 Single	 0(h6) 0(h5)
	

6

Step

Mime
	

Multistep 0(h5 ) 0(h4)
	

2

Adams-	 Multistep 0(h5 ) 0(h4)
	

2

Moulton

References Applied Numerical Analysis (Fifth Edition)
Curtis F.Gerald
Patrick O.Wheatley

Good	 Good	 Yes

Poor	 Poor	 No

Good	 Poor	 Yes
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THE BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM

The solution of differential equation leads to the multiple constants. In ordinary differential equation
of order 2 and above two more constants have to be determined by specific conditions or values chosen
arbitrarily. If the values or conditions are taken at the start of the problem , it is an initial value problem.
For other class of problems, the conditions are not known at the starting point, but are known at two
different points. Since these values are sometimes taken at the endpoints (or the boundaries) at a
certain domain, then this class of problems is called a boundary-value problem. There are many methods
for this kind of problems. We will discuss two of them:

1- The Shooting method.
2- The Finite-difference Method.

The Shooting Method:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p469)

Assume we have a second order differential equation:

d 2	 t	
x(1)=2, x(3)=-1,

If x(l) is known, the problem would be ail initial value problem. Now to solve the boundary problem, we
transform the boundary-value problem to an initial-value problem. If we take x'(l)=-l.5, we solve the
problem as an initial value problem using the Runge-Kutta method with h=0.2. The result of this method
gives x(3)=4.81 1 and not the desired x(3)=-l.
Therefore, we take another value for the slope, we say x' (l)=-3.O . Repeat the computation, we will have
x(3)=0.452, and the result is better than the previous one. To find the exact result, we use the process of
interpolation or extrapolation. We take the values of x'(l)=-3.500 and thus we get the value of x(3)=-1,
which is the correct answer.
The method that we have explained above is called the shooting method due to its resemblance with an
artillery problem. In fact, the gun shooter sends a first shot, then sends another, makes an interpolation
to hit the target at the third trial.
It should be noted that the method of extrapolation and interpolation is always the right method when the
boundary-value problem is linear like in the problem here. Note that a differential is linear when the
coefficients of each derivative term and the function are not functions of x, but the y may be function
oft, as in this example, however. This because, if there are two different functions of x that solves the

ODE, then a linear combination of them is also a solution.
With two functions xl and x2 both having x(l)=2.0 at the left boundary and having a different value at
t=3.0, we can take a linear combination so the correct value of x(3.(Y) results;

Let Gl = first guess at initial slope;
Let G2 = second guess and initial slope;
Let Rl = first result at endpoint (using Gl);
Let R2 = second result at endpoint (using G2);
with D = the desired value at the endpoint,

we call

Extrapolated estimate for initial slope =



G—G
Gi+21(D_Rj)R2 R 

In the problem that we solved above we get:

(-3.0)— (-1.5) (-1.0— 
4.811) = —3.500,

—1.5+ 0.453-4.811

Algorithm for the method:

procedure reading;
begin

clrscr;
init(data,dat2);
writein(<> PLS INPUT THE BOUNDARY VALUES:
write('	 to
readin (dat[l,1]);
t0:=data[l,1];
data2[l,l]:=data[1,1];
write(' Xo:
readln(data[ 1,2]);
write('D (THE DESIRED VALUE AT ENDPOINT) WHICH X(tn):
readln(d);
data2[1,2]:=-L5;
gi:=-1.5;
write('<> PLS INPUT THE FINAL VALUE TN
read1nXn;
wiite('<> PLS INPUT THE LENGTH OF THE INTERVAL h:
readln(h);
card := lrunc((Xn-thta[l,l]/h);
writeln(card);

if (card<O) then
begin

writein;
writein ('INVALID INPUT...');
ch := readkey;
halt(1);

end;
end;

procedure RK4 (var dat,dat2:table;cd:integerh:real);
this procedure applies Runge-Kutta's method of order 4 to the following ODE

x(1)2, x(3)-1)

var x,t,kl,k2,1c3,k4,i1,12,13,14,p:real;
begin

cirsor;
writeln('THE RUNGE-KU1TA OF ORDER 4 (RK4) METHOD GIVES:
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writeln('	 TIME	 THE DISTANCE	 VELOCITY
for i:=2 toed +1 do
begin

dat[i,l] := dat[i,1];
dat2[i,l] := dat[i,1J;
t :dat[i-1 ,1j; (there is the independent }
x:= dat[i-1,2]; p:=dat2[i-1,2];
ki := h*p;	 11 :=h*((1((t+2)/5))*(x+k1/2(t+2));
k2:=h*(p+11/2); 13:=h*((1 ((t+h/2)I5))*(x+k2I2)+(t+h/2));
k4:=h*(p+13);	 14:=h*((1 ((t+h)I5))* (x+k3)+(t+h));
dat[i,2]:=dat[i- 1,2]+(1/6)*(k1+(2*k2)+(2k3)+k4);
dat[i,2]:=dat2[i- 1 ,2]+(1/6)*O1+(2*12)+(2*13)+14);

end;
writing (data,data2,card);

end;

begin
(find Ri }
reading;
RK4 (data,data2,card,h);
ri :=data[card+i ,2];
writein;
writeln('	 RI
writeln('
message;
(find R2 }
mit (data,data2);
data [1,i]:=tO;
data2[i,1]:=data[i,i];
data[i,2}:=x0;
data2[1,2]:=-3.0;
g2:=-3.O;
RK4(data,data2,card,h);
r2:=data[card+l,2];
wnteln;
write]n('	 R2 =

(extrapolate the value of X')
s1ope:=g1+((g2g1)*(dr1)/(r2r1));
writein;
writeln('	 THE SLOPE IS: ',slope);
writeln('
message;

(print the final and exact table of X)
init(data,data2);
data[l,l]:=to;
data2[l,1]:=data[1,1];
write(' XO:
data[l,2]:=x0;
data2[1,2]:=slope;



RK4(data,data2,card,h);
writeln;
writeln('THE SLOPE IS: ',' HENCE X"(',to:2:1,')= ',SLOPE);
writeln('
message;

end;

The Finite Difference Method for boundary-Value Problems:
Applied Numerical analysis p473)

The derivatives of a function is approximated by a finite-difference formula. This was
explained in previous sections. After replacing the derivative by this difference, the differential equation
will be converted to a difference equation whose solution will be an approximation of the ODE.

Example: Let us take the previous example that we have explained before:

d 
2
	 t

t,	 x(1)2, x(3)-1,

The initial difference approximations for the derivatives give:

cfr	 x1 - XT -1

=211	
+0(112),

d x	 -	 - 2x + x,...1 
0 112

dt2	
+ ( ),

his called the constant difference in t-values.
After replacing these quantities in the equation above we get:

x.1-2x.+x1

12	
-(1- •-) = t.,

= x 1 -[2+ 112(1_ -)]x + x 1 = 112 t1 (a )

x was replaced by x, t by 1, since the derivative is taken at these points.

The problem is now reduced to solve equation (a ) at points in the interval from t=l to t3.

The idea is to subdivide the interval into a number of equal subintervals.

Let us take Ii = At =	 therefore,

= 1, t = 15,	 t 3 = 2,	 t4 = 2.5, t 5 = 3.

So, we rewrite equation (a ) as:

1 1 1-1.5	 1 1
at t = t2 1.5	 X, - [1 + (-)()(	 )]x2 + x3 =( )()(L5),
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1 1 1-2.0	 1 1
at t = = 2.0	 X2 - [2+ ()()( 5 )}x + X4 = ()()(2.0),

1 1 1-2.5	 1 1
at t= = 2.5	 X3— [2 + ()()(	 )}x + X5 = ()()(2.5),

We from the conditions that x 1 = 2 and x5 = — 1,
Replacing in the equations above we get:

—2.175	 1
	

0	 x2	 —1.625

1	 —2.110
	

1	 x3 =	 0.5

0	 1	 —2.125	 x4	L625

Solving the systems above by usual methods (Gaussian or Gauss-Jordan) we get:

X2 = 0.5 52, 	 x. = —0.424, x4 = —0.964.
The results are close to the values obtained by the shooting method since h was taken equal to 0.5.

Now, if we take h=0.2 that means that if we make 10 subdivisions and then write the difference equations
and then the system of matrices we get:
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-2.0304
1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

—1.952
0.056
0.064
0.072
0.080
0.088
0.096
0.104
1.112

1
-2.0288

1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1

-2.0272

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
1

-2.0256

1
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

—2..0240

1
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1

-2.0224
1
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

1
-2.0208

1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
1

-2.0192
1

01
0
0	 I
0
0
0
0

1
—2.0176j

The system got is tridiagonal and this is faster to solve since it doesn't take memory spaces to store
the coefficient. The values obtained with At = h = 0.2 are more accurate. However,
the shooting method calculations are themselves imperfect.



But the finite difference method is surely better than the shooting method and especially when the
values of At decreases.

Thus we get:

L351

0.792
0.31

-0.097
-0.436
-0.705
-0.903
-1.022

L- 1.058j

References:	 Applied Numerical Analysis
(Fifth Edition)
Curtis F. Gerald
Patrick 0. Wheatley
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THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

The Eigenvalue problem is one of the most important problem in engineering, in applied
mathematics, physics, and also in Computer Science namely in computer graphics
since it may be used in various geometric transformations:
Shrinking and Stretching vectors, reversing and mapping into zero or mapping the vector
into itself. These geometric transformations will be defined, for computer convenience,
as matrices.
Engineering problems lead to a matrix where we have to solve to find the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors.
Firstly, the prefix 'eigen' is a gemian word that means in english the product. Hence the term
eigenvalue may be also called the proper value.

Algebraically, the eigenvalue problem is defined by the linear operator L on JR 
n or equivalently as

L: IR -> IRn by

L(x) = 2 x where x is an JR (x # 0) and 2 is any real number.

Here, the real number A. is called the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector

x of the operator L in JR2.

The cigenvalue problem has the following geometrical interpretation.

X)

-.4

X
	

L(x)

S I,	 x	 01 -401,	 x

2 > 1 (Stretching Operator)	 1 0 < A. <1 (Shrinking Operator)
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x

L(x)
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N.B:

Linear operator L on JR ' is a transformation on JR satisfying the following properties:



n x is linear

a2 x+ b2

L(x 1 +x 2 )= L(xi)+L(x2),

L(kx 1 ) = kL(xi),

where x1 and x2 are vectors in IRn and k is any real number.

We further note that any linear operator has to satisfy L( 0) = 0 For instance

L(x) = 2 x is linear since.:

<1> L(x i +x2 )=2(x1 +x 2 )=2x1 +2 x=L(x1)+L(x2),

<2> L(kx i )=2(kx1 )=k(2 x1)=kL(x1),

Moreover L(0) = 2 0 = 0,

We keep in mind that if I have an operator that maps a 0 into 0 may or may not be linear.

Translation:

L(x)=x-F-b where x isinIR.
This operator defines a translation on the x-axis. Is L linear? Explain:

*L(xi +x 2 )_(x+x 2 )+b=xi+b+x = L(xi)+x1,

Thus, L cannot be linear.
*L(0)0+b =b# 0,

*L(k X I ) = kx 1 +b # k(x l + b)7± kL(x1),

Thus, L cannot be linear.
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a12

a22

all

-
Ax=

a1	 x1

a2n	 X2*

x

Matrix representation of a linear operator:
Applied Numerical Analysis p500)

Due to the convenience of the matrix representation of a matrix operator in Computer Science, we consider
the convergence of the eigenvalue problem from its operator form into a matrix form. To do that
we should first proceed with an example.

a1l	 rx1l

a2j 	 -* Ix2
i,

ann	 -Xn

152

all
	 a12

a21 a22

a2

a11x1 + a12x2+..

a21x1 +ax2+..+a2x

a 1x1 + a 2x2 +. ..ia,mxn



X1

-4	 X2	 -
L(x) = L(	 ) = Ax, nxl matrix,

xn

L: IR' — IR'

x-3L(x)=Ax,

L(xl+x2 ) = A(x 1 +x 2 )=Ax 1 +Axz = L(x1)+L(xz),

L(kx i ) = A(kx 1 ) = k(Ax 1 ) = kL(xi),

L(0)=A 0=0.

Thus, L is a linear operator on IR'.

Finally we wrote that every linear operator L on JR" defines a matrix operator

L on JR defines a matrix operator L(x) = A x.

Thus we can now deal with the eigenvalue problem as Ax=2x.
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Consider the equation

-*	 -4
AV=2V

2 is any real number.
-4

-4	 -3 -3
where V is a column-n vector V 0

We need to find a V corresponding to A. To do so, we proceed as follows:

AV-2V=0=(A-2I) V=0,

where I, = is the identity matrix of order n.

BV=0, 
I

We have a homogeneous n x n linear system. From the fundamental theorem of linear

system, the homogeneous system (A - 2 J) V = 0 ,<*> has infinitely many non trivial

solution (V = 0) only when det(A - 21r ) = 0, <1>

Example:



r + = 0,1 ii ri Tol

- y = o, Il - ij * [yj = [oj'
*	 =

'-'.----.--, '-v-,
A	 x 0

X0,
=> solution

= 0,

I x+y=O,	 1 ii

12x+2y=0.	 det(A)=2 
2

= infinitely many solutions.

Thus, the eigenvalues are the solution of the equation <l>.Moreover, from <*>, we note
that the eigenvalues of A are the solution of the homogeneous system

(A-21) V= 0,

Remark:

ri 31
Let A=[3 iJ Find A - 212

Solution:

[1 31	 Ti 01 [1 31
A - 212 = L3 ij— [o ij [3 iJ'
[2 01 [i-2	 1
[o 2jL 3 1-2j'

This clearly shows that A - 2 I can be directly obtained by subtracting
2 from the diagonal entries of A.

Thus:
1-2 3

det(A - 2 12) = 3 1-2 = (1— 2)2 9

= 1-22+ 2.2 9 22228,
= p(2 ) that is, a polynomial in 2 of degree 2.

Hence, the eigenvalues of A are the solution of
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det(A-212 )= p(2)= 22_22_8=0,
Thus 2 1 =-2 and 2=4,

For 2 = —2, and 22 =4,

For 2 = —2, we consider the homogeneous system (A + 212 ) V = 0,

[1+2 3 	 13 31
A_212=

1+2] = [33 	 3]'
[33 1 ['xl rol

Thus 
	 J * j =

[3 
30]<=>[O' 10'-->[3 30 	00

x+ y = 0 x =

[YXI  rYY1
[iiThus=Y[]  1

And hence for every choice of y 0, we have an eigenvector V.

Thus, for y = 1, we obtain V 
= [ij'

We have an infinite number of eigenvectors.

For 2 2 = 4, we consider (A - 2 '2) V = 0, that is
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rA_212= 3
—4

[-1 101

[0 OOj

Ixl [Y'][
1==Y1I

Y] 
	L1 Y # 0,

Thus, v2 = Li for y=l,

Verfication:
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31 [-3 301
1_4][3 _30j'

- x + y = 0 x = y,

-4?	 -*
AV, =2 V,

A	
i 3] _1] [_22]=-21'

 
'] = , V, ,=:> ..z 	 The reverse operator

points having x=—y

-, ?[1 31 [ii []14[1-
A=[3 i]*[]= 4 = [ij = 2 V2 , => The identity operator

The

points having x = y

Note:

The concept of eigenvalue and eigenvectors will be proven to be useful in Computer graphics. Indeed,
the first iterative algorithm established for computing eigenvalues of a matrix came up of consideration of

the concept of the largest eigenvalue and its implication in objects related to computer graphics. This
algorithm is known as the power algorithm which will be our main focus in the next session.

We can easily note from the above example that:

<1>IfAisan n  n matrix, then det(A— 2.I) isa polynomial of degree n and hence an n X 
matrix A can have at most n eigenvalues A. % 2' 2	 . ., A. ,.
<2> The sum of the eigenvalues of an n x n matrix A is equal trace (A) <3>
The product of the eigenvalues of n x n matrix A is equal to det(A) = 2 2 2 .. .2

The results of <3> and <4> usually are used as checks on the computed eigenvalues.
For instance:

2 1 + A 2 = —2+4 = 2 = trace (A) = Diagonal entries of 

frace(A) = a11 + a22 +. .

2122 =_2*4=_8=det(A),
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Solving the eigenvalue problem using the direct method will run us into major numerical difficulties when
the matrix A is of order 4 on higher. Therefore a new technique is needed for solving the eigenvalue
problem.

Introduction to Power Algorithm :
Applied Numerical Analysis p502)

As we have said, the power algorithm is an iterative technique for finding the largest eigenvalue for an nxn
matrix A. Since it is an iterative technique therefore we must begin with an initial approximation.

We usually take the initial approximation arbitrarily. Before, we present the algorithm we present this
example:

3 —1 0

Assume A —2 4 —3,

0 —1 1
To find the eigenvalues of this matrix using the direct method we have to solve.

p(A.)= det(A—)L1 3 )= 2	 82 2 +142-1= 0,

Unfortunately this cannot be done very easily since the roots are not integers. Indeed:
A. = 5.4773, 2 = 2.448 1,  2 = 0.07458,

2 is the largest eigenvalue.

1

To use the power algorithm we first assume that V = 1 , is an initial approximation to an

1

eigenvalue of A.

	

3 —1 0	 1	 2	 1

Iteration 1: - 2 4 - 3 * 1 = -1 = 2 - 0.5

	

0 —1 1	 1	 0	 0

2= normalising factor,
Normalisation = Making the largest component equal to unity.



3
Iteration 2: - 2

0

3
Iteration 3: - 2

0

3

Iteration 4: - 2
0

-1 0	 1	 3.5	 -0.875

4	 3 * -0.5 = -4 =-4 1
-1 1	 0	 0.5	 -0.125j

-1 0	 -0.875	 -3.625	 [-0.59181
4	 3 *	 1	 = 6.125 = 6.1251 	 1
-1 1	 -0.125	 -1.125	 [-0.1837

-1 0	 - 0.5918	 -2.7755	 -0.4840
4 -3 *	 1	 = 5.7347 = 5.7347	 1
-1 1	 -0.1837	 -11837J	 -0.2064
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3 -1 0	 -0.4037	 -2.2111	 -0.4037
Iteration 14: - 2 4 - 3 *	 1	 = 5.4774	 5.4774	 1

	

0 —1 1	 - 0.2233	 -1.2233	 -0.2233

5.4774, is the normalising factor which is an estimate to the largest eigenvalue 2 I = 5.4773

It should be clear that the eigenvalue problem is defined only when the matrix A is square otherwise we do
not have an eigenvalue problem. Moreover, we know that any time the matrix A is not invertible

> A doesn't exist, one of the eigenvalues of A is zero.
The power technique will be presented in full right after presenting the diagonalization algorithm of
n x n matrix A.

THE DIAGONALIZATION ALGORITHM:

The concept of a diagonal matrix is so important and so simple since it enables us to deal with only

ii elements, specifically the n diagonal entries, instead of dealing with n2 entries,. For instance the
algorithm for matrix multiplication can be numerically very ill when we are asked to perform a repeated
multiplication of the matrix with itself. However, this case will be to a certain degree eliminated or simplified
when we can diagonalize the matrix. The concept of diagonalize the matrix. The concept of diagonalization
of a matrix is clearly related to the concept of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Formally, an xii matrix A is
said to be diagonalizable if it has n linearly independent eigenvectors. Therefore, by linearly vectors we

simply mean vectors that can be written Vi , V2 ,... ,V, such that:

If and only ifk1 =k2 = ... = k=0,



If an nxn matrix A does not haven linearly independent eigenvectors then the matrix A is not
diagonalizable and hence it is called a defective matrix.

P=
	

]...
	

whose columns are linearly eigenvectors of A such that:

P 'AP = D, where D is an  x n diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are

2 I , 2 Z , ... ,2 , the eigenva1uesofA.

Example:
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Consider A= 4 1 0

001

a) Find the eigenvalues of A.
b) Find the eigenvectors of A corresponding to its eigenvalues.
c) Is A diagonaiizable ? Why?

d) If yes, find an invertible matrix P such that P -1AP =

e) Compute det(A 100 ) and tr(A100),

Solution:

a)

1-2 4	 0 1-2 4
det(A-2.1 3)= 4 1-2	 0	 4 1-2

0	 0 1-2 0	 0

=(1-2) —16(1—A.)= 0,
=(1_2)[(1_2) 2 —16]= 0
= (1— 2)[-3— 2.][5— 2.] = 0,
=> 2 —J, 2 Z, 23-5,

are the eigenvalues of A,
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b) for 21=1,

0 4 00	 0
we have 4 0 00 = 1

0 0 00	 0

X	 0	 0	 0
y = 0 =zO =V 0,

z	 z	 1	 1

1 00
o oo =x=0,
0 00
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1 010 1	 [1 1 0 10 1	 + , = 0,	 i =

	

For 2 2 =-3,0 0 00	 O 0

[o 0	 j	 0	 j	
z=0,	 0z='

	

i ri	 1i	 [—ii

Y —y '	 1

	

[zj [o j 	Loi	 [oj

1 00l 1— x + y = 0, rx=y,
0 oo	

z=0,
0 ilol

	—4 4 00	 r-i
For A 3 =5, 4 —4 0 0 H 0

	

0 0 —40	 [o
X	 '	 1	 1

Y = y = 1	 = 1,

z	 0	 0	 0

The eigenvectors V 1 , V2 , V3 , are linearly independent since they correspond to distinct eigenvalues
(2# A 2 #A.3)

Remark: If A is an  x n with distinct eigenvalues the A is diagonahzable the converse need not be true.

a) A is diagonalizable since it has three linearly independent eigenvectors.
b) The invertible matrix P is:

0 —1 1

P= [VV2I V ] = ° 1 1,

000

	

TA	 0 01 [1 0 0

such that P AP = D = 0 A. 2 0 1= 0 —3 0,

	

0	 0 % 3 j [	 0

e) Since P 1AP = D A = PDP1,

In general jA?1 = PDP' , for n>1



det(A") = det(PDP ') = det(.P) det(D" ) det(P ') = det(P) det(P ) det(D")

= det(P) 1det(D");
det(P)

P 1 exists, then det(P):;-- 0= det(D")= )L.A	 A.2"	 ..n'
=> det(A'°°) = det(D'°°) = (1b00 )(_3) b00 (5) 100 = (_3)*(5)100,

Similarly, we see that trace(A'°°) = trace(D'°° ) = 1100 + (-3) 100 + (5)100 = I + (_3)100 + 5100,

Remarks: We can clearly conclude from this example:
<1> The diagoinilizable algorithm is useful in evaluating the det(A" ) for n ^! 1 without computing

A"
<2> Furthermore it enables us to obtain the diagonal matrix D without finding the product

P 'AP.
<3> When it is applicable, the diagonalizing algorithm will be the method to choose for performing high
order matrix multiplication.
Since it reduces the number of arithmetic operations involved drastically.

Theorem:
There may exist n x n matrices A whose eigenvalues are not all distinct and yet they are diagonalizable.

Theorem:
The det(A —2.1,7 ) = P(2 , is usually called the characteristics polynomial of A and the equation,

det(A - 21,,) = 0, is often called the characteristic equation, with these definitive in hand the following
important theorem can be stated: Every matrix A satisfies its characteristic operation. This result is usually
known the Cayley - Hamilton theorem.

Example:
ri 51

Let A=[3 ij Then the characteristic equation of A is:

1-2 5
det(A-212)= 5
	 1-2 

= (1_2)2 _25 = 0>(1_2)2 =2522_22_24=0,

Thus, by Cayley - Hamilton theorem, we get:

A 2 - 2A - 2412 = °matr&'



[1 51 [1 51 [-21*1	 1+1
[5 1] L5 'i [0

r

6 101 [-26

o 26j—l0

0]_r4 o1ro 01
24 	 0 24j[0 oj' 

True,

- 101 
F0- 26] = L0	

=> A True relation.
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It enables us to compute the power matrices and to find the inverse of a matrices.

Example:
<1> We have A 2 = 2412 + 2A,

A 3 = 24A+2A2,

A 4 =24A2+2A3,

=	 = 24A' 2 + 2A'',

<2> Since A 2 —2 A - 24l2 =

=2412 =A2-2A,

'2	 4A1,

=A1
24

A 2 = I _1A1
242 12

THE ORTHOGONAL DIAGONALIZATION ALGORITHM:

Let A be ann x n symmetric matrix (A = AT), with real entries, then A is orthogonally diagonalizable

i.e. there exist an orthogonal matrix P such that P Tp = D, We keep in mind an orthogonal matrix is a

matrix that satisfies pTp = ppT = j <> p-1 = pT

In this case the cliagonalizing algorithm would have been cut in terms of arithmetic operation to a great
deal.

We are now interested in determining those square matrices that only real eigenvalues. It can be shown that
if A is ann x n symmetric than its eigenvalues are real numbers.

We are now interested in determining those square matrices that have only real eigenvalues. It can be Shown
that if A an n x n symmetric matrix than its eigenvalues are real numbers.
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Example:

ro ii
A=[1 01=A T =Aissymmetiic.

det(A-212)= 0-2
	

1 1

A = -A T ,thenA is skew symmetric (Anti Symmetric),

0-2 -1
det(A-%I2)= 

1	 0%	
2+1=%2-i2=0=2=±i,

pure imaginary eigenvalues.

Theorem:

Let A be an n x n matrix A=S+Q, when S is symmetric and Q is skew symmetric. This decomposition is
unique:

Proof:
A+A T	A_AT	 A AT A AT

Let S=	
2

	
and Q-- 

2 
,then S+Q-+--±-----=A,

To Show that Sis Symmetric isto Show that S=ST,

T (A+A T ) T A T +(A T)T A T + A
that isS -2
	 =	 2	 2 

=S,=>Sissymmetric.

We now need to show that  is skew symmetric that is Q = 
QT,

(A-Am -	 (A)T - A T -A=
2	 2	 2 - 2

= Q is skew symmetric.

We can show that S and Q are unique by showing that any other S1 and Q1 chosen will be always equal
to S and Q.

A = Si + Q, = S + Q <1>

AT=ST+QT=S1T+Q1T=51-Q1=s_Q<2>
= SI = 3,

Q, Q,

It should be clear while doing computational matrix algebra on a computer that the cancellation rule for real
numbers does not hold for matrices that is if AB=AC then B=C only if A is invertible.

Similarly, we can easily notice that the zero product rule for real numbers does not hold for matrices.



ab = 0,
=> a = 0,
OR b =0, (inclusive OR)

Example 1:

[1 01	 [0 01
A=[0 o]0,
	

B=[0 ij°'

11 ol [0 01 ro 01
A13 = [

o oj 
* Lo ij = [o o]'

[1 01
A2 

= [ oj= 
A =lnthiscase A is said to be idempotent.

Exam ple 2:

r	 11
A=

o
Lo oj02

ro

o
A2 

= 	
]; In this case Ais said to be nilpotent.

All these peculiarities in matrices are due to the defined rule of multiplication.
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A= 2 6 2 =A T ,(A is a symmetric matrix)

226

eigenvalues of A are all real numbers

= 9, 22 =4,	 2 = 0 (distinct)

1	 0	 4

V1 =2,	 V2 = 1,	 V3=-1,

2	 —1	 —1

Eigenvectors corresponding to distinct eigenvalues are orthogonal:
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01
2 3J*[ij=0+O+O_O

-, -,
v T v =0,

Vi .V3 = 0,

Moreover V1 , V2 , and T' are linearly independent.

Note that V, V2, and J' can be normalised.
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1

	

-3	 3
	- V 	2

u1 = -: = -,

3

-	 0

U2	 T2

[41

-3	 V3	 I -it
U 3 =	 =

7	 ,

I

[-j
4

3j:
-4 -	 -	 1

P= U1I U2I U3 =

1
3

9 0 01
P TAP=D= 0 4 0

000

POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES:

Definifion: A is an n x n matrix. It is said to be positive definite if its eigenvalues

2 I ,% 2) .. . , A 	are all positive.

410

Example: A= 1 4 0,

0 0 4

Is A a positive definite?



det(A - 2.13 ) = 0 2 = 5, A = 4, 2 = 3,

Remark: Every positive definite matrix is invertible since the dominant of A
det(A)=2 12223>0

Therefore det(A) :# 0 > A is invertible.

Moreover, positive definite matrices are using useful in studying conic sections an quadratic
surfaces (ellipses, parabola, hyperbola, ellipsoid, paraboloid, hyperboloid),

Let Abeannxn real symmetric matrix with eigenvalues 2	 ,2	 such that

2 1 t^! I A 2 t'^ ... ^!jAt>0,

Then	 2t.tjxtI:!-^IjAxtI^I21I.IIxtI1,
IA I I is the largest eigenvalue.
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A,, I is  the smallest eigenvalue.

Example:

410

A=1 4 0,

004

2 I =5, 22=4,23=3,

2 1 > A > 23,

We should have:

2 3I1 x11 :!^II Ax tI :!^ 2IIxtt,

3	 4
if
	 0,thenAx= I

4	 0

for any x in 1R3,

1 0	 3	 12

4 Ø*Ø= 3,

0 4 4	 16

= IA xII= J(12)2 + 32 + 162 = 20.224,

3.IIx J:!^IIAxIl!^ 5 1 1XII
3(5) :!^ 20.224 !^ 5(5),

15 :!^ 20.224:5 25, which is true.

Theorem:

Let a be real symmetric matrix satisfying I I 2 I I^! ! 2 2 1 ^!... ^j 2,, I ^! 0,
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Then C(A) 
A.

-	 ^! 1,
IA.11 1

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE POWER ALGORITHM:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p518 )

DEFINITION: DOMINANT EIGEN VALUE.

Let A bean n  12 matrix with real entries; and let A. 	 2 ,...,2 be the eigenvalues of

of A then A. is said to be the dominant eigenvalue of A in absolute value if the following

equality is satisfied:
2 I>	 21^! I A 3I^!I2.flI^! 01

We recall that the power algorithm is an iterative technique to approximate the dominant
eigenvalue I A of n x n matrix A. thus the algorithm should begin with an initial

approximation V 0 and then proceed from one iteration to another until we obtain a
satisfactory answer as done in the previous example.

Let A be ann x n matrix with eigenvectors vi, V2 ,V31 .. ., v,, , corresponding to the eigenvalues

252 Z 32 35...,2 ,, andsatisfring

2 1 N A 2k! 1 2 31 ... 12flk!0,

(implicitly, we are assuming that the eigenvectors are linearly independent)

then {vi,v23...,v} form abasis for IR'3 that is every vector that is in IR'3 can be written as a

a linear combination of the vectors in the basis (this is unique). Let us call this vector

wo=k1v1+k2v2+...+kvn,

A;0=k1Av1+k2Av2+...+kv,

Awo = k-1 2 1 v+ k2 2 2 V +...+k v,

LetAw0 =
-4

Them Awo = wi,



Thus,Aw, =A(Awo)=A(k121v1±+k2),

A;, = A 2 w = k1 2 1 Av 1 +...+k,,

LetAw 1 =;2,
-,	 -

Thus A wz = k1 2 v 1 +.. .+k,,  v

= A 2 w, = A 3 w0,

thus, in general we obtain:

wm=A;mj=Am;o=k12

-*	 2	 2
Letusfhctorthisout :	 2 7(k1 v1+ 	 Vr),

(2m	 (zmn )Now as m increases largely the fractions: --J , • .,
	

go to zero.

It seems reasonably to write:

W = A;m1 = A tm ;0 = 2 i kivi,J
^J

And hence to assume that the dominate eigenvalue of A can then be approximated by the so called
Rayleigh quotient.:

>

THE INVERSE ALGORITHM:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p503)

Another possible is to look for the eigenvalues of the inverse matrix of A, keeping in mind if 2
1

is an eigenvalue of A => - is an eigenvalue of A 1 . Therefore, we apply the method of the

power algorithm for the matrix A 1 By the previous method we find the greatest eigenvalue
of the matrix A, and by the inverse algorithm we find the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A.
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Algorithm for the power method:

procedure solution (var ml,m2,m3:matrix;cd:mteger);
{ this procedure applies the power method)
var i , j , counter: integer;

temp : real;
begin

counter:=l;
num:=O;
repeat

temp:=O;
num:=O;
for i:=l to cd do
begin

temp := abs(m3[i,lj);
if (temp > abs(num) ) then num:=m3[i,l];

end;
if(num=O) then
begin

gotoxy(1,12);
writeln(' ALL THE EIGEN VALUES ARE ZERO');
message2;
HALT(l);

end;
for i:=l to cd do

m3[i,l]:= m3[i,l]Inum;
writing(m3,cd);
init2(m2.cd);
for i:=l to cd do

m2[i,l]:=m3[i,l];
init2(m3,cd);
multip(ml ,m2,rn3,cd);
writing(m3,cd);
counter:=counter+ 1;

until (counter--100);
gotoxy(l, 12);

end;

procedure oscillates(var ml,m2,m3:matrix;cd:integer);
{ this procedure checks if there are equal eigenvalues, this will make the normalisation factor oscillate
without ever converging to an answer)
var i, j, counter: integer;

ternp,numl,num2:real;
begin

temp:=O;
numl:=O; num2:=O;
for i:=1 to cd do
begin

temp := abs(m3[i,l]);
if (temp > abs(numl)) then nurnl:=m3[i,l];

end;

for i:=1 to cd do
m3[i,1]:=m3[i,1]/numl;
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init2m2,cd;
for i:=1 to cd do

m2[i,11:=m3[i,1};
init2(m3,cd);
multip(m 1,m2,m3,cd);
writing(rn3,cd);

for i:=1 to cd do
begin

temp := abs(m3[i,1});
if (temp > abs(num2) ) then num2:=m3[i,1];

end;
if(nunil <>num2)then
begin

gotoxy (1,12);
ncol :=trunc (8o1(cd+1));
forj:=l to cd do
begin

gotoxy(j*ncol,7);
write('A',j);

end;
for i:=1 to cd do

forj:=1 to cd do
begin

gotoxy(j *nco,7+i);
read(m 1 [ij]);
m4[i,j]:= ml[i,jj;

end;

for i:=1 to ed do
forj:=cd+1 to (2*cd) do
begin

if O= i+cd) then m4[i, j]:=1;
else m4[i, ii =0;

end;

procedure reading2( var m :matrix; cd :integer);
(This procedure reads the initial guess }
var i, j, count, ncol: integer;
begin

writeln(' INPUT THE INITIAL GUESS');
writeln('---------------------------------------
for i:=1 to cd do

end;

GERSHGORIN'S THEOREM:
Applied Numerical Analysis p507)

The Gershgoiin's theorem gives a bound of the values of the eigenvalues , and this helps the power
algorithm. (3ershgorin's theorems can give good estimates if there is strong diagonal dominance.
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Let D1 be a circle whose center is a 1 and whose radius is:

j=1,2,...,n and j#i.
Then Gershgorin states that every eigenvalue of A must lie in the union of those circles. Secondly, the
theorem then states that if k of these circles do not touch the other n-k circles, then exactly k
eigenvalues lie in the union of those k circles.
Take this example:

[4 —1 1

A=l1	 1	 1,

[-2 0 —6

The eigenvalues of the matrix are
2 I = —5.7685128405 2 2 = 3.4693606212, 2 = 1.2991522193,

P&MISM
D3	 D2 D3

The dominant eigenvalue, -5.76851, was found to he in 1)3 , and the other two are in

u D2 . The * ' s in the figure above indicate the eigenvalue.

THE HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p 510)

The only disadvantage of the QR technique is its poor efficiency. Although the multiplications are not very
costly (only two rows or columns are affected), we hope to make an improvement. There are two tricks that
we can use.
First, there is a similarity transformation called a Householder transformations that puts zeros below the
subdiagonal of A that stay zero on subsequent operations. A matrix that has all zeros below the diagonal we
except for elements immediately below the diagonal (we might call this "almost triangular") is called a lower
Hessenberg matrix.

Once the NxN matrix has been converted to Hessenberg, there are only N-I subdiagonal elements to
convert to zeros, but we can do this even fewer iterations if we shift A before each iteration (borrowing
from the idea of shifting in the power method) and, of course, reverse the shift after the iteration. This is our
second trick. Some authors compute a shift value from the eigenvalues of the 2x2 matrix and the lower-right
corner of A, but shifting by the value of a, itself is about as effective and saves having to compute roots

of a quadratic from the 2x2 matrix.
Here is the scheme we use.
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<1> Convert A to upper Hessenberg. (If A is symmetric, it stays symmetric, meaning it becomes
tridiagonal.

<2> Shift by a , then perform similarity transformations, as done before, for all columns from 1 t N-I.
Make sure the transformations give similar matrices by doing a postmultiply for each column from N-i to
1. Then reverse the shift.
<3> Repeat step 2 until the element to the left of a is essentially zero; an eigenvalue appears as the

diagonal of the last row, in position am,.
<4> Once an eigenvalue has been found, the last and column of A can be ignored because they do not can
be. Repeat the process of steps 2 and 3 to annihilate the elements to the left of the diagonal in successive
rows from N-1 to 2. Once all the subdiagonal elements are essentially zero, all the eigenvalues appear on the
main diagonal of A.

The reason the method is called QR is that we do these successive multiplications to get matrix R:

QN_lQN_2 .Q1 A = R,

Then we do

RQIQZ ... QN_I =

where A* represents the result of this stage of iteration.
It remains to be seen how a Householder transformation can be accomplished. For the same matrix A as
before,

7866

1 6 —1 —2

1 —2 5 —2'

34 34

We reduce in row 3, columni, by forming B14B, where:

1 0 00

0 1 00

0 — b3 1 0'

LO —b 0 1

a31	 1
3 a21	 1

a41	 3 -)
04-	 ---'a21

7 32 6 8

1 —1 —1 —2

0 —2 6 0

[0 22 6 ioj

Thus we have:



r7 32 6 81

1 —1 —1 —2

—2 6 0

22 6 io.j
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We continue with the second column, using:

1000

01 00
B'=0 

0 1 or

0 0 —b4 ij

a42 22
b4	 _11

a32 —2

with the B2 matrix the same except that b43 is the positive value.

When we compute B'AB again, we get the Hessenberg matrix:

7 32 —60 6

1 —1 21 —2
B'B'AB21	 1B2 	 02	 6	 0'

0 0 —38 10
The rule we have used is this

To reduce column C of matrix A, form B from the identity matrix by replacing the elements in row I and

column c+ 1 of I with a1 I a+1, for J=C+2 to N. form matrix B' with the negative w of these values.

Multiply B'AB.
Perform the reductions in columns 1 through N-2 of A.
There is one potential flaw in this reduction to Hessenberg. The divisor used in forming the B matrices could
be zero or very small, causing overflow (or large round-off errors). We avoid this by examining the
elements in each column below the diagonal to find the largest element in the subdiagonal position. The
interchange of columns in necessary to make sure that the diagonal elements remain the same even though

they maybe scrambled, thus preserving the eigenvalues. We really do P 1AP ,where P is
the permutation matrix.
If the preceding reduction to Hessenberg is done with row/column interchanges, in the resulting matrix
is:

7 10.667 12.286	 8

3 6.333	 6.143	 4

o —3.111 1.381 —3.333

0	 0	 0.582 7.2861

once the matrix has been to Hessenberg reduced to Hessenberg form, we perform the QR algorithm until all
subdiagonal elements disappear, giving the eigenvalues on the diagonal.
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Algorithm for the OR decomposition

{ This program calculates the symetric Iridiagonal matrix A(n-1) similar to the symmetric A=A(l)
and constructs A(2) and A(3). This method is used in QR decompostion that will find the eigenvalues of the
matrix A. Note that A(n- 1) is a Hessenberg matrix since it has zeros below and above the subdiagonal
of A)

procedure QR (matrix table)
var r, c integer;

d, temp: double;
tempmat : table;
k, i, j, 1 ,u, v, counter: integer;

begin

for counter:='l to 200 do
begin

init4(postrnat);
r:=2; c:=i; i:=1;
for c:=l to card-i do
for r:=c+ ito card do
begin

init2( tempmat);

d:= sqrt (sqr (matrix[c, c])+sqr(matrix[r,c});
matQi [c, c]:=ma1rix[c, c}/d;
matQi [r, r]:'matQi [c, c];
matQi [r, c]:=-mattixjr, c}/d;
matQi [c, r]:=malrix[r, c] /d;

multip( niatQi, matrix, tempmat);

for i:=1 to card do
for j:=1 to card do

malrix[i, j]:= tempmat[i, j];

{ invert the matrix Q)
temp:0;
for i==1 to card do

for j:=i to card do
if(j<i) then begin

temp :=matQi [j,i];
matQilj,i] :=matQi[i,j];
matQi[i, ii :—temp;

end;

{ store it in postrnat)
for i=1 to card do

for j:=1 to card do
postmat1, i,j]:=matQ i[i,j];

init3(matQi); init2(matrix);
for i:=i to card do

for j:=1 to card do
malrix[i,j]tempmat[i, j];



1=1+1;
end;

for 1:=1 to trunc(card*(cardl)/2) do
begin

init2(tempmat); init2(tempmat2);
for i:=1 to card do

for j:=1 to card do
begin

for u:=1 to card do
for v:=1 to card do

temp2[u, v]:=postmat[1, ii, v];
multip(matrix,temp2,tempmat);
init2(malrix);
temp:=O;
for i:=1 to card do

for j:=1 to card do
matrix[ij]:=tempmat[i, i];

end;
end;
writing2(matrix);

end;

procedure TheAlgorithm (var mattable);
{ This procedure contains the Householder Algorithm to obtain the syimnetric tridiagonal matrix
A(n-1) similar to the symmetric matrix A. Thus it constructs A(2) and A(3))

var i,j, k, 1: integer;
q, sum, alpha, RSQ, PROD: real;

begin
alpha:=O; q:=O; RSQ:=O; PROD:=O; sum:=O;

{ At each step A can be overwritten)
for k:=l to (n-2) do
begin ( do steps 2 to 14)

(steps 2 }
sum:=O;
for j:=(k+l) ton do

sum := sum + sqr(mat[j, k]);
q :=sum;

{ step 3)
if(mat[k+1,k]=O ) then alpha := - (sqrt(q))

else alpha:= (sqrt(q) * mat[k+1,kJ)/(abs(mat[k+1,k]));

(step 4)
RSQ := sqr(alpha)-(alpha * mat[k+l,k]);

(step 5 }
v[k]:=O;
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v[k+1 J:=mat[k+ 1,k]a1pha;
for j:=k+2 to n do

vb}:=matb, k};

(step 6)
sum:=O;
for j:=kton do
begin

suxn:=0;
for i:=(k+1) to n do

sum sum + (mat[j, ij *v[i]);
u[j}:=sum/RSQ;

end;

{ step 7)
sum :=0;
for i:=(k+1) tondo

sum := sum + (v[jj*u[j]);
PROD := sum;

{ step 8 }
for  :ktondo

z[j]:—ufj]-(( PRODI(2*RSQ)) * v[j]);

{ step 9)
for 1:=(k+ 1) to (n- 1)do (do steps 10 and 11)
begin

{ step 10)
for j:=(1+1) to n do
begin

mat[j, 1}:= mat[j, 1}(v[1]*z[j)(vfj]*z[1]);

mat[1,j]:=mat[j, 1];
end;

{ step 11)
mat[1, 1]:=mat[ I, 1](2*v[1]*z[1]);

end;

(step 12 }
mat[n, n]:=mat[n, n](2*v[n]*z[n]);

(step 13)
for j:(k+2) ton do
begin

mat[k,j]:=0;
mat[j, k]:=O;

end;

{ step 14 )
mat[k+ 1 ,k} :=mat[k+ 1,k]-(v[k+ 1 ]*z[k]);
mat[k,k+ 1]:=matlk+1,kI;

(step 15)
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17 _7

if(k=1)then
begin

write(' ** A(',k+l,') IS
writing (mat);
writein;
write (** PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE...');
read(x);
read(x);
C]rscr;

end;
if (k--2) then
begin

write(' **A(', k+1, ')IS');
writein (mat);
writein;
writein;
writein ( 'THIS IS THE SYNMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX A(n-1)');
writein ( 'END OF THE HOUSEHOLDER ALGORITHM
writein;
wiitehi;
write('** PRESS ANY KEY TO EXIT....................

write(x);
end;

end;
QR(matQ);

end;

Algorithm for the OR method using the Hessenberg matrix:

this method is used in QR decomposition that will find the eigenvalues of the matrix A.
A HouseHolder transformation was used. Note that a Hessenberg matrix has zeros below and

above the subdiagonal of A }

procedure QR (matrix: table)
var r, c : integer;

d, temp: double;
tempmat : table;
k, i,j, 1 ,u, v, counter integer;

begin

for counter:=l to 200 do
begin

init4(postmat);
r:=2; c:=l; 1:=1;
for c:=l to card-1 do
for r:=c+l to card do
begin

init2(tempmat);
d:=0;
d sqrt ( sqr (mathx[c, c])+sqr(matrix[r,c]);
matQi [c, c]:=matrix[c, c]/d;
matQi [r, r]:=matQi[c, cj;
matQi [r, c]:'=-matrix[r, c]/d;



matQi [c, r]:=matrix[r, c]/d;

multip(matQi, matrix, tempmat);

for i:=1 to card do
for j:=1 to card do

mathx[i, j]:= tempmat[i, j];

{ invert the matrix Q)
temp:=O;
for i:=1 to card do
forj:=l to card do

if(j<i) then begin
temp matQi Ii, i];
matQilj, i] := matQi[i,j];
matQi[i,j] :=temp;

end;

{ store it in postmat }
for i:=1 to card do

for j:=l to card do
postmat[1, i, j]:=rnatQi[i, j};

init3(matQi); iriit2(matrix);
for i:=1 to card do

for j:=1 to card do
matrix[LjJ :=tempmat[i, j];

l:=1+1;
end;

for 1:=1 to trunc(card*(card-1)12) do
begin

init2(tempmat); init2(tempmat2);
for i:=1 to card do

for j:=1 to card do
begin

for u:=1 to card do
for v:=1 to card do

temp2[u, v]:=postmat[1, u, v];
multip(matrix,temp2,tempniat);
init2(matrix);
temp:=O;
for i:=1 to card do

for j:=1 to card do
matrix[i, j] :=tempmat[i, j];

end;
end;
writmg2(matrix);

end;

procedure TheAlgorithm (var mat:table);
{ This procedure contains the Householder Algorithm to obtain a upper Hessenberg
matrix that has zeros below the subdiagonal of A)
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var i, j, k, 1, r, c: integer;
begin

iriit3(matQi); init2(texnpmat); init2(tempmat2);
for r:=c+2 to card do

matQi[r,c+1}:=-rnat[r+ 1,c]/mat[r-1,c];

multip (matQi, mat, temp);
for r:=c+2 to card do

matQi[r,c+ 1]:=-rnatQi[r,c± 1];

multip(tempmat,matQ4tempmat2);
for i:=1 to card do

for j:=1 to card do
mat[i, j]:=tempmat2[i, j];

r:=4; c:=2;
matQi[r,c+ 1 ]:=-mat[r, c]/mat[r-1,c];

end;
QR(tempmat2);

end;

References: Applied Numerical Analysis
(Fifth Edition)
Curtis F. Gerald.
Patrick O.Wheatley.
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NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

The primary purpose of numerical integration is to compute f f(x)dx which is difficult

to do by elementary means. There are integrals that are very difficult to do.

Review of a basic definition of f f(x)dx:

Given a function f(x) defined over [a, b]. The definite integral of f(x) , if it exists , is written as

= urn
a
Here the x1 1 s are points inserted into the interval [a,b] and so that:

X. = a <x1 <x2 <...< x 1 <x =
Where a is equal to the number of subintervals.

ME
= Lsx=x1—x1= a

Now, we give an example of an integral which is difficult to solve by ordinary methods:

Sex'
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1-THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p330)

This method is to compute the areas (Definite integrals)
b—a

We first subdivide [a,b] into n subintervals of equal length, which will give A= n

a x1 x	 x,1b

a = x0,

b

Area of the trapezoid (ax1f(a)f(x1 )),

B

Area of the trapezoid: (B+b)(f(x1)+f(x0)),

b—a

2	
x1a,

Area of the second trapezoid =[f (X2 + f(x1 )],
AX

AX
Area of the nth trapezoid ff(x) + f(x 1 )]---,

Ax
Total area=	 [f(x0 ) + 2f (x1 ) + 2f(x2)+...+2f (x.,-,) + f(x)},

Ax	 n

This is the approximated value of the integral according to the integral according to
this method.
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Sf(x)d	
b—a

[f0+f+2j'}
2n 

3	 2

Application: Compute f xcix =	 -

Let n=4
b—a 3-1 2

n	 4	 4 2'

x0 = 1,
3

x
2'

x2 = 2,
5

X3 =

x4 = 3,

i=fxdx
1



•	 '12	 n-1

K
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DERIVATION OF THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE WITH ITS ERROR:

Let 1(x) =5 f(t)dt, we want 1b) 5 f(t)dt.

Remark:

1'(x) = Ax),

Let's name the subdividing points xo,x l ,xz, ... ,xJ,...,Xfl

What is 1(x) = l(x + ix) =

A21"(x3) i.\31"(x1)
1(x,1 ) = I(x + )= I(x)+ A.1'(x1)+	

+
2!	 3!

	

A2 f'(x1 )	 L3f"(x)
I(x+1)=I(x)+

2!	
+Lf(x1)+	 6 ' +0(A4 ) <1>

Recall :f(x1+1 )= f(x1)+4f'(x1)+A2 21
f"(xJ)+0(2)

- f+-f _Af"(xi)+Q(A2)

A	 2
Replace f'(x1 ) by its value in <1>

"
We get I(x11 ) = 1(x1 ) + Af. + A2

- [ f+-f - 4f (x1) + 0(A2 )] + f' (x,) + 0(A4);
'2	 A	 2

= I(x1+1 ) = 1(x1)+ 
A 

Uj +f]jf"(x1)+ 0(A4),



Then

Sf(x)dx = S. + S + S2 + ...+S 1 =

n-i	 n-i	 n-i

ButS
iO	 i=1	 12 po

Moreover we have:

=

n-i

f" (x,)

=: m!5j=o
12

-	 -
x /f"(x)=

a
n-i

I =-[f0+f
j=i

Let= 
b—a

We have:

	

I 
l

n-i	 I

-= -[f0 +f +2j]= trapezoidal.t

	

1=1	

I
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-	 A2 	-
I–i = –1--(b–a)f"(x)+O(A4)

(b--a)M,

M= maximum if" (x)j, where x e[a,b],
* Compute using the trapezoidal rule, so that the error is less than a certain number.

To compute the integral using the trapezoidal with certain error in mind, we do the

following:
Suppose the maximum error is e. To know how many subintervals are needed i.e. value

Ac
of n, we set j (b_a)M <e, and we solve for n:

Example: Compute.feX dx, so that the error is
0	 PO

f(x)=eX , a=O,b=1,

Let ii be the number of subintervals used in trapezoidal rule:

A2 	1
We have 

12
—(b - a)M :5 106-,

b–a 1
=-,

n	 ii

M = maxtf ! (x)I x E[0,1];

f(x)= ex f'(x)= 2x ex

f"(x) = 2ex + 4x 2 ex = 2(1+ 2x2)ex,

f"(l)=maxlf"(x)I,	 x [0,1]= f"(l)= 6e16,

1n2 *16f,^_,*1O6!^ n',106	 12

So n'

So we should do at least 1000 subintervals so that the error is <

Algorithm for the traieze:

procedure trapeze (dat: table; cd: Integer);
(this procedure applies the trapezoidal method to compute the integral)

var delta: integer;
result, temp, n: real;



begin

result:0;
for i.=l to (cd-2) do

result := result + dat[i,l];

result:=2*result;
result := result + dat[O,lJ + dat[cd-1,l];

result := result*(dat[cd_l ,O] - dat[0,01)/ (2*(cd_1));
result := 2*(1/sqrt(Pi)*result;
writeln(result);

result :=(Pi/2)*sqr(Pi12)/12;
n:=cd-l;
result :=result/sqr(n);
wnteln('The ERROR MADE WAS SMALLER OR EQUAL THAN', result);

end;

Simpson's Methods:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p 337)

Another method that we use to accomplish integration is the following:

b—a
Subdivide [a,b]into n subintervals of equal length. A=

a

Let's compute I = Sf(x)dx.
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LJ'(x1 ++) L 2I"(x1) A3I"(x)

+.<1>I(x)= $f(t)dt, I(x, +L)= I(x1)+	
1!	 2!	 3!

a

Since we have I' (xi ) = f(x) we get:

2f ' (x ) i\2f' (x ) A4f"(x)
<1> I(x+1)=I(x3)+Af(x3)+	 2 1	+	 3!	 +	 4!

A21(x1 ) A3l"(x) Lt4I4(x)
Simi1arlyI(x1)=I(x)—M'(x)+ 2! -

	 31	 +	 41	
+...<2>

and since we have I'(x)= f(x) we get:

O 2f ' (x ) - 2f"(x)
+-f

3
 (x)+...

2!	 3!	 4!

In Simpson's rule n must be even:

I	 I	 I	 I	 I
X0 =a x1	 X2 x3	 x4

Let S = I(x 1 ) -
For  = odd number, because odd numbers exist in the equation <3>

b	 n-i

Then the integral I =	 =
a	 j=1
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Recall:

f(xf+h)=

f(x)h ) = f(x)— hf'(x)+--f"(x)— --f"'(x)+ --f(x)+...

f +f = 2f +h2f(x)+f4(x)+O(h6)

=	 f'(x)=h2	 12
So A = h =

2A3	A2	 A5

g	 [f4(x)+0(A4)J+f4(x)+0(A7),
 12	 60

= Si = 2Af +A[f +1 +f-2ff]-36
	 60
 f4 (X) + O(A)+.f (Xi )+ 0(A7),

= S = [4f + f + f]- ---Af(x)+ 0(A7),
90

Al	 2	 n-1 '

Subdivide [a, b] into n subintervals of equal length:

n = number of areas;
b—a

n
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Let's compute S1,S3,S5,...,S,_1,

Sj =	 + f+1 + f1]- f(x)+ Q(5),

33 =[f2 +f4 + 4f3j+...

S5 =-[f4+f6+4f5]+...

Sn-i =	 + f + 4fn-]+...

n-Z	 n-i	 5 n-I

+S3 +S5+...+S,1 =[f0 +f, + f1 +4EfJ+—f4(x)+O(A7),
i=even	 90
i=2	 i=odd

Notice: Error	 m !!^ f4 (x) !!g M, Because a function has a minimum

and a maximum

m:!^f4 (x1 )!^M e rn!5f4 (x3 )^ M,

M 15- f4 (x5 )^ M,

n-I	 rikinrn
–-:!gf(x)<--

2

21: f4 (Xj)
i=1

n-I

f(x)
n-I

There is an x, wheref(x)= 
j1	

,<> f(x) =
12 j=1

Note that I = [f + + f +4 J]
i=eve	 i=I
1=2	 i=odd

=I=

sinceba
180	 12
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Let M = maxlf 4 (x)j x

- A4	 A4
Then I I— II:5 jj (b_a)M with the error = jj (b_ a)M,

Application:

Take this functionf(x) = x 2 + 2x +1, and let n = 8:

compute 
f 

(x2 + x +1) by Simpson's Method:

xo	 I xi	 I X2	 I	 X3
	 • ••	 x8

If	 If2	 If3
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b—a 1
= -,

n	 8
.to =0

1
x1 

=

1
x2 =

3
X3 =

1

5
X5 

=
6

x6 
=

7
X7 j

= 1

=1,
11

11 =+-+1,64 4
11

f2 
= ++

1,
16 2
96

f3 = -i: 
++1

= - +1+1,

25 10
f5 = 64 j- +1,

36 12
f6 = -- +	 + 1;

49 18
46 8f =+--+1;

18 =4=3+1

1=	 ±18 +2(f2 +f +f6) 4[f1 +f3 ± f5 +17]

The fourth deiivcative =0 = Error =0, => I = I,



• Geometric. Interpolation:
S

• Set y- ax2 +bx+c
• Find a, b, c so, that the. Parabola will pass through A(O, c), B(-h,y0 ), C(h,y2):

Y(0) = c = c =

Y(-h) ::,;: YO 	 y0=y(-h)=.ah2-bh+y1,

= y(h)= ah 2 +6h+y1,

Wewiliget y0 +y2 =2ah2+2y1,

YO + Y2 2Y1=a	
2h2

y2 = y0 + 2bh,	 b -
- 2h

+h	 ax3 bx2
y=ax2 +bx+c,	 f(ax2+bx+c)=_

3 +
2 +cxI

	

h3 6h2 	h3 6/i2
= (a--+--+ch)-(-a-j+----ch)

= 2a -j + 2ch,

2ah3
Area	 + 2c -2h2

	 -j + 2y1h,

= Ii
	

+ y2 - 2y1 + 6y1 ] = 
Ii
-[y1 + Y2 + 4.y1],

The Collocation Polynomial:

A polynomial of degree n can have at most n zeroes, meaning that p(x) =0 can have at most n roots.
This polynomial is written as:

p(x) = A(x - r )(x - rz )... (x - 'mn)

where A has degree 0, a constant, and the roots of the polynomial are

We can prove that one and only one polynomial of degree n can take the specified values y

at given arguments Xk ,where k = 0,1,2,..., a.
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Suppose there were two such polynomials, p1 (x) and p2 (x). Then the difference

P(X) = p1 (x) - p2 (x) would be of degree n or less, and with zeros at all the arguments

X.: p(x., )  =0. Since there are n +1 such arguments this contradicts the result of the previous problem.
Thus, at most one polynomial can take the specified values. It is called the collocation polynomial.

• Suppose a polynomial p(x) of degree n takes the same values as a function y(x) for

• x = x0 , x1,. ,;. This is called collocation of the two functions and p(x) is the collocation
• polynomial. The formula for the difference between p(x) and y(x)

The difference is zero at the points of collocation, we anticipate a result of the fonu:

y(x)—p(x)= C(x— x0 )(x—x) ... (x—x)= C'r(x)

which may be taken as the definition of C the function F(x):

F(x) = y(x)— p(x)—Crc(x),

This F(x) is zero for x= x0,x1,...,x,7 and if we choose a new argument x, 1 and

y(x 1 ) - p(x)

then F(x 1 ) will also be zero. Now F(x) has n +2 zeros at least. By Rolle's theorem F' (x) then is

guaranteed n + 1 zeros between those of F(x) ,while F' '(x) is guaranteed n zeros between those of

F'(x).

Continuing to apply Rolle's theorem in this way eventually shows that F	 (x) has at least one zero

in the interval from x0 to x,, say at x = , Now calculate this derivative, recalling the

(n+ 1) th derivative ofp(x) will be zero, and put x =

0=y" 1> ( ) — C(n+1)!

This determines C, which may now be substituted back:

y(fl+l)( )
y(x 1 ) - p(x1)

(n+ 1)!

Since x +1 can be any argument between x 0 ,. , x and since our result is clearly true for

x, also, we replace x 1 by the simpler x:

y(fl+l)(•)
y(x)—p(x)=

(n+1)!



this result is often quite useful in spite of the fact that the number is usually undeterminable,

because we can estimate y(fl+l) ( ) independently of

procedure Simpson (dat : table ; cd : integer);
{ this procedure applies Simpson method to compute the integral

var delta: integer;
result,resultl,result2,texnp,ri:real;

begin
result1:O;
for i:=l to (cd-3) do

if((i mod 2)"O)then
result! :=resultl+dat[i,l]

resultl:=2*resu1tl;

result2:0;
for i:=1 to (Cd -2) do

if((i mod 2)=l)then
resu!t2:=result2+dat[i,l];

result2:4*result2;

result:=O;
result := resultl+result2+dat[0,1]+dat[cd-1,1];
result := result*(dat[cd_1,0]dat[0,01)/(3*(Cd_1));
result:2*(l/sqrt(Pi))*result;
writeln(result);

result :=((P112)*sqr(sqr(Pi12)))1180;
n:=cd-l;
result := result/sqr (sqr(n));
writein ('THE ERROR MADE WAS SMALLER OR EQUAL THAN', result);

end;

THE NEWTON-COTES FORMULA:
(Applied Numerical Analysis p328)

The Newton - Cotes formula is another method used to compute the definite integral of
a function.
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Consider those two graphs:

xo	xi
graph 1

Xe	 X1	 X2

graph 2



The first graph is a linear function which has the equation:

Pk =h(y0+y1),

The second graph is a quadratic function that has the equation:

Pk 
=y0+kL,y0+k(k_1)L12yo,

And easy computation produces, since x = X 0 + kh,

Jp(x)dx = Pkdk = h(2y0 + 2AY0 + Ly0 ) =(yo+ 4y, + y2),

xo

For the cubic polynomial a similar calculation produces:
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X3	3	 3

S p(x)dx= i4 pkdk_ hflIy0
xo	 0	 0

+ kLy0 +(k)YYO+ ()kY0]dk

=h(3y0 +y0 	 +	 Yo)= 3hj- (Yo	 +.v3)

Results for higher-degree polynomials can also be obtained in the same form,

X.
p(x)dx

	 nYj

and values of C and c3 for the few values of n are given in the table below. Such formulas are called the

Newton-Cotes formulas. Higher-degree formulas are seldom used, partly simpler and equally accurate
formulas are available and partly because of the somewhat surprising fact that higher-degree polynomials
do not always mean improved accuracy.
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C4 1	 C5	 C6	 C7	 C8n	 C
1 -

I	 -	 1
2

2	
1
-	 1
3
3

1. 3	 -	 1
8
2

4 —	 7
45
1

6 - 41
140
4

8	 989
14175

Cl	 C2	 C3_

1

4	 1

3	 3	 1

32	 12 32	 7

216	 27	 272	 2

5888 –928 10496 –4

216 1 41

10496 —928 5888 1989

The Taylor Method:
(Applied Numerical Analysis A-3)

The Taylor method is another method to evaluate the integral of a function.
Let us apply Taylor's theorem to compute the error function integral:

H(x) = =1 2etdt,

for x = 0.5 and x = 1, correct top four decimal places.

2	 t
The series e = 1—t + -- —+ -- —+... is the Taylor series that will be included

2 6 24 120
in the definite integral and this will lead to:

2	 x3 x5 x7 x9	x
;r	

3 10 42 216 1320

For x = 0.5 this produces 0.5205 and for x = 1 we find 0.8427. the character of this series assures that
the error made it does not exceed the last term used, so we can be confident in our results. The series
method has performed very well here, but it becomes clear that if more decimal places are wanted or if
larger upper limits x are to be used, then many more terms of this series will become involved.
In such cases it is usually more convenient to proceed as in the next problem.

Procedure Taylor(dat : table);
{ this procedure applies Taylor method to compute the integral)
var delta: integer;

result, cst ,x, temp, n: real;
begin



result:0;
cst:=2*(l/sqr(Pi));

result := (exp (17*In(x)/685440) - (exp(15*ln(x)/75600) +
(exp(13*ln(x))19360) - (exp(11*ln(x))/132O) + (exp(9*In(x)/216)

(p(7*(x))/42) + (exp(5in(x))I10)(exp*3*In(x)/3)+X;
result : result * cst;
writein ('Taylor Method Gives: ',result);

end;

References: Applied Numerical Analysis
(Fifth Edition)
Curtis F.Gerald,
Patrick 0. Wheatley.
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